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Abstract
This thesis focuses on ocean circulation and atmospheric forcing in the Atlantic Ocean at
the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 18-21 thousand years before present). Relative to the
pre-industrial climate, LGM atmospheric CO2 concentrations were about 90 ppm lower,
ice sheets were much more extensive, and many regions experienced significantly colder
temperatures. In this thesis a novel approach to dynamical reconstruction is applied to
make estimates of LGM Atlantic Ocean state that are consistent with these proxy records
and with known ocean dynamics.
Ocean dynamics are described with the MIT General Circulation Model in an Atlantic
configuration extending from 35◦S to 75◦N at 1◦ resolution. Six LGM proxy types are
used to constrain the model: four compilations of near sea surface temperatures from the
MARGO project, as well as benthic isotope records of δ18O and δ13C compiled by Marchal
and Curry; 629 individual proxy records are used. To improve the fit of the model to
the data, a least-squares fit is computed using an algorithm based on the model adjoint
(the Lagrange multiplier methodology). The adjoint is used to compute improvements to
uncertain initial and boundary conditions (the control variables). As compared to previous
model-data syntheses of LGM ocean state, this thesis uses a significantly more realistic
model of oceanic physics, and is the first to incorporate such a large number and diversity
of proxy records.
A major finding is that it is possible to find an ocean state that is consistent with all six
LGM proxy compilations and with known ocean dynamics, given reasonable uncertainty
estimates. Only relatively modest shifts from modern atmospheric forcing are required to
fit the LGM data. The estimates presented herein succesfully reproduce regional shifts in
conditions at the LGM that have been inferred from proxy records, but which have not been
captured in the best available LGM coupled model simulations. In addition, LGM benthic
δ18O and δ13C records are shown to be consistent with a shallow but robust Atlantic merid-
ional overturning cell, although other circulations cannot be excluded.
Thesis Supervisor: Carl I. Wunsch
Title: Cecil and Ida Green Professor of Physical Oceanography
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The LGM is the period of maximum extent of terrestrial ice sheets during the most re-
cent major glaciation in Earth’s history. Ice sheet extent appears to have been relatively
stable over the period of 26.5 to 19 or 20 thousand years before present (26.5-19 or 20
kyr bp) [Clark et al., 2009], and sea level during this period was relatively stable at about
125 m below modern levels [Clark et al., 2009]. Atmospheric CO2 concentrations were
also relatively stable at about 190 parts per million by volume (ppmv) during the LGM, as
compared to about 280 ppmv during pre-industrial times [Schmitt et al., 2012].
Although some aspects of LGM climate are relatively well understood, the atmosphere
and ocean circulation at the LGM remain particularly uncertain (see Chapter 2 for a thor-
ough review). As there are relatively large numbers of proxy records available for the LGM
Atlantic Ocean, there is a particularly good opportunity to better constrain conditions in this
region. In this thesis, the state of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) Atlantic Ocean is re-
constructed through a combination of proxy evidence and a dynamical understanding of
ocean circulation. This work is guided by the following three lines of scientific inquiry.
1. Are there one or more Atlantic Ocean states that are consistent with known ocean
dynamics and available LGM proxy records, given their uncertainties?
2. What magnitude of modern to LGM changes in oceanic and atmospheric state are
required to obtain a consistent LGM Atlantic Ocean state? Are the required changes
21
uniform, or are regional patterns evident?
3. What Atlantic meridional overturning circulation state or states are consistent with
available LGM deep ocean proxy data? More generally, what is required to constrain
deep ocean water mass distributions and pathways with sparse deep ocean tracer
data?
This chapter provides background and context for the rest of the thesis. Section 1.1
provides a more extended motivation for reconstructing LGM Atlantic Ocean conditions.
Section 1.2 then describes limitations of common approaches to studying the LGM climate,
and argues that synthesizing models and data through dynamical reconstruction is an im-
portant, but infrequently used, approach. The dynamical reconstruction approach applied in
this thesis is introduced, and previous applications of the technique are briefly reviewed to
provide evidence for the suitability of the approach. The chapter concludes with a preview
of the contents of the thesis.
1.1 The Last Glacial Maximum
Humankind is undertaking an unprecedented experiment by releasing massive amounts of
CO2 and other greenhouse gases into the modern atmosphere – the anthropogenic climate
experiment. While it is well accepted that serious shifts in climate are a potential, and
even likely, outcome of this experiment, prediction of future climate change is a difficult
exercise with many uncertainties [Solomon et al., 2007]. Climate models are the primary
tool used to project anthropogenic climate change, but estimating how well such models
simulate climates different from today’s is a challenge [Braconnot et al., 2012].
Fortunately, there is a source of data on how our planet responds under a variety of
climate conditions: Earth’s geologic record includes clear evidence of past climates that
were very different from today’s. Characteristics of past climates are inferred through
proxy records – preserved chemical, isotopic, or physical characteristics that can be used
to estimate past conditions. The mapping from preserved properties to past climate charac-
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teristics relies on modern calibrations – demonstrations that modern climate characteristics
are preserved in a consistent way in modern sediments.
A number of characteristics make the Last Glacial Maximum an excellent case study
for dynamical reconstruction of a past climate.
• The LGM is a period of relative climate stability, apparently without large shifts in
land ice, sea level, or atmospheric CO2 concentrations [Clark et al., 2009, Schmitt
et al., 2012]. This stability is key to interpretation of proxy records, and greatly
simplifies application of climate models to the period (e.g. Braconnot et al. 2007a).
• Amongst relatively stable episodes of the last 100,000 years, the LGM is the most
drastically different climate from today’s. Given uncertainties in proxy records of
climate, large changes are much easier to identify and quantify (e.g. Adkins et al.
2002).
• Atmospheric CO2 concentrations at the LGM were lower by about 90 ppmv than
at the pre-industrial [Schmitt et al., 2012], a difference that appears to have been
important to sustaining colder LGM conditions [Shakun et al., 2012]. This period
thus provides an important case study for the role of CO2 in climate [Schmittner
et al., 2011]).
• Continental configurations were very similar to today’s [Peltier, 2004], simplifying
attribution of climate changes.
• The LGM is one of the most extensively studied periods in Earth’s history, so that
relatively large numbers of proxy records are available. Uncertainties in proxies
themselves, and in the dating of the proxy records, are generally lower for the LGM
than for periods further back in time.
• Substantial effort has been made to build large, quality-controlled compilations of
proxy records (e.g. CLIMAP Project Members 1976, Marchitto and Broecker 2006,
Waelbroeck et al. 2009, Marchal and Curry 2008). These compilations greatly sim-
plifying the task of using proxy records.
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It is now apparent why the LGM is appropriate for dynamical reconstruction, and why
the results are important to current climate concerns. It is, at this point, less obvious why
it is sensible to focus on the LGM Atlantic Ocean state. The Atlantic Ocean is one of the
best studied regions for the LGM (see Chapter 2), and is also a relatively well-understood
part of the modern climate (see Chapter 3). The Atlantic is also dynamically important as
a deep water mass formation region. Finally, significant shifts in Atlantic Ocean state have
been proposed to have occurred between the LGM and today (e.g. Lynch-Stieglitz et al.
1999b, Curry and Oppo 2005), providing a number of intriguing hypotheses to test.
1.2 Dynamical reconstruction
Most studies of LGM ocean circulation focus on (1) proxy records, which are often inter-
preted with the aid of qualitative ideas about shifts in ocean circulation; or (2) dynamical
models of LGM changes (e.g. theories, idealized models, coupled climate models), which
are sometimes compared in a qualitative sense with selected proxy records. These ap-
proaches have contributed much to our understanding of LGM climate (Chapter 2 presents
a full review), but there are risks in focusing too heavily on one approach. The qualitative
ideas of ocean circulation sometimes used to interpret proxy records may be physically
unrealistic, and the state obtained in dynamical models can be quite far from observations,
making it difficult to apply inferences made from the models.
The need to move from qualitative to quantitative model-data comparisons has recently
become a focus for both the LGM modeling community [Braconnot et al., 2012] and the
LGM proxy community1. There is also increasing recognition from the broader modeling
community of the potential of paleo model/data comparisons to improve model forecasts
of future climate [Schmidt, 2010].
Dynamical reconstruction moves beyond quantitative comparison to build estimates of
1The Comparing Ocean Models with Paleo-Archives (COMPARE) workshop, held in March 2012 in
Bremen, Germany, focused on the topic of model/data comparisons and approaches to synthesizing models
and data.
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climate that are consistent with both model and data. The exercise of building a model-data
synthesis brings to the investigator a number of advantages. First, serious consideration can
be given to the uncertainties and biases of both models and data, providing a more holistic
view of the problem at hand. Second, a quantitative measure for “success” is defined a
priori, with explicit weighting of the relative importance of diverse data constraints. This
approach permits formal statistical hypothesis testing.
Quantitative model-data synthesis has been previously applied to the LGM Atlantic
(see Section 2.4.2 for a thorough review). For this thesis, the ocean state is estimated us-
ing the method of Lagrange multipliers, whereby a least squares fit of a dynamical model
to the proxy data is computed using an algorithm based on the model adjoint [Wunsch
and Heimbach, 2007]. In this approach, the model-data misfit is reduced by computing
improvements to uncertain initial and boundary conditions (the control variables). Quanti-
tative uncertainties assigned to all proxy records and to the control variables play as much
a part in the solution obtained as do the data themselves. Section 3.2 provides a more com-
plete overview of the state estimation methodology used in the thesis. For now we simply
note that, as compared to previous model-data syntheses for the LGM Atlantic, this thesis
uses a more complete dynamical model and a larger number and greater diversity of proxy
records.
The tool applied in this thesis to build dynamical reconstructions is the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology General Circulation Model (MIT GCM) [Marshall et al., 1997, Ad-
croft et al., 2004] and its adjoint [Heimbach et al., 2005]. Estimates of ocean circulation
and properties developed using this tool in combination with data are called ocean state
estimates and the process of making the model-data synthesis is called ocean state estima-
tion. The MIT GCM and its adjoint have been applied to develop a variety of modern ocean
state estimates. A particularly substantial modern effort is the Estimating the Circulation
and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO) project, a large, multi-institution project that has fo-
cused primarily on estimating the global ocean circulation [Stammer et al., 2002, Wunsch
and Heimbach, 2007, 2012, in press]; vast numbers of observations have been successfully
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incorporated in these state estimates, including, for example, hydrography, satellite obser-
vations of sea surface temperature and sea surface height, autonomous float data, and data
from bottom pressure recorders. Examples of regional ocean state estimates include the
Eastern Atlantic Ocean [Gebbie et al., 2006], the Southern Ocean [Mazloff et al., 2010],
and the Labrador Sea [Fenty, 2010, Fenty and Heimbach, 2012]. These estimates have
incorporated a wide diversity of observational data, and each estimate has proven useful in
understanding new aspects of the modern ocean circulation.
Due to the poor dating resolution of sediment cores from the LGM period, and the spar-
sity of LGM proxy observations, LGM proxy records are typically assumed to represent
average conditions over thousands of years; for some proxies, it is possible to estimate con-
ditions in specific seasons (e.g. summer or winter), but these estimates still represent a very
long term mean of summer or winter conditions over the LGM period. Due to these limita-
tions in the timescales that can be reconstructed with available data, a seasonal steady state
assumption is adopted here – that the LGM Atlantic can be adequately represented with
a seasonally varying, but otherwise stable in time, steady state (a seasonal steady state).
Previous LGM model-data syntheses have generally made a direct steady state assump-
tion (no seasonal cycle), and have built this assumption into the model framework (see
Section 2.4.2).
Here, instead of building a steady state assumption into the model, an alternate ap-
proach is taken: to search for an ocean state estimate that satisfies the seasonal steady state
assumption. A new type of ocean state estimate is defined: an equilibrium ocean estimate
(EOE) is an estimate of ocean state that is
1. consistent with known dynamics,
2. consistent with available data given their uncertainties, and
3. consistent with a steady state assumption (whether fully steady or cyclic in nature).
It is likely that there are a number of different approaches that could be used to achieve
these three goals. In this thesis, the philosophy used by the paleo climate modeling com-
munity is adopted (see Section 2.3.1): that a long-running model simulation with limited
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drift is indicative of a quasi-steady (or quasi-equilibrium) circulation. Long-running model
simulations have another advantage: interior ocean properties are set largely by the at-
mospheric forcing applied to the model, rather than the initial properties from which the
model was started. For a problem such as reconstructing the LGM ocean state, a full dy-
namical connection between atmospheric forcing and interior ocean conditions. Without
such a connection, one can not investigate, for example, what deep interior ocean data
imply about surface boundary conditions.question that has arisen
1.3 Terminology
In drawing upon proxy evidence of past climates, modern observations, forward models,
and inverse modeling techniques, this thesis necessarily relies on much terminology, the
exact meaning of which may sometimes be unclear. To aid the reader, a list of acronyms
used in the thesis is provided on page 19 and the following paragraphs describe how key
terminology is used in the thesis.
The Last Glacial Maximum. Exact definitions of the LGM time period vary. The
estimates of LGM state developed in this thesis rely on proxy record compilations that
either define the LGM to span 19-23,000 years ago [Waelbroeck et al., 2009] or 18-21,000
years ago [Marchal and Curry, 2008]. The first definition is followed here - that the period
under study spans 19-23,000 calendar years before present (19-23 kyr bp).
Proxy record. In paleoclimate literature, the word “record” often refers to measure-
ments made on a sequence of samples from, for example, a sediment or ice core; in the
standard terminology, a proxy record is a time-varying sequence of data corresponding to a
particular section of sediment or ice core material. In this thesis, only the LGM time period
is discussed, and all compilations of proxy evidence used in the thesis have (1) assumed
the LGM spans a given range of years, (2) computed an average of available sediment core
evidence over that period, and (3) have reported only the average conditions over the LGM
period. Therefore, for the purposes of this thesis, a proxy record (or simply record) is a
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single estimate of LGM conditions at a given geographic location.
Near sea surface temperature. Sea surface temperature (SST) can mean different
things to different communities. Those who estimate SST from satellites are truly mea-
suring the skin temperature at the surface of the ocean. In conditions of strong thermal
stratification (i.e. in summer), the skin temperature may apply over only the top few mil-
limeters. Likewise, meteorologists and atmospheric dynamicists may be interested in SST
only as a boundary condition on atmospheric dynamics; this boundary condition is the skin
temperature of the surface ocean. The term SST is avoided in this thesis and near sea sur-
face temperature (NSST) is used instead to remind the reader that we are not discussing the
skin temperature. In the work presented herein on modern conditions (Chapter 3), NSST is
taken to be the temperature of the upper most cell of the model, which is 10 m thick. In the
work presented on LGM conditions (Chapters 4 and 5), NSST is taken to be the mean tem-
perature of the top three cells of the model, a depth of 30 m in total. NSST reconstructions
for the LGM are based on organisms that inhabit a variety of depths in the water column;
30 m is taken as a conservative estimate of the potential habitats of these organisms.
1.4 Structure of the thesis
In this thesis, I argue that LGM ocean conditions can be best understood through dynamical
reconstruction. It could be argued that the circulation estimates presented in this thesis are
the most complete dynamical reconstructions of the LGM Atlantic Ocean currently avail-
able. The thesis presents a number of contributions to understanding of the LGM Atlantic
that would not have been possible without a dynamical reconstruction. Despite the power
of dynamical reconstruction, incorporating data and models in a single estimate or recon-
struction is a challenge: it requires honest consideration of the limitations and potential
biases of both models and data (which are often poorly known), and the technical machin-
ery involved is difficult to learn and computationally expensive to apply. The contributions
and remaining challenges of this work are described in the remainder of the thesis, which
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is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 surveys current knowledge of the LGM Atlantic, with detailed discussions of
proxy evidence, numerical modeling studies, and previous approaches to dynamical recon-
struction. A particular contribution of this chapter is an evaluation of the relative ease with
which available proxy types could be incorporated in a model-data synthesis.
In Chapter 3, a framework for ocean state estimation that is appropriate to study of paleo
circulation is presented. The utility of this framework is explored in the context of the mod-
ern ocean circulation – a system that is much better observed and understood than the LGM
ocean. An approach to modeling δ13CDIC and δ18Owater is presented and tested in state es-
timates constrained by modern water column measurements of δ13CDIC and δ18Owater. Two
techniques for extending the length of ocean state estimates, asynchronous timestepping
and carry-over control, are described and shown to be appropriate and effective. Signifi-
cant limitations of the state estimation framework are identified.
Estimation of the LGM upper ocean state is the focus of Chapter 4. Four diverse near
sea surface temperature (NSST) proxy compilations are used to constrain the estimates.
The chapter explores disagreement amongst the datasets, the extent to which the LGM
NSST data require an atmospheric state significantly different from today’s, and the con-
sistency of the state estimates with withheld data. Results are compared to existing coupled
model simulations of the LGM climate.
Chapter 5 is more exploratory in nature. State estimates are presented that are con-
strained by deep ocean proxy records (benthic δ13Ccalcite and δ18Ocalcite data, see Chapter 2
for details on these proxies) in addition to the NSST data used in Chapter 4. The con-
sistency of these data with a meridional overturning circulation different from today’s is
explored.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. A vision for the future of ocean state estimation
is presented, along with a discussion of what is required to enable state estimation for
scenarios in which a steady state assumption is required. Novel contributions of the thesis
are summarized, as are limitations. Promising directions for future progress are presented.
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Chapter 2
Last Glacial Maximum Atlantic
This chapter summarizes what is currently known or hypothesized about the state of the
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) climate, and particularly about the state of the LGM At-
lantic Ocean. Due to the breadth and depth of previous work focused on the LGM, this
review cannot be comprehensive. Instead, the focus is on previous work that is particularly
important as background for the rest of thesis. The chapter begins with an overview of the
LGM climate in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 describes proxies for upper ocean and deep ocean
state at the LGM, and includes a detailed discussion of potential sources of uncertainty
and bias in reconstructions of climate with these proxies. Section 2.3 summarizes results
obtained with traditional forward models of the LGM. Efforts to seriously consider models
and data together are described in Section 2.4, which covers previous work in quantitative
model-data comparison as well as in model-data synthesis. Section 2.5 describes which
datasets were chosen as data constraints in the thesis and why, and Section 2.6 concludes
the chapter.
In reading this chapter (and indeed the whole thesis), it is important to keep in mind
that observations or modeling results from a specific geographic region cannot be used to
make global inferences. Indeed, the global climate system is connected on a multitude of
spatial and temporal scales, so that changes in climate in one region may be associated
with changes of an opposing sign in another region (e.g., shifts in the westerlies would
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cause increased wind speed in some regions and decreased wind speed in others). Even
climate characteristics for which the modern-LGM changes could be predominantly of one
sign (e.g., LGM air temperatures were generally colder than today’s), the magnitude of
change can have strong regional dependencies.
2.1 Geography and atmospheric State
Physical geography. The location of the land masses at the LGM was very similar to that
of today, though large terrestrial ice sheets and the associated sea level lowering caused sub-
stantial changes in Earth’s geography. The timing of the LGM sea level lowstand appears
to be in good agreement with the timing of the maximum extent of ice sheets and mountain
glaciers; the peak LGM glaciation occurred from 26.5 to 19 ka, and global ice volume (and
therefore sea level) was relatively stable during this period [Clark et al., 2009]. Long term
sea level records from Barbados [Fairbanks, 1989], the Sunda Shelf of Indonesia [Hanebuth
et al., 2000], and the J. Bonaparte Gulf region of northern Australia [Yokoyama et al., 2000]
are consistent with a globally averaged sea level change from today to the LGM of about
125 m. Interpretation of local sea level changes are complicated by isostatic adjustment -
the dynamic adjustment of the asthenosphere to accommodate the mass of the lithosphere.
Ice sheet models that include the effect of isostatic adjustment can be used to infer global
sea level changes from relative sea level records; this approach was used by Peltier [2004]
to estimate an LGM sea level lowering of 125 m and by Clark et al. [2009] to estimate a
lowering of 130 m.
Due to lowered sea levels, several key changes in ocean bathymetry occurred that af-
fected the Atlantic Ocean: the Bering Strait was closed, shallow continental shelves (such
as that off the east coast of North America) were exposed, Hudson Bay was exposed, and
all sills were shallower by about 125 m (see Figure 2-1). The storage of freshwater in ter-
restrial ice sheets also resulted in an increase in mean ocean salinity of about 1.1 relative to
today [Adkins and Schrag, 2001]. Due to the nonlinear dependence of density on tempera-
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Figure 2-1: Overview of LGM ice sheets (solid white regions), coastlines (overlaid in
black on modern map in gray), and terrestrial temperature anomalies in ◦C from pollen and
macrofossil data (colored circles, size indicates significance). Ice sheets and coastlines are
a blended combination of three recent ice sheet reconstructions. Cropped version of figure
from Braconnot et al. [2012]; see references therein for data sources.
Figure 2-2: Comparison of ICE-4G and ICE-5G elevation across the Laurentide ice sheet at
55◦N (left). On the right, ice sheet extent as reconstructed by ICE-5G is outlined in white,
and the 55◦N section is marked in black. Figure from Li and Battisti [2008].
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ture and salinity, the increase in mean salinity at the LGM implies that salinity likely played
a more significant role in controlling the LGM density field than it does today [Adkins and
Schrag, 2001].
LGM global mean sea level is relatively well-constrained and permits direct estimation
of LGM global glacial ice volume. Ice sheet topography is much more difficult to estimate,
but is important to constrain as it impacts many aspects of atmospheric state including the
wind field. The Environmental Processes of the Ice Age: Land, Oceans, Glaciers (EPI-
LOG) project was an effort to reconstruct the state of the Earth in glacial states; a special
issue collection of EPILOG papers [Clark and Mix, 2002] focused on records of ice sheet
extent, sea level change records, models of ice sheets and glacial isostatic adjustment, and
geochemical ice volume proxies. Siegert [2001] provides an extensive overview of obser-
vations and models of ice sheets in the Late Quaternary. Siegert [2001] notes that, although
physical indicators such as glacial moraines and glacial scour provide a relatively accurate
picture of ice sheet extent, ice sheet thickness is much more difficult to estimate from sur-
ficial geologic evidence. Relative sea level records collected worldwide have been used in
concert with an ice sheet model and a model of isostatic adjustment to infer the mass of
individual LGM ice sheets [Peltier, 2004]. The Peltier [2004] ICE-5G gridded estimate of
LGM ice sheet topography, coastlines, and ocean bathymetry has proven useful to LGM
modeling efforts (e.g., Braconnot et al. 2007a). In using these estimates it must be remem-
bered that LGM ice sheet topography remains uncertain (see Figure 2-2).
The majority of available dust records show glacial periods to have been generally
dustier and interglacials to have been more vegetated [Rea, 1994, Yung et al., 1996, Hesse
and McTainsh, 1999]. Greenland and Antarctic ice core records show a 2 to 20 fold in-
crease in dust deposition rates at the LGM as compared with the present while low and
mid-latitude marine sediment core records show up to a 5 fold increase [Kohfeld and Har-
rison, 2001]. In the Kohfeld and Harrison [2001] compilation of data from ice cores and
marine sediment cores, nearly all sites show increases in dust deposition at the LGM com-
pared to today. It is commonly thought that increased dust fluxes at the LGM are at least
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partially caused by drier terrestrial conditions with significant changes in vegetation, at least
in some regions [Hesse and McTainsh, 1999, Kohfeld and Harrison, 2001]. The Andean
region is an exception: records indicate that the region is actually drier during interglacials
than during glacials [Rea, 1994]. A global compilation of lake level reconstructions (see
supplementary material of Braconnot et al. 2012 indicates that LGM conditions may have
been drier than today in the tropics, but wetter than today in the low-mid latitudes, a sce-
nario supported by the PMIP2 models [Boos, 2012].
Atmospheric state. Reconstructing the atmospheric state at the LGM with proxy ob-
servations is a major challenge. Mahowald et al. [1999] compare a model of the dust cycle
at the LGM with proxy records and find evidence for a reduced hydrologic cycle at the
LGM. As shown in Figure 2-1, pollen and macrofossil based proxies indicate LGM tem-
peratures over land were typically 5-10◦C colder than modern with even larger changes in
the Southeastern United States. The intense LGM cooling in this region and the relatively
warm conditions in Alaska are both consistent with the generally accepted notion that the
Laurentide ice sheet caused a substantial shift in atmospheric circulation (see below).
It is sometimes assumed that high atmospheric dust concentrations (and therefore high
depositional fluxes) indicate high wind speed. In fact, this assumption is not supported by
observations [Rea, 1994] nor by the physics of sediment transport. Instead, in the modern
climate, high atmospheric dust concentrations have been linked to low rainfall in source
regions [N’Tchayi et al., 1994, Ekstrom et al., 2004]. Dust flux rates can also be linked to
rainfall rates in the deposition area since dust deposition is higher during rainfall [Kohfeld
and Harrison, 2001].
While dust concentrations cannot be used as a proxy for wind speed, grain size distri-
butions have been used for this purpose [Rea, 1994, Parkin and Padgham, 1975]. Clemens
[1998] did a careful study of modern eolian deposition in the Arabian Sea to compare char-
acteristics of the dust with measured characteristics of the wind field; eleven sediment traps
were used over a full annual cycle and compared against meteorological data on wind speed
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and barometric pressure. A high correlation of eolian grain size with barometric pressure
(r = -0.91), and with wind speed (r = 0.84) was found. Other researchers have linked the
quantity of magnetite in aeolian dust to transport processes such as wind speed [Maier and
Scholger, 2004] based on the wind power required to deflate heavier magnetite particles
from source regions and transport them. Magnetite quantity is a convenient measure for
application to paleo-environments as magnetic susceptibility is relatively straightforward
to measure. Some information about wind direction can be inferred by matching character-
istics of deposited dust with characteristics of source regions. This approach of identifying
dust “fingerprints” requires that the measured dust properties be part of the dust or be
transported with the dust, be distinctive of the source region, and be conservative during
transport [Grousset and Biscaye, 2005]. Biological tracers such as opal phytoliths, fresh-
water diatoms, and pollen can also be used to constrain the latitude of a dust source region.
The most promising tracers for better constraining dust sources appear to be radiogenic
isotopes such as strontium, neodymium, and lead [Grousset and Biscaye, 2005]
In a survey of many available proxy records of the dust cycle, Kohfeld and Harrison
[2001] conclude that dust records from Greenland and Antarctic ice cores do not indi-
cate significant changes in the LGM high latitude atmospheric circulation relative to today;
Hesse and McTainsh [1999] agree, finding that increased dust fluxes to Antarctica at the
LGM are due to increased source region aridity at the LGM, rather than to windier condi-
tions. In contrast, LGM proxy records are used by Yung et al. [1996] to infer an increased
wind field in both hemispheres and by Delmonte et al. [2004] to infer a southward shift of
the southern hemisphere polar vortex between 20 to 10 kya. Parkin and Padgham [1975]
infer changes in the trade winds at the LGM based on observed changes in grain size.
Florineth and Schluchter [2000] combine geologic mapping of European alpine glacier lo-
cations through time with other terrestrial records such as lake levels; they infer that the po-
lar front may have been centered near 44◦N at the LGM, leading to a southerly atmospheric
circulation (the modern circulation is predominantly westerly) and lower precipitation in
central and northern Europe at the LGM relative to today.
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Given the relative paucity of proxy records of atmospheric state, climate models have
been heavily applied to estimate LGM conditions. Coupled models of the LGM climate
will be discussed in Section 2.3.1; in this section we note a few model results that are
specific to understanding LGM atmospheric conditions. The effect of the large terrestrial
ice sheets on atmospheric stationary waves is relatively well understood [Cook and Held,
1992, Jackson, 2000, Roe and Lindzen, 2001]; with regard to the Laurentide ice sheet, the
Jet Stream was likely shifted northward to the west of the ice sheet (thus explaining the
warm Alaskan temperatures seen in Figure 2-1) and was pushed south to flow around the
southern boundary of the ice sheet over the continental United States (thus explaining cold
LGM temperatures in the Southeastern United States in Figure 2-1). Li and Battisti [2008]
investigate atmospheric dynamics in a single coupled model simulation of the LGM (the
Community Climate System Model, version 3 – CCSM3) and find stronger, more zonally
oriented atmospheric jets over the Atlantic Ocean as compared to today. Li and Battisti
[2008] also find that transient eddy activity is weaker over the Atlantic Ocean in the LGM
simulation than in the modern one, implying reduced storminess at the LGM.
Rojas et al. [2009] analyze a variety of coupled model simulations of the LGM to in-
vestigate changes in the Westerlies in the Southern Ocean. These authors find that while
surface equator to pole temperature gradients were larger in the LGM models than in the
modern climate, the tropospheric temperature gradients are actually reduced for the LGM
simulations; decreased winds near the surface and in the upper troposphere result [Rojas
et al., 2009]. Toggweiler et al. [2006] propose that significant shifts occurred in the latitudi-
nal position of the westerlies in the Southern Hemisphere between the LGM and today and
that these shifts played a major role in deep ocean circulation differences between the LGM
and today. They review a few proxy-based studies indicating that the Southern Hemisphere
westerlies could have been as much as 7-10◦ further north at the LGM than today; they also
review observational evidence that the modern westerlies are slowly shifting poleward as a
result of global warming.
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2.2 Proxies of LGM ocean state
The LGM is a heavily studied period in the geologic record, and many proxies that cannot
be used for older periods work well for the LGM (e.g., radiocarbon). A major challenge
in designing a dynamical reconstruction of LGM ocean state is to decide which proxy
types, and which specific proxy records, are most appropriate for inclusion in a model-
data synthesis. This section describes a variety of proxies of LGM ocean state. For each
proxy type, an evaluation is made of how appropriate the data are for quantitative model-
data comparisons or syntheses with that proxy type. Note that the fundamental issues are
essentially the same for either model-data comparisons or syntheses, and the evaluations
herein are meant to apply to either. Note that, although not considered in the evaluations of
this chapter, many more practical issues arise in practice in building a model-data synthesis
than in quantitative model-data comparisons.
The following conditions are key to meaningful model-data comparisons or synthe-
ses: a mapping exists between properties recorded by the proxy and properties that can be
incorporated in existing ocean models, quantitative uncertainty assignments can be made
for the data, sufficient numbers and distribution of records exists to warrant a comparison
or synthesis effort, and the data must be publicly available or otherwise accessible to the
investigator. These evaluations represent a personal scientific judgement, and others will
certainly disagree with some aspects of the evaluations. Nonetheless, it is hoped that these
evaluations will aid other investigators who are interested in quantitative analysis of models
and data together.
This section is organized as follows. Section 2.2.1 provides a general discussion of po-
tential uncertainties and biases in marine proxies; uncertainties play in model-data synthe-
sis, and thus must be carefully considered. Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 then describe selected
proxies for upper and deep ocean conditions, respectively. As a preview of what is to come
in the rest of the thesis, Table 2.1 lists the proxies used in later chapters of the thesis to
constrain our estimates of LGM ocean state; these proxies are more thoroughly reviewed
here than proxies that have not been included in the state estimates.
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Source Parameter # records Reference
Foraminiferal assemblage SST 174 Kucera et al. [2005b]
Dinoflagellate cyst assemblage SST 52 De Vernal et al. [2005]
Alkenones SST 54 Rosell-Mele´ et al. [2004]
Mg/Ca SST 33 Barker et al. [2005]
Benthic foraminifera δ18Ocalcite 169 Marchal and Curry [2008]
Benthic foraminifera δ13Ccalcite 147 Marchal and Curry [2008]
Table 2.1: Summary of proxies included in LGM state estimates presented in the thesis.
The number of records that fall in the model domain is noted for each proxy type. The first
four/last two proxies are used to infer upper/deep ocean conditions. A total of 629 proxy
records are incorporated in the LGM state estimates.
2.2.1 Introduction to potential uncertainties and biases
As will be clear in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, each marine proxy is affected by a distinct
combination of uncertainties and biases, so that each has unique advantages and disadvan-
tages. This section provides an overview of potential pitfalls affecting interpretation of
marine proxies. The section begins with a list of general issues, a summary that will then
be made more concrete with a case study of uncertainties and biases for δ18O as a proxy.
Instrumental precision in the measurement of the proxy itself is often quite small and
can be misleading if quoted in isolation. Care must be taken to incorporate other, often
larger, uncertainties associated with proxy interpretation. Some of these are as follows.
• Inter-laboratory differences in instrument calibration or in preparation techniques
can lead to biases between samples prepared in different laboratories (see, e.g., Os-
termann and Curry 2000).
• Although proxies are typically assumed to represent either seasonal, annual, or long-
term mean climate properties, proxies may carry a strong signal of more occasional
but strong events. Examples include spring bloom events in the high-latitudes that
can affect inferences of annual mean temperature from planktonic proxies (see, e.g.,
Dale 2001), and submarine landslides that complicate interpretation of grain size
records (see, e.g., McCave and Hall 2006).
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• Proxies are typically converted into a single climate variable through techniques such
as correlation of modern measurements with modern climate properties. In reality,
most proxies correspond to multiple environmental variables (see, e.g., Morey et al.
2005). The assumption that a single climate characteristic dominates the proxy’s
variation back in time leads to uncertainties that are difficult to quantify.
• Several issues are largely specific to planktonic proxies. First, what plankton record
in their own habitat may not match what is preserved in a sediment core; for exam-
ple, biases can occur due to the impact of dissolution (see, e.g., Barker et al. 2005) or
diagenetic alteration (chemical changes that occur within the sediment after deposi-
tion on the seafloor). Second, the representativeness of a given organism to a specific
depth range of the water column may be poorly constrained (see, e.g., Farmer et al.
2007).
• For proxies that record conditions at the seafloor, there is a mismatch between what
is recorded by the proxy and what can be adequately represented in today’s climate
models. Benthic organisms live on or in the sediment, an area that is in a boundary
layer with a very different dynamical regime than the rest of the water column. With
current computational capabilities, climate models are run at resolutions far too low
to accurately capture boundary layer physics. Just as an example, it is not uncommon
to have vertical jumps of 500 m in elevation between adjacent grid cells in deep layers
of ocean models (see, e.g., Forget 2010).
To make the discussion of potential uncertainties more concrete, uncertainties associ-
ated with δ18Ocalcite as a proxy are now used as a case study. This proxy is chosen because
there are particularly extensive uncertainty analyses available in the literature. A particu-
larly valuable resource is a thorough review in Waelbroeck et al. [2005] of uncertainties in
measurements of δ18Ocalcite in planktonic foraminifera from Holocene sediment samples.
Unless otherwise noted, the following discussion is based on Waelbroeck et al. [2005].
Although standard deviations of 0.05-0.06h can be obtained in repeated measurements
of a single sample of δ18Ocalcite on a single mass spectrometer, larger errors and/or biases
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can be introduced with small sample sizes or when the sample’s isotopic composition is far
from that of the reference standard. A correction of this last bias has been developed [Oster-
mann and Curry, 2000] and is applied to new measurements in most laboratories; unfortu-
nately, it is sometimes unclear whether the correction has been applied to a given published
record, particularly for old measurements. In addition, differences in cleaning and sam-
ple preparation techniques can introduce an uncertainty on the order of 0.2h. Measured
δ18O values have sometimes been found to depend on fossil foraminifera size, and this
dependency can vary across species, size fractions, and regions.
Measurements of the δ18O on individual foraminifera of a given species in a specific
depth or time interval will show a range of δ18O values. This intraspecies variability is
due to the recording of seasonal and short-term water column variability (most shallow-
dwelling planktonic foraminifera have a 2-4 week lifecycle, Schiebel and Hemleben 2005);
the influence of bioturbation and the co-occurrence of several genotypes of a morphos-
pecies can also introduce variability. For a single interval near sediment core tops, the δ18O
range observed amongst individual shells is ≈ 1.2 − 1.5h for planktonic species such
as Orbulina universa, Globigerinoides sacculifer, and pink and white G. Ruber and can
exceed 2h for thermocline dwelling species such as Neogloboquadrina dutertrei and Pul-
leniatina obliquiloculata. For a subset of data and assumed instrument precision of 0.06h,
Waelbroeck et al. [2005] estimate that use of 20 shells implies a precision of 0.09-0.19h
for planktonic foraminifera. Due to much lower variability in water properties at depth,
precision for benthic species is significantly better. Post-depositional processes can also
alter the observed δ18Ocalcite signal: bioturbation may act to dampen the Holocene to LGM
signal, and partial post-depositional dissolution may alter the δ18Ocalcite of the foraminifera.
Uncertainties associated with these processes are not well-constrained.
Records of δ18Ocalcite tend to over-represent conditions during peak growing seasons
and peak years, an issue that varies amongst genera. As an example, Mulitza et al. [2003]
find that for a station off Mauritania at Cape Blanc, G. ruber and G. sacculifer seem to
record summertime SSTs, O. universa seems to record annual mean conditions, and G.
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bulloides and G. inflata record conditions more similar to winter conditions. Another issue
of concern is that many genera can be found in a wide range of depths, calling into question
their use as proxies for sea surface conditions. However, Mulitza et al. [2003] show that
at an eastern equatorial Atlantic station, measured δ18Ocalcite is in line with expected values
very near the surface, implying that although they observed foraminifera living at a wide
range of depths, the calcification depth for the foraminifera genera they studied was likely
in the surface mixed layer.
Although proxies are typically used to reconstruct a primary environmental variable,
they are often impacted by multiple climate conditions. For example, a unit change in
pH has an approximately 1h effect on δ18Ocalcite [Zeebe, 1999]; if surface ocean pH was
significantly higher at the LGM than today, as claimed by Sanyal et al. [1995], this effect
could introduce a significant biases.
Quantifying all potential uncertainties and biases and using them to compute an overall
uncertainty is a formidable challenge. Existing compilations with overall uncertainty esti-
mates include the Waelbroeck et al. [2005] compilation of 2100 measurements of Holocene
planktonic foraminifera δ18Ocalcite and the Marchal and Curry [2008] compilation of 198
Holocene and 180 LGM measurements of δ18Ocalcite on benthic foraminifera. Each of these
studies assigned a uniform uncertainty of 0.2h to all δ18Ocalcite records.
2.2.2 Upper ocean state
The surface ocean is the connection between the atmosphere and the rest of the ocean:
it serves as a key boundary condition on atmospheric dynamics, and is the region where
nearly all deep ocean properties originate. The portion of the upper ocean that receives solar
insolation, the euphotic zone, is also the most productive zone in the ocean. Fortunately,
characteristics of the upper ocean from the past are relatively well-preserved in sediment
cores. A number of proxy approaches are described here: four different plankton-based
proxies to reconstruct temperatures near the sea surface (near sea surface temperature or
NSST), two plankton-based proxies to reconstruct sea ice distributions, and multi-proxy
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approaches.
Near sea surface temperatures1. The most extensive compilations of LGM NSST
proxies are those of the CLIMAP [CLIMAP Project Members, 1976], GLAMAP [Sarn-
thein et al., 2003], and MARGO [Kucera et al., 2005a] projects. Two factors accounts for
this focused attention on reconstructing LGM NSSTs: (1) as compared to other environ-
mental variables, NSST is relatively straightforward to reconstruct from proxy evidence,
and (2) as a key boundary condition for the atmosphere, NSST is an important parameter
for realistic model simulations of LGM atmospheric conditions. The MARGO project, the
most recent NSST compilation effort, developed comprehensive, global compilations based
on a variety of proxy types. The project focused on making data accessible to modelers,
and substantial effort was dedicated to providing quantitative uncertainties on each proxy
record [Waelbroeck et al., 2009].
Due to their high quality and comprehensive nature, in the context of NSST recon-
struction, only the MARGO compilations are considered here. The four MARGO com-
pilations that provide some coverage in the Atlantic Ocean are described in this section:
foraminiferal assemblages, dinocyst assemblages, Mg/Ca, and alkenones. The following
applies to all four compilations. A relatively narrow definition of the LGM, from 23-19
cal ka, is used; this corresponds to the period of maximum continental ice extent [Kucera
et al., 2005a]. To simplify comparisons, all modern calibrations used in MARGO were
made using the 1998 World Ocean Atlas. Uncertainty estimates were assigned to all data;
these incorporate uncertainties associated with dating, calibration, and with the number of
samples available in the 23-19 kyr bp time slice. The specific details of MARGO uncer-
tainty estimates are provided in Appendix A. Note that the evaluation of NSST proxies for
model-data synthesis is postponed until all of the NSST proxies have been described.
NSSTs from assemblages of planktonic foraminifera. Planktonic foraminifera, or
forams, are zooplankton that are found throughout the modern and Last Glacial Maximum
1NSST is used throughout this thesis in place of SST to avoid confusion with the usage of SST in mete-
orology as a term for the ocean’s surface skin temperature. Note that in the paleoceanographic literature the
term SST, and not NSST, is used.
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oceans. Although foraminifera make up a small fraction of all zooplankton, their CaCO3
shells constitute a major component of ocean sediments [Schiebel and Hemleben, 2005].
Assemblage or transfer-function based approaches are used to reconstruct near sea sur-
face temperatures (or other climate parameters) based on the calcium carbonate (CaCO3)
shells of foraminifera recovered from sediment cores. The assumption used in assem-
blage and transfer function based approaches is that the number and type of planktonic
species preserved in a sediment core can be used to infer climate conditions in the past.
These techniques proceed as follows: (1) catalog the species assemblages of a variety
of modern habitats for which instrumental records are available, (2) analyze the species
assemblages of sediment samples from past climates, (3) identify similarities between the
past climate assemblages and observed modern assemblages using multiple regression, and
(4) use the regression to infer past climate conditions. Reconstruction of LGM NSSTs
with foraminiferal assemblages has a long history (e.g. CLIMAP Project Members [1976],
Pflaumann et al. [2003], Kucera et al. [2005b]). The MARGO compilation [Kucera et al.,
2005b, Hayes et al., 2005] uses five geographically constrained calibration data sets, in-
cluding three in the Atlantic: the South Atlantic (N = 321 modern observations), North
Atlantic (N = 862), and Mediterranean Sea (N = 145). This approach reduces noise and
false associations between distinct populations.
Figure 2-3 (top row) shows maps of the difference between WOA’09 and MARGO
foram assemblage based annual, winter, and summer mean LGM near sea surface temper-
atures; the same data are plotted against latitude in Figure 2-4 (top row). There are 174
foram assemblage based NSST records in the Atlantic domain considered in this thesis (in
this thesis, “record” is used to refer to individual proxy data points, not to a time-series
of data). Figure 2-3 (top row) reveals notable gaps in data coverage in the Gulf Stream,
mid-latitude gyre, and Labrador Seas, and the data locations are biased towards continental
margins. The WOA09 - MARGO anomalies show high spatial coherence, implying high
spatial coherence in the MARGO foram assemblage based NSST reconstructions. Strong
LGM cooling is evident in the subpolar gyre, especially south of Iceland; in the eastern half
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of the low-latitude oceans; and in the Norwegian Sea (northeast of Iceland) (Figure 2-3).
Inferred temperature changes are small in the western half of the basin and in the Greenland
Sea (northwest of Iceland). Annual, winter, and summer anomaly patterns are similar with
one exception: the western equatorial region shows a stronger LGM cooling in the summer
than in the winter. As is especially apparent in Figure 2-4, LGM cooling inferred from the
foram assemblage based estimates is particularly large between 10◦S-10◦N and 40◦N-70◦N
(see Figure 2-4).
Kucera et al. [2005b] applied three independent transfer function techniques to build
independent reconstructions of LGM NSSTs: Artificial Neural Networks, Revised Analog
Method, and SIMMAX (see Kucera et al. [2005b] for explanations); comparison of these
independent estimates permits uncertainty estimation. Kucera et al. [2005b] note that while
the three techniques agree well on some features (e.g. the strong subpolar gyre cooling), in
other regions they disagree with each other; in regions with strong disagreement, the recon-
structed values must be used with caution. In particular, north of 60◦N (the Nordic Seas) the
reconstructed summer temperatures show significant disagreement. Reconstructed temper-
atures for all seasons also vary widely between techniques from 15-25◦S due to difficulty
in reconstructing the Benguela Current and the southern subtropical gyre [Kucera et al.,
2005b].
There are additional potential issues associated with foraminiferal assemblage based
NSST reconstructions. As with all planktonic proxies, assemblages are likely biased to-
wards periods of high productivity, whether seasonal (e.g. high-latitude spring blooms),
or longer-term (e.g. especially mild decades or centuries during the LGM); these potential
biases may be latitude (or more generally climate) dependent. Additionally, foraminifera
are found at a variety of depths in the upper ocean, and some inhabit different depths at
different phases of their life-cycle [Schiebel and Hemleben, 2005, Farmer et al., 2007].
A positive side to this issue is that it appears possible to use a combination of different
species of foraminifera to reconstruct some aspects of upper ocean stratification [Farmer
et al., 2007]. An issue specific to assemblage-based techniques is a no-analog situation: it
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Figure 2-3: Difference in near sea surface temperatures between WOA’09 and MARGO
data. The number of records in each plot is shown in the lower left-hand corners. Compila-
tions are arranged top to bottom and seasonalities are arranged left to right. MARGO does
not report winter/summer means for alkenones nor winter means for Mg/Ca.
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Figure 2-4: Difference in Atlantic Ocean near sea surface temperatures between WOA’09
and MARGO data plotted against latitude. Plots include anomalies for annual, winter, and
summer (red crosses) mean NSSTs. Dashed lines at ±2.5◦C are included for reference.
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may be impossible to obtain a credible reconstruction of climate if an LGM assemblage
does not resemble any of the modern assemblages in the database. This could be particu-
larly problematic in the high-latitude N. Atlantic, which may have been marked by a fresh
surface layer for much of the year at the LGM [De Vernal et al., 2006]; reconstruction may
be particularly complicated because many foraminifera species do not thrive in low-salinity
environments [De Vernal et al., 2006].
NSSTs from dinoflagellate cyst assemblages. Dinoflagellates are prevalent marine or-
ganisms found in environments from equatorial to polar and estuarine to oceanic [De Vernal
et al., 2000]. Some dinoflagellate taxa are primary producers, while others are microzoo-
plankton; all apparently live in a shallow surface layer [De Vernal et al., 2005]. Dinoflag-
ellates themselves are not fossilizable, but dinoflagellate cysts are highly resistant to decay.
These organic-walled cysts (dinocysts) are produced by some taxa to support a dormant
period. Since only a subset of taxa produce cysts, transfer functions based on dinocysts
represent a subset of the dinoflagellate population.
The modern reference database used for calibration in MARGO consists of 940 modern
records covering the Mediterranean, northern N. Atlantic, Arctic, and N. Pacific. Canonical
correspondence analysis (see De Vernal et al. 2005 for an explanation) was applied to
the modern database to identify the dominant axes of variability in the modern records;
cross-correlation between these axes and environmental conditions revealed that NSST and
sea ice extent are primary controls on assemblage distributions, with salinity also playing
a significant role. The accuracy of the dinocyst reconstruction approach is lower in ice
marginal zones, estuaries, and on the continental margins, while better accuracy is achieved
in open ocean regions where salinity is higher than 33 [De Vernal et al., 2005]. De Vernal
et al. [2005] also note that, despite having an extensive modern calibration dataset with
many Arctic and sub-Arctic samples, there is a clear lack of good analogues for Northern
North Atlantic near sea surface conditions at the LGM. These authors hypothesize that the
surface ocean in the high latitude Atlantic was much fresher at the LGM than it is today
due to differences in the seasonal cycle of sea ice.
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The MARGO compilation of dinocyst-based NSSTs [De Vernal et al., 2005] includes
52 LGM records in our domain (see bottom row of Figure 2-3); Figure 2-4 (lower plot)
shows the same data plotted against latitude. The dinocyst data in our domain are nearly
all located north of 40◦N, and the WOA’09 NSST - dinocyst NSST anomalies indicate
less spatial coherence than was the case for the foraminifera NSST estimates. Figure 2-4
shows strong LGM cooling between 35-50◦N, little change between 50-65◦N, and strong
LGM warming between 65-75◦N; these data imply a large difference in high-latitude NSST
gradients between the LGM and today. A change in seasonality is also inferred, with
particularly large modern to LGM cooling in winter (Figure 2-4).
NSSTs from Mg/Ca ratios of planktonic foraminifera. Mg can substitute for Ca in
the CaCO3 during formation of a foraminifera shell; the ratio of Mg to Ca tends to increase
exponentially with calcification temperature. Barker et al. [2005] compiled a variety of
modern calibration equations, all of which follow the form Mg/Ca = B eA·T , where T
is the calcification temperature in ◦C and A and B are species-dependent constants. The
MARGO Mg/Ca compilation [Barker et al., 2005] includes 33 records in our domain, 17 of
which are lower latitude and reported as annual mean and 16 of which are higher latitude
and reported as summer mean (because high-latitude productivity is summer-biased). Mea-
surements were made on mixed layer species G. ruber (w), G. sacculifer, G. bulloides, and
N. pachyderma (s) and species-specific calibrations were used [Barker et al., 2005]. The
MARGO Mg/Ca data are plotted in the third row of Figures 2-3 and 2-4. The data show
very strong high-latitude summertime cooling at the LGM and moderate LGM cooling at
low-latitudes.
A few details are important to interpreting these reconstructions. Since shallow-dwelling
foraminifera complete their life cycles in 14 days (e.g. Globigerina bulloides) to 1 month
(e.g. Globigerinoides ruber), each preserved test (shell) represents some averaging of con-
ditions over a 2-4 week period. Typically, many tests are included in a Mg/Ca analysis,
so that the result is assumed to be an average over longer periods. Mg/Ca ratios decrease
with dissolution, perhaps because of preferential dissolution of high Mg/Ca portions of
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the test [Barker et al., 2005]. Evidence of dissolution is apparent below the lysocline and
little calcite is preserved below the calcite compensation depth (CCD); deeper cores are
therefore likely to exhibit a dissolution-related cold-bias. Finally, since there is no stan-
dard procedure for laboratory preparation and analysis of samples, discrepancies between
samples processed in different labs can lead to differences in reconstructed values of order
1◦C [Barker et al., 2005].
NSSTs from Alkenones. The alkenone UK ′
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index is a measure of the abundance of
long versus short chain alkenones [Rosell-Mele´ et al., 2004], molecules that are produced
by coccolithophores. Although the mechanism responsible for the variation of alkenone
chain length with temperature is a matter of debate, laboratory and surface-sediment based
empirical calibrations show a strong relationship between the index and temperature (see
Rosell-Mele´ et al. [2004] for a discussion). As the index has been shown to correlate
most highly with annual mean near sea surface temperature [Rosell-Mele´ et al., 2004],
reconstructions are typically reported as reflecting this climate property. The MARGO
alkenone-based NSST compilation [Rosell-Mele´ et al., 2004] includes 54 records in our
domain; these data are plotted in the second row of Figures 2-3 and 2-4. The data show
LGM temperature close to modern south of the equator, moderate LGM cooling from the
equator to 45◦N, and LGM warming from 45-60 ◦N.
There are complexities in interpreting the alkenone NSST proxy. The most basic is
the lack of a mechanistic understanding of temperature’s influence on alkenones, which
makes it difficult to reason about the proxy’s likely response in past climates. Also, while
modern correlation studies link the index to annual mean near sea surface temperature, it is
more likely that alkenones primarily record the most productive season: the warm season
in high latitudes and the cold season in low latitudes [Schneider et al., 2010]. A number
of concerns with application of alkenones in the Nordic Seas north of 65◦N are raised
by Rosell-Mele´ and Comes [1999]. Based on these concerns, the MARGO compilation
excludes all alkenone-based reconstructions located north of 65◦N.
Evaluation of all NSST proxies for model-data syntheses. Each of the MARGO compi-
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lations of LGM NSST proxies satisfies the following requirements of a model-data synthe-
sis: the data are publicly available, uncertainty estimates can be assigned to each record,
and there is a clear mapping from properties that can be represented in a model (NSSTs)
to properties reconstructed with the proxy. There are of course uncertainties and potential
biases associated with the attribution of these proxies to NSST, and uncertainty estimates
are imperfect; these issues must be considered, but do not prevent the use of the data in a
model-data synthesis. The proxy types also vary in terms of the numbers of records and
their geographic distribution (see Figure 2-3). If used together in a synthesis, uneven ge-
ographic distribution of proxy types that have unique biases could lead to a model-data
synthesis with an unrealistic reconstruction of LGM ocean state. Relative weighting of the
different proxy types is also an important consideration; results will depend on whether
each individual proxy record is taken as independent and treated equally (in which case the
foram assemblage based data will dominate), or whether equal weight is given to each of
the four proxy types (in which case foram assemblages as a group are weighted at 25%).
With appropriate attention to these issues and considerations, the MARGO NSST compi-
lations are well-suited to inclusion in model-data syntheses.
Sea ice distributions. It has been proposed that sea ice extent can be reconstructed from
foram and dinocyst-based assemblage information, and these types of sea ice distribution
estimates were made by the MARGO project [De Vernal et al., 2006]. Kucera et al. [2005b]
argue that certain subpolar foraminifera species strictly require ice-free conditions for at
least some of the year; their presence in an assemblage is then evidence of seasonally ice-
free conditions. Total absence of these foram species is believed indicative of perennial
ice cover. As shown in Figure 2-5 (left), the perennial sea ice extent inferred from foram
assemblages is modest, but the seasonal ice zone is relatively large, covering from the
Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian (GIN) seas to Iceland and extending to the southern tip of
Greenland.
Dinocyst-based sea ice distributions are shown on the right side of Figure 2-5. Perennial
ice cover is indicated northwest of Iceland and in a broad swath along the coast of North
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Figure 2-5: An adaptation of Figure 2 from De Vernal et al. [2006]. Reconstructed annual
mean NSSTs at the LGM based on planktonic foraminifera and dinocysts. In the left di-
agram, blue shading marks regions with possible perennial LGM sea ice and the dashed
line marks regions of seasonally ice-free conditions at the LGM. In the right diagram, grey
shading marks perennial LGM sea ice and the dashed line marks the separation between
seasonal sea ice and year-round ice-free conditions at the LGM.
America. The seasonal sea ice region extends deep into the subpolar gyre and far southward
along the coast of Europe to northern France.
Evaluation for model-data syntheses. Sea ice is included in many models and model-
data synthesis with sea ice data would be of great value. Sea ice distributions are a strong
indicator for a variety of related environmental parameters: sea ice regions are marked by
NSSTs near the freezing point, air temperatures that are often extremely cold, and nearly
absent air-sea fluxes of heat and other properties. The MARGO sea ice reconstruction is
publicly available, and a reasonable geographic distribution of both dinocyst and foram
assemblage based data is available. However, modern calibrations of sea ice proxies are
less developed/robust than are modern NSST calibrations, and uncertainty estimates are not
available. Also, while sea ice is included in many models, care must be taken in mapping
model variables such as sea ice fraction or sea ice thickness to estimates that can be directly
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compared to the more qualitative proxy estimates (e.g. seasonal versus perennial). Inclu-
sion of these data in model-data syntheses would be more difficult than for NSST proxies.
Given the potential to constrain important properties of the climate system, the effort would
be worthwhile.
Inferences based on multiple proxies. Some authors have employed multiple types
of proxies to reconstruct upper ocean conditions at the LGM. Such multi-proxy approaches
have the potential to reconstruct more climate characteristics than is possible with a single
proxy type, but can also be more difficult to interpret as the uncertainties of each proxy
type must be considered in interpreting the results. It is beyond the scope of this chapter
to describe in detail such multi-proxy approaches; instead several examples of such studies
are mentioned as a starting point for the interested reader.
De Vernal et al. [2002] combined dinocyst assemblage information with δ18Ocalcite mea-
surements to estimate near sea surface temperature, salinity, potential density, and sea ice
presence. Meland et al. [2005] combined planktonic δ18Ocalcite records and Mg/Ca-based
estimates of NSST to obtain estimates of near sea surface salinity (NSSS) in the Northern
North Atlantic and Nordic Seas; the Mg/Ca and δ18Ocalcite measurements were made on the
same planktonic foraminifera shells, reducing or removing many sources of uncertainty
that would be present in using proxy records measured on different source materials. Wael-
broeck et al. [2009] employed all of the MARGO NSST compilations to create a gridded
LGM NSST estimate at 5◦x 5◦ horizontal resolution; uncertainties were also estimated for
each grid box.
Evaluation for model-data syntheses. In creating model-data syntheses, the data should
be as close to a direct measurement as possible – the model itself serves as the interpretation
tool. The advantages of multi-proxy inferences can be obtained in a model-data synthesis
by incorporating each proxy on its own. For example, a combination of Mg/Ca-based NSST
estimates with planktonic δ18Ocalcite measurements is best done by constraining modeled
NSSTs to the Mg/Ca records and building an isotope model to use in conjunction with the
δ18Ocalcite records.
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2.2.3 Deep ocean state
Deep ocean proxies are defined here to be those that record conditions near the sediment-
water interface; the distinction is largely practical – in addition to recording information
about the upper ocean as reviewed in the last section, sediment cores also preserve bot-
tom dwelling organisms and properties of the sediment itself. Proxies for glacial deep
ocean circulation have been reviewed by Lynch-Stieglitz [2003] and were the focus of a
2008 workshop focused on compiling deep circulation proxies for the LGM (see Paul and
Mulitza 2009; note that this compilation effort is not yet complete).
This section summarizes the most promising deep ocean proxies for model-data syn-
thesis. The reviewed proxies include properties that are associated with the sediment itself
(grain size based flow speed proxies, ratios of protactinium to thorium, ǫNd of thin ferroman-
ganese coatings on sediment particles), properties of the fluid preserved with the sediment
(pore fluid measurements), or properties measured in the remains of benthic organisms
(δ18O, δ13C, ∆14C, ǫNd, and CaCO3 substitution ratios of Mg/Ca, Zn/Ca, and Cd/Ca). As
was done for upper ocean proxies, an evaluation is given for each proxy type of whether
the proxy is appropriate at this point for model-data syntheses and what special efforts, if
any, are required to incorporate each proxy type into such a synthesis.
Oxygen isotopic ratios. The use of oxygen isotopes as a proxy for past oceanic condi-
tions has been a mainstay of the paleoceanographic community for several decades. δ18O
is a measurement of the relative ratio of the less common 18O to the more common 16O and
is reported relative to the PDB standard (Cretaceous belemnite from the Pee Dee River for-
mation in North Carolina, USA) for carbonate samples and relative to the SMOW standard
(Standard Mean Ocean Water) for water samples [Waelbroeck et al., 2005].
δ18O(h) = (
18O/16O)sample − (18O/16O)standard
(18O/16O)standard
× 103
The δ18Owater of the upper ocean is strongly influenced by evaporation, precipitation,
and runoff (including the melting of continental ice). Evaporation favors lighter isotopes,
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leaving the surface ocean isotopically heavier, while precipitation and runoff are isotopi-
cally light relative to mean seawater. Atmospheric water vapor becomes isotopically lighter
when precipitation preferentially removes heavy isotopes (Rayleigh distillation), a process
that leads to reduction in the δ18O of rainwater with distance from the evaporative source.
Rayleigh distillation leads to an inverse correlation of δ18Oprecipitation with latitude, altitude,
and distance from the evaporative source. In summary, regions where evaporation domi-
nates precipitation (E-P > 0) tend to have higher δ18Owater than regions where E-P < 0, and
low latitude waters tend to have higher δ18Owater than high latitude waters. The net effect
of evaporation and precipitation has a similar impact on salinity and δ18Owater, which often
leads to a positive correlation of ocean salinity and δ18Owater. In the modern ocean, water
column δ18O can be measured directly and a compilation of over 24,000 measurements is
available [Schmidt et al., 1999].
The global mean δ18O ratio of seawater, δ18Owater, is expected to vary over the glacial-
interglacial cycles because land ice is isotopically light, leaving the ocean isotopically
heavier during periods with more extensive terrestrial ice sheets. Duplessy et al. [2002]
use sediment pore fluid records (see page 61 for a discussion of this proxy) and high-
latitude benthic foraminiferal δ18Ocalcite records to estimate that mean ocean deep waters
were 1.05± 0.20 h heavier at the LGM than today.
Other than the few estimates of LGM δ18Owater that have been made from pore fluid
measurements in sediment cores, the bulk of available records are measurements of δ18O
in the CaCO3 of planktonic and benthic foraminifera (δ18Ocalcite). Due to a temperature de-
pendent fractionation effect that occurs during formation of biogenic CaCO3, the δ18Ocalcite
of foraminifera depends on both the ambient δ18Owater and on the ambient water tempera-
ture. Excluding other factors, foraminifera formed in colder waters have a higher δ18Ocalcite.
Modern calibrations have been used to develop a variety of paleo temperature equations
(see Bemis et al. [1998] for a review). As an example, Shackleton [1974] reported
T = 16.9− 4.38 · (δ18Ocalcite − δ18Owater) + 0.1 · (δ18Ocalcite − δ18Owater)2
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where T is the inferred temperature of calcification in ◦C.
The most complete published compilation of LGM δ18Ocalcite measurements in benthic
foraminifera is that of Marchal and Curry [2008]; this compilation is Atlantic-focused and
includes 180 records of LGM age (defined as 18-21 kyr BP by these authors) in addition to
198 records of Holocene age (0-3 kyr BP). As shown in Figure 2-6, about half of the cores
in the compilation originate in water depths greater than 2500 m. Section 2.2.1 includes
a detailed analysis of uncertainties in δ18Ocalcite as a recorder of water column properties.
Marchal and Curry [2008] assume an overall uncertainty of 0.2h; this estimated uncer-
tainty is significantly larger than expected instrumental precision to compensate for the
potential interlaboratory calibration differences identified by Ostermann and Curry [2000].
See appendix in Marchal and Curry [2008] for further discussion of this uncertainty esti-
mate.
Lynch-Stieglitz et al. [1999a] reconstruct density from Holocene δ18Ocalcite measure-
ments to estimate the modern geostrophic transport through the Florida Straits. This cal-
ibration is then used in Lynch-Stieglitz et al. [1999b] to estimate that LGM transport
through the Florida Straits was only about 2/3 of the modern transport. To reconstruct
density, an empirical relationship is identified between δ18Ocalcite and potential density as
follows [Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 1999a]. Salinity data from GEOSECS stations near the
Florida Straits are used to predict δ18Owater based on an empirically determined relation-
ship between δ18Owater and salinity. The empirical dependence of δ18Ocalcite on δ18Owater and
temperature is then used along with temperature data from nearby GEOSECS stations to
estimate δ18Ocalcite . This computation provides an empirical relationship between δ18Ocalcite
and density. Next, this relationship is used to estimate density profiles at Florida Keys and
Little Bahama Bank; these profiles are then used in an approximate geostrophic calculation
with an assumed level of no motion at the bottom. This method provides an estimate of
32 Sv for the modern mean annual volume transport, an estimate the authors note is in
agreement with estimates from other approaches that yield 30-32 Sv. Lynch-Stieglitz et al.
[1999a] note that this approach is most applicable for warm waters (≥ 5◦C) that are rela-
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Figure 2-6: LGM δ18Ocalcite (left), δ13Ccalcite (middle), and core depths (right) from the
Marchal and Curry [2008] compilation. Data are shown in map form in the top row (color
limits may be cropped). Histograms of all values are shown in the bottom row (full data
range is included).
tively shallow. The method is inappropriate at cold temperatures and for deeper waters for
a variety of reasons: lines of equal density become far from parallel with lines of constant
δ18Ocalcite at low temperatures, density contrasts in the abyssal ocean are small and cannot
be differentiated with δ18Ocalcite given its uncertainties, and processes unique to polar re-
gions such as sea ice formation lead to large errors when using standard δ18Owater/salinity
relationships. The validity of this approach to reconstructing paleo transports has been
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questioned [Wunsch, 2003].
Evaluation for model-data syntheses. The Marchal and Curry [2008] compilation pro-
vides a readily accessible, quality-controlled dataset for model-data comparison with an
uncertainty estimate based on calibration efforts (a uniform uncertainty of 0.2h is ap-
plied). An important restriction is that this compilation is Atlantic-only, and we are not
aware of any global compilations. A priori mapping of δ18Owater to density, as in the work
of Lynch-Stieglitz et al. [1999b], is not recommended for model-data syntheses; instead, the
data should ideally be used without significant prior interpretation (so that interpretations
made from the model-data synthesis are as direct as possible). One key complication of
using the data without interpretation in a model-data syntheses is that δ18Ocalcite is strongly
dependent on both ambient temperature and δ18Owater. State estimation with fully coupled
simulations that integrate complete isotope models are the ideal tool for use of these data,
but such tools are presently not available (and may not be for some time). In the meantime,
two approaches are possible. In the first, it can be argued that temperature and δ18Owater are
conservative tracers once a water mass leaves the surface, so that δ18Ocalcite can be treated
as nearly conservative; one must neglect that CaCO3 actually records in-situ temperature
rather than potential temperature (see page 14 of Lund et al. 2011 for a discussion of the
potential errors associated with this effect in the Atlantic). In this case, δ18Ocalcite can be
modeled as a conservative tracer. In the second approach, both temperature and δ18Owater
are modeled independently (with δ18Owater modeled as a passive, conservative tracer) and
δ18Ocalcite is estimated from these two modeled quantities. In either case, these data can be
incorporated in model-data syntheses with a moderate effort and the dataset is large enough
to make such an effort worthwhile.
Carbon isotopic ratios. Like oxygen isotopes, carbon isotopic ratios have been an
important proxy for several decades. δ13C is a measure of the relative ratio of 13C to 12C:
δ13C(h) = (
13C/12C)sample − (13C/12C)standard
(13C/12C)standard
× 103
where the standard is Pee Dee Belemnite. In the ocean, about 99% of the dissolved inor-
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ganic carbon (DIC) is in the form of 12C. Light carbon is preferentially incorporated into
organic matter during photosynthesis. For this reason, organic matter in the ocean has
a mean δ13C value around -22h, though this value varies from about -19h in warmer
regions to -30h in colder regions [Lynch-Stieglitz, 2003]. When surface ocean DIC equi-
librates with atmospheric CO2 through air-sea exchange, a fractionation effect leaves the
ocean isotopically heavier; this effect is temperature dependent, causing higher surface
ocean δ13CDIC cold regions. Since the timescale of this equilibration process (about 10
years, Lynch-Stieglitz [2003]) is longer than typical surface ocean timescales, equilibrium
is never reached.
Like fractionation during air-sea CO2 exchange, photosynthesis preferentially removes
light carbon, leaving the surface ocean isotopically heavier. The combined effect of air-
sea fluxes and surface ocean photosynthesis produces relatively high δ13CDIC levels in the
upper ocean. In deeper layers, remineralization of organic matter introduces light organic
matter, thus lowering δ13CDIC. Because these processes affect δ13CDIC in a similar way as
they do a nutrient like phosphate, the modern δ13CDIC distribution is nutrient-like [Lynch-
Stieglitz, 2003]. Due to the relatively short residence time of waters in the deep Atlantic
(see page 135 for a discussion), the initial δ13CDIC signatures of the water mass formation
regions can be a much stronger signal in a deep water sample than the effect of reminer-
alization. For study of the modern and LGM deep Atlantic Ocean, δ13CDIC is therefore
sometimes treated as a nearly conservative tracer of water mass mixing [Lynch-Stieglitz,
2003].
As was the case for δ18Ocalcite, the Marchal and Curry [2008] compilation of δ13Ccalcite is
a large, quality controlled δ13Ccalcite dataset with a tight time restriction on the LGM period
(18-21 kyr BP). The middle plot of Figure 2-6 shows the LGM δ13Ccalcite records from this
compilation. A more recent compilation by Hesse et al. [2011] adds 40 additional records to
the Marchal and Curry [2008] for a total of 220 LGM δ13Ccalcite records; the age range used
by Hesse et al. [2011] is 18-24 kyr BP, longer than that used by Marchal and Curry [2008].
Oliver et al. [2010] produced a benthic δ13Ccalcite compilation focused on reconstructing the
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past 150,000 years and includes all regions of the ocean. To achieve these broader spatial
and temporal goals, this compilation has weaker dating requirements and coarser temporal
resolution than those of Hesse et al. [2011] and Marchal and Curry [2008].
Many of the sources of uncertainty that were reviewed for δ18Ocalcite in Section 2.2.1
also apply to δ13Ccalcite. An issue that is unique to δ13Ccalcite is that the δ13Ccalcite value
recorded by benthic species depends on the microhabitat of the species: species that live on
or just above the sediment record the bottom water δ13CDIC more faithfully, while species
that live within the sediment tend to record values that are more negative due to the effect of
remineralization in the sediment [Lynch-Stieglitz, 2003]. Many studies now rely on Cibici-
doides or Planulina genera because they are thought to most faithfully record bottom water
δ13Ccalcite [Lynch-Stieglitz, 2003]. The laboratory reproducibility or external precision of
δ13Ccalcite measurements is about 0.04h. To account for other uncertainties associated with
the proxy, Marchal and Curry [2008] assign an uncertainty of 0.1 to 0.2h on their δ13Ccalcite
compilation. A more extensive discussion of δ13Ccalcite uncertainties is provided by Oliver
et al. [2010].
Evaluation for model-data syntheses. There are two compilations of Atlantic δ13Ccalcite
records for the LGM and reasonable uncertainty estimates exist. As there are not currently
any global compilations, model-data synthesis efforts with δ13Ccalcite are restricted to the
Atlantic. Again, state estimation with a fully coupled model that includes an isotope model
(and a carbon cycle model) would be ideal. Since this capability will not be available for
some time, a simplified approach is necessary. A reasonable approximation can be obtained
by treating δ13CDIC as a tracer impacted only by remineralization and ocean transport pro-
cesses, as was done in an inverse modeling approach used by Marchal and Curry [2008].
Radiocarbon. Radiocarbon is a naturally occurring carbon isotope (14C) that is gen-
erated cosmogenically in the atmosphere, and which decays in time with a half-life of
5730 years. Estimated oceanic ∆14C is obtained by correcting δ14C for isotopic fraction-
ation effects using δ13C. Oceanic ∆14C distributions are produced by spatially and tem-
porally variable surface ocean ∆14C levels, aging of water masses once they are isolated
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from the surface ocean, and ocean advection and mixing. Surface ocean ∆14C levels are
variable because the atmospheric generation rate of 14C varies in time [Reimer and coau-
thors, 2004] and because atmosphere-ocean equilibration times are often longer than sur-
face ocean residence times, so that the surface ocean only partially equilibrates with the
atmosphere [Lynch-Stieglitz, 2003].
Although bottom water radiocarbon is recorded by benthic foraminifera and other or-
ganisms such as corals, 14C continues to decay after these biogenic materials are buried on
the sea floor. In order to use benthic ∆14C records to infer water mass ages, an independent
estimate of the age of the core sample is required, complicating use of the proxy. Interpre-
tation of radiocarbon records is also complicated by the fact that surface ocean ∆14C has
changed significantly over the past 30,000 years, so that deep ocean ∆14C proxy records are
a combination of variable surface boundary conditions and unknown water mass transport
and mixing histories.
Although the number of oceanic ∆14C records has grown quickly over the past decade,
as of yet there are no publicly available compilations of ∆14C records for the LGM. We are
however aware of several groups that plan to undertake compilations of records that span
from before the LGM to the late Holocene.
Evaluation for model-data syntheses. Radiocarbon records have the potential to con-
strain ocean transport timescales, making this proxy appealing for model-data synthesis.
However, no publicly available compilations exist, and interpretation of the proxy is com-
plicated. Inclusion of this proxy in a data-model synthesis would be worth consideration,
but might require significant effort.
Pore-fluid measurements of δ18Owater and salinity. Ocean sediment cores contain
seawater in the pores surrounding the sediment. McDuff [1985] was the first to recognize
the signal of glacial cycles in pore fluids after measuring these pore fluids on Deep Sea
Drilling Project site 576 in the central Pacific. Over time, measurements of δ18O and/or
chlorinity (to reconstruct salinity) were made on pore fluids from sediment cores collected
in a variety of locations [Schrag and DePaolo, 1993, Burns and Maslin, 1999, Schrag et al.,
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1996, Adkins and Schrag, 2001, Schrag et al., 2002, Adkins et al., 2002, Adkins and Schrag,
2003]. The approach assumes that the evolution of pore fluid properties over time can be
described using a vertical advection/diffusion equation with assumed boundary conditions
at the sediment-water interface and deep in the sediment. Fixed values are chosen for all
parameters except the diffusivity and amplitude of property variations at the sediment-water
interface. These two properties are then found by calculating the best fit of the modeled and
observed pore fluid properties with depth. An alternative, inverse approach has been used to
reconstruct terrestrial temperatures from borehole temperatures [Mareschal and Beltrami,
1992, Beltrami and Mareschal, 1997], but to our knowledge has not been applied to ocean
sediment data.
Figure 2-7 summarizes the six Atlantic sediment cores most relevant to our study. These
records have been used to infer a global mean δ18Owater change between the LGM and
today of 1.0±0.1h [Schrag et al., 1996]. Moreover, deep ocean temperatures were inferred
to be at or near the freezing point of seawater [Adkins and Schrag, 2001], and AABW was
inferred to be much saltier at the LGM than today [Adkins et al., 2002]. If applicable to
the basin-scale, these inferences would imply that the ocean was more salt-stratified at the
LGM than today.
Evaluation for model-data syntheses. The pore fluid records shown in Figure 2-7 can be
easily incorporated in model-data syntheses efforts, limited only by whether the model in
question simulates bottom water temperature, salinity, and/or δ18O. The primary drawback
is that few measurements of pore fluid of glacial age have been made. Apparently, a recent
series of pore fluid measurements on Pacific sediment cores does support the existence of
high AABW salinities at the LGM (Art Spivack, personal communication), but at this time
those results remain unpublished.
Neodymium isotopic ratios. Neodymium is a trace metal in the ocean with two preva-
lent isotopes: (1) primordial 144Nd and (2) 143Nd, which is formed by radioactive decay
of 147Sm (samarium, t1/2 = 1.06x1011 years). Neodymium isotopic ratios are typically
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Figure 2-7: Summary of LGM pore-fluid measurements. Table (left) is a summary com-
piled from [Schrag et al., 1996, 2002, Adkins et al., 2002]. Some table cells are empty
because temperature and salinity were not estimated for all sites. Figure (right) is a modi-
fied version from Schrag et al. [2002] (their Fig. 1).
expressed as
ǫNd =
[
(143Nd/144Nd)sample
(143Nd/144Nd)standard
− 1
]
· 104 (2.1)
The ratio of 143Nd to 144Nd in rocks reflects their relative composition of neodymium and
samarium as well as their age [Frank, 2011]. Jeandel et al. [2007] compiled modern
measurements of ǫNd and developed a map of ǫNd values for modern source regions to the
oceans (i.e. along the coastlines).
The oceanic distribution of ǫNd is controlled by the composition of inputs from conti-
nental weathering, mantle sources, and aeolian inputs. Regional differences in ǫNd sources
cause the modern ocean basins to have distinct ǫNd signatures (Lacan et al. [2012], see
left side of Figure 2-8). To reconstruct past ocean properties, ǫNd is measured in ma-
rine precipitates as an estimate of the isotopic composition of the seawater at the time of
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Figure 2-8: Modern ǫNd (left) and neodymium concentration (right) for four ocean basins.
Figure from Lacan et al. [2012]
precipitation. Measurements have been carried out on sedimentary ferromanganese oxide
leachates, benthic and planktonic foraminifera, fish teeth, deep sea corals, and ferroman-
ganese crusts [Frank, 2011]. Note that the ǫNd ratio is thought to be unaffected by biological
fractionation [Frank, 2011].
It is often assumed that away from sources and sinks of neodymium, ǫNd can be con-
sidered as a quasi-conservative tracer affected primarily by transport processes (e.g. Frank
[2011]). However, ǫNd is a ratio of two concentrations, and while each concentration may
individually satisfy an advection/diffusion equation, their ratio instead satisfies a highly
nonlinear equation that requires additional boundary condition information. This issue
could be neglected if the denominator concentration does not vary much in the ocean. As
shown on the right side of Figure 2-8, the concentration of neodymium in modern seawater
varies over an order of magnitude.
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Evaluation for model-data syntheses. Models of ǫNd have been incorporated in general
circulation models [Jones et al., 2008, Arsouze et al., 2010] and a recent compilation of
880 modern ǫNd measurements [Lacan et al., 2012] should aid in efforts to disentangle
processes affecting ǫNd in the modern ocean. However, this proxy is still relatively new and,
as concluded in a review by Frank [2011], more development is needed to fully understand
modern cycling of neodymium and how to use ǫNd to reconstruct past circulation. Any
model treatment of ǫNd must not assume that ǫNd satisfies a simple advection-diffusion
equation. Incorporation of this proxy in a model-data synthesis appears difficult at this
point.
Cd/Ca ratios of benthic foraminifera. The ratio of cadmium (Cd) to calcium (Ca)
in benthic foraminifera shells is an important proxy of past nutrient distributions [Mar-
chitto and Broecker, 2006]. The Cd/Ca ratio in foram shells (Cd/Cacalcite) reflects the
Cd/Ca ratio of the surrounding seawater (Cd/Cawater), with a partition coefficient DCd =
(Cd/Cacalcite)/(Cd/Cawater) that varies from a value of 2.9 at depths below 3000 m to 1.3 at
depths above 1150 m [Marchitto and Broecker, 2006]. These partition coefficients are used
to correct paleo records of Cd/Ca for the depth effect before interpretation [Marchitto and
Broecker, 2006].
Seawater cadmium concentrations follow a phosphate-like distribution, with low values
in warm surface waters (caused by biological uptake of cadmium) and high values in deep
waters (caused by remineralization of sinking organic material); the relationship between
cadmium and phosphate is nearly linear with a slight curve that can likely be attributed
to preferential uptake in organic matter of cadmium relative to phosphate [Marchitto and
Broecker, 2006]. The net global ocean cadmium content can change over time due to
changes in suboxic sediments (these are a primary sink of cadmium in the ocean); how-
ever, the oceanic residence time of cadmium is long, so that the total ocean Cd content
at the LGM was likely similar to today [Boyle, 1988]. A key advantage of Cd/Ca as a
proxy of past nutrient distributions is that interspecies offsets in the uptake of Cd/Ca are
negligible [Boyle, 1988]. There are also disadvantages: cadmium is difficult to measure
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and subject to contamination, there may be inter-laboratory differences in cleaning pro-
cedures and calibration, and Cd/Ca ratios are biased in regions bathed in undersaturated
waters [Marchitto and Broecker, 2006]
Marchitto and Broecker [2006] compiled 75 cores with LGM Cd/Cacalcite data; each
core also included late Holocene or coretop Cd/Cacalcite measurements. Figure 2-9, a fig-
ure reproduced from Marchitto and Broecker [2006], shows Atlantic sections of inferred
seawater cadmium distributions from both Holocene and LGM proxy records. As inter-
preted by Marchitto and Broecker [2006], inferred distributions of Holocene cadmium
are consistent with modern nutrient distributions, with the exception of intermediate to
mid-depth cores in the high latitude North Atlantic. In this region, inferred cadmium
values are too high relative to modern nutrient distributions, the cause of which remains
unknown. Inferred LGM cadmium distributions are substantially different from modern
nutrient distributions, with evidence for low-nutrient Glacial North Atlantic Intermediate
water (GNAIW) at shallower depths than modern NADW, and an increased presence of
AABW in the North Atlantic [Marchitto and Broecker, 2006]; the transition between these
water masses is inferred by Marchitto and Broecker [2006] to lie near 2200 to 2500 m wa-
ter depth, in agreement with inferences based on Atlantic δ13C distributions for the LGM.
A separate examination of cores from the eastern and western Atlantic by Marchitto and
Broecker [2006] (not reproduced here) indicates that the LGM Atlantic may have been
marked by reduced zonal gradients in cadmium below 3000 m; this is additional evidence
that the deep Atlantic was filled by a relatively uniform water mass of southern origin.
Evaluation for model-data syntheses. Marchitto and Broecker [2006] have compiled 75
Atlantic cores with LGM records of Cd/Ca, have included a detailed discussion of uncer-
tainties, and have shown that spatially coherent patterns are present in Holocene and LGM
Cd/Ca records. Marchitto and Broecker [2006] also present straightforward mappings from
Cd/Cacalcite to Cd/Cawater, from which seawater nutrient distributions can be inferred. To in-
corporate these data in a model, seawater cadmium could be modeled and then compared
with distributions inferred from data, or seawater phosphate could be modeled instead and
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Figure 2-9: Seawater cadmium as inferred from benthic foraminiferal Cd/Ca ratios for the
Holocene (top row) and LGM (middle row) at core locations shown in bottom left map.
Subplots (a) and (c) show individual records plotted against latitude, (b) and (d) show
contour plots made with a strong smoothness requirement, and (e) and (f) show cadmium
versus depth with colors to indicate latitude. Figure from Marchitto and Broecker [2006].
the modern Cd/phosphate relationship could be assumed to apply at the LGM. As an ex-
ample, Winguth et al. [2000] applied an inverse approach to use Cd/Ca proxy records to
constrain LGM circulation (see Section 2.4.2 for details). Overall, with proper attention
to uncertainties in paleo records of Cd/Ca, this proxy is a good choice for quantitative
model-data comparisons and/or syntheses.
Ba/Ca, Zn/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios of benthic foraminifera. Like cadmium, barium
(Ba), zinc (Zn) and magnesium (Mg) substitute for calcium in CaCO3 shells. As was the
case for cadmium, the rate at which barium and zinc are incorporated in foraminiferal shells
is related to the barium and zinc content of the surrounding waters [Lynch-Stieglitz, 2003];
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seawater barium and zinc concentrations largely follow nutrient distributions. The partition
coefficient for the ratio of Ba/Ca or Zn/Ca in foraminifera to the ratio in seawater is highly
dependent on saturation state, with partition coefficients potentially reduced by 50% or
more in the abyssal Indo-Pacific [Marchitto and Broecker, 2006].
The Mg/Ca ratio incorporated in benthic foraminifera is temperature dependent, just
as it is for planktic foraminifera (see Section 2.2.2). Unfortunately, the Mg/Ca paleother-
mometer is relatively insensitive at cold temperatures, so that uncertainties in the paleother-
mometer overwhelm the small dynamic range of deep ocean temperatures [Lynch-Stieglitz,
2003]. Mg/Ca in benthic forams is most promising for reconstruction of temperatures at
intermediate water depths where temperature variations are larger.
Evaluation for model-data syntheses. Although these proxies show potential, they are
currently not well-positioned for quantitative model data synthesis. Compilations with sig-
nificant numbers of proxy records do not yet exist, and uncertainties remain poorly quanti-
fied. The effort required to build a model of seawater zinc, barium, or magnesium may not
be warranted until larger data sets are available.
Protactinium / thorium ratios. The ratio of 231Pa to 230Th in sediments is a relatively
new proxy that has shown promise for studies of ocean circulation [Mcmanus et al., 2004,
Keigwin and Boyle, 2008, Burke et al., 2011]. Protactinium and thorium are radioisotopes
that are both formed at a constant ratio of 0.093 from the decay of uranium [Mcmanus et al.,
2004]. Thorium is more particle reactive and is thus scavenged from the water column
more quickly (residence time of 20 - 40 yr), while protactinium persists longer in the water
column (residence time of 100 - 200 years) [Mcmanus et al., 2004]. Because the Atlantic
has a relatively vigorous flow of northern source waters, modern Atlantic sediments have a
231Pa/230Th ratio that is significantly lower than 0.093 (the production rate). In the absence
of any other changes, slower transport rates would result in higher ratios. For example,
Mcmanus et al. [2004] observed ratios close to 0.093 during Heinrich Event 1 (H1, a period
associated with extensive deposits of ice rafted detritus that occurred about 15-17 kyr bp)
in North Atlantic cores and inferred that the AMOC was nearly or completely eliminated
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during this period.
Burke et al. [2011] compiled 236 measurements of modern water column dissolved or
total 231Pa activity at 32 stations in the Atlantic as well as 39 sediment core records, each of
which includes 231Pa/230Th ratios for the Holocene, LGM, and H1 periods. Interpretation
of 231Pa/230Th ratios is complicated by several factors, which are summarized here; see
Burke et al. [2011] for a thorough discussion. The 231Pa/230Th ratio preserved in sediments
is affected by the differential scavenging of the two elements, which depends not only on
the rate at which particles are passing through the water column (the particle flux), but also
on what types of particles are present (biogenic opal scavenges protactinium more readily
than thorium, while for other particles the opposite is true) [Burke et al., 2011].
Evaluation for model-data syntheses. Burke et al. [2011] have compiled modern and
paleo measurements related to 231Pa/230Th, have identified the key issues to be treated in
a model of 231Pa/230Th, and have made formal uncertainty estimates. Other investigators
interested in incorporating 231Pa/230Th ratios in a model-data synthesis can base their ap-
proach on that developed by Burke et al. [2011].
Sediment properties as proxies for near bottom flow speed. It has been proposed
that grain-size properties of deep-sea sediments can be used to reconstruct near-bottom
flow speeds (see reviews in McCave and Hall 2006, McCave 2007). Sediment core sam-
ples are analyzed for grain-size distributions; smaller (larger) current speeds are inferred
for finer (coarser) grain-sizes. Potential problems with this proxy include sediment source
region changes, downslope supply on continental margins, the effect of flow over bedforms,
and the influence of ice-rafted detritus on sediment properties [McCave and Hall, 2006].
The extent to which flow at the sediment water interface is representative of the flow of the
overlying water mass is poorly constrained. Finally, there are few modern calibration stud-
ies to correlate grain-size properties with instrumental measurements of the flow speed.
McCave et al. [1995] and Manighetti and McCave [1995] use sediment properties to
reconstruct flow speeds near Rockall Bank in the NE Atlantic Ocean. They find that pro-
duction of Lower North Atlantic Deep Water (LNADW) was suppressed during the glacial
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and that intermediate waters generally had higher current speeds and may have been present
over a larger depth domain (perhaps from 1100 m to more than 2000 m). Covariation of
records at 1100, 1750, and 2000 m suggest that one water mass may have bathed all three
sites at the LGM. These authors correct for the grain size effect of ice-rafted detritus (IRD)
by subtracting from each sediment record the size distribution from a site that is assumed
to be unaffected by currents. Dating on most cores is done by correlation of properties with
one core that is assumed to be accurately dated. Uncertainties associated with these data
treatments are poorly constrained.
Evans and Hall [2008] reconstruct deepwater circulation on the Blake Outer Ridge
(Western North Atlantic) during the Holocene, Younger Dryas, and Last Glacial Maximum.
This study included 33 sediment cores collected in 3 depth transects. The authors infer
a shift of the Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC) core from 3000-4000 m in the
Holocene to above 3000 m at the LGM, implying the presence of well-ventilated Glacial
North Atlantic Intermediate Water (GNAIW), rather than Holocene North Atlantic Deep
Water (NADW). At depths below 4000 m, Evans and Hall [2008] infer an increase in
abyssal circulation and a robust presence of southern-sourced waters.
Evaluation for model-data syntheses. The availability of a bottom-water flow-speed
proxy would be of great utility in reconstructing LGM circulation. The relative paucity
of modern calibrations is the biggest hindrance to using these data. Nonetheless, these
records could be incorporated as relative constraints: flow at site A is faster than flow at
site B, or flow at site A at the LGM is faster than flow at site A at the Holocene. This type
of constraint is straightforward to incorporate in model-data syntheses.
2.3 Forward models of ocean state
A large number of modeling studies over the past 30 years have focused on the LGM cli-
mate, with goals ranging from quantifying the impact of the ice sheets on atmospheric cir-
culation (e.g., Manabe and Broccoli 1985), modeling the LGM dust cycle (e.g., Mahowald
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et al. 2006), and modeling the fully coupled ocean-atmosphere-sea ice system (e.g., Shin
et al. 2003). The discussion here is limited to a few key studies that are particularly relevant
to the thesis. The state of the art in coupled model simulations of the LGM is described
in Section 2.3.1 and models of isotopes in the ocean are reviewed in Section 2.3.2. The
studies described in these two sections are used later in the thesis as comparison points for
the state estimates developed in the thesis.
2.3.1 The Paleoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project
Although there have been many efforts to model the LGM climate, the Paleoclimate Mod-
eling Intercomparison Project (PMIP) is the most coordinated, long-running, and extensive.
PMIP’s goal has been coordinated intercomparison and evaluation of paleoclimate models,
with the long-term goal of improving climate models for better prediction of future climate.
PMIP models use a consistent set of boundary condition definitions, permitting straightfor-
ward intercomparisons. We focus on PMIP here as the current consensus on LGM climate
from the climate modeling community.
PMIP1, the first phase of PMIP, used atmosphere-only general circulation models with
prescribed LGM sea surface temperatures or with single-layer slab ocean models [Jous-
saume and Taylor, 1995, Braconnot, 2000]. PMIP2 focused on coupled ocean-atmosphere
and ocean-atmosphere-vegetation models [Braconnot et al., 2007a,b]. PMIP3 [Braconnot
et al., 2012] is a relatively new effort that is coordinated with the fifth phase of the World
Climate Research Program Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) [Taylor et al.,
2012], as CMIP is now including paleoclimate simulations for the first time. In addition
to continuing to model LGM and Holocene climate, PMIP3 is expanding its focus to ad-
ditional time periods, particularly past warm climates, and to new aspects of the climate
system, such as the carbon cycle [Braconnot et al., 2012]. Although a few LGM PMIP3
simulations are now available online, these results are very new and have not been fully
evaluated by the PMIP3 community. Thus the following discussion focuses on PMIP2
simulations of LGM climate.
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Model name in Atm. Resol. Atm. Ocean Res. Ocean
PMIP2 database Lon x Lat Levels Lon x Lat Levels
CCSM3 T42 26 1◦x 0.3-1◦ 40
FGOALS-g1.0 2.8◦x 2.8◦ 26 1◦x 1◦ 33
IPSL-CM4-V1-MR 3.75◦x 2.5 ◦ 19 2◦x 1-2 ◦ 31
MIROC3.2 T42 20 1.4◦x 0.5-1.4◦ 43
HadCM3M2∗ 3.75◦x 2.5◦ 19 1.25◦x 1.25◦ 20
ECBilt-Clio† T21 3 3◦x 3◦ 20
∗Ocean-atmosphere-vegetation model †Intermediate complexity model
Table 2.2: Configurations used for PMIP2 LGM simulations. Spectral resolution T42 is
about 2.8◦x 2.8◦; T21 is about 5.6◦x 5.6 ◦. Table follows Braconnot et al. [2007a] and
Otto-Bliesner et al. [2007].
PMIP2 defined a standard set of LGM boundary conditions to be used by all model-
ing groups [Braconnot et al., 2007a]: ICE-5G ice sheets and coastlines [Peltier, 2004],
atmospheric CO2 concentration of 185 ppmv, CH4 of 350 ppbv, NO2 of 200 ppbv, ec-
centricity of 0.018994, obliquity of 22.949◦, and angular precession of 114.42◦. Changes
in dust were neglected, resulting in a potential error in radiative forcing on the order of
about 1 W/m2 [Braconnot et al., 2007a]. The mean shift in LGM ocean salinity of about
1 or 1.1 was also neglected in the PMIP2 protocol (although one of the models, CCSM3,
did incorporate a mean salinity change). In models without an active vegetation compo-
nent, vegetation was set to modern-day conditions. Due to computational costs, it was
not possible to require all modeling groups to follow a given protocol for a full spinup
to quasi-equilibrium LGM-like ocean conditions; instead, each modeling group used their
own approximate approach to spinup. Table 2.2 provides the configurations used for the
PMIP2 LGM simulations that are discussed below. All six of these models have an inter-
active sea ice component. ECBilt-Clio used basin-mean flux adjustments; otherwise none
of the models used flux adjustments.
Braconnot et al. [2007a] and Braconnot et al. [2007b] analyzed and compared all six
simulations listed in Table 2.2; the rest of this paragraph refers to the results of these two
related papers. PMIP2 models showed global mean temperature changes between the LGM
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and pre-industrial control runs from -3.6 to -5.7 ◦C, a relatively large spread indicating a
wide range of modeled climate sensitivities. The PMIP2 ensemble mean showed cooling of
2-5◦C over most of the low and mid-latitude Atlantic, with larger cooling of 5-10◦C north
of 45◦N in the Atlantic. The ensemble mean also showed mostly large-scale drying, though
the mid-latitude Atlantic ocean showed some regions with increased precipitation. LGM
Atlantic sea ice is generally further south than in the pre-industrial simulations, though
changes in seasonality of sea ice are model-dependent. The storm track activity shifts
further south as well, partly in association with the sea ice shift and partly in association
with a shift in SST gradients. Half of the Northern Hemisphere LGM cooling in PMIP2
models is due to feedbacks from mid to high latitude snow and sea ice, while reduced
atmospheric CO2 and water vapor accounts for the remaining cooling [Braconnot et al.,
2007b].
Otto-Bliesner et al. [2007] compare the pre-industrial (PI) and LGM Atlantic merid-
ional overturning circulation (AMOC) in four PMIP2 models (ECBilt-CLIO, HadCM3M2,
MIROC3.2.2, and CCSM3); the rest of this paragraph refers to results from this paper. The
PI AMOC in these models varies from 13.8-20.8 Sv; all are somewhat too shallow relative
to modern-day observations. In the LGM simulations, net AMOC transport is largely un-
changed from the PI in HadCM and is weakened by about 20% in CCSM3, while ECBilt
and MIROC show increases of 20-40%. Relative to the PI simulations, the LGM AMOC
shoals significantly in CCSM3, shoals modestly in HadCM, and deepens significantly in
MIROC and ECBilt. Otto-Bliesner et al. [2007] also compared deep ocean properties in
the North Atlantic at Feni Drift (2184 m) to those in the South Atlantic at Shona Rise (3626
m). All four PMIP2 models simulate pre-industrial (PI) temperature and salinity (T/S) gra-
dients between these two sites that are reasonable as compared to modern observations.
However, the models strongly disagree with each other for LGM conditions; only CCSM3
simulates deep ocean LGM T/S gradients between the two sites that are similar to those
reconstructed from pore fluid records.
Weber et al. [2007] focused on determining which processes control LGM AMOC
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structure in the same four PMIP2 models as Otto-Bliesner et al. [2007], as well as in the
UVic ESCM2.7 model. These authors found that competition between the density of north-
ern and southern water masses plays a key role, but that factors such as net evaporation and
whether the PI control simulation was particularly cold or warm can also be important. The
analyses of Weber et al. [2007] and Otto-Bliesner et al. [2007] indicate that, at least for the
LGM, deep ocean circulation, deep water mass formation, and AMOC structure continue
to be poorly understood and poorly constrained by climate models.
Otto-Bliesner et al. [2009] compare PMIP2 model results in the tropics (15◦S - 15◦N) to
MARGO SSTs; all six models from Table 2.2 were used. The rest of this paragraph refers
to results of this study. Unlike the other PMIP2 analyses described above, these authors
compare to the individual MARGO proxy records, rather than the gridded MARGO SST
product. The PMIP2 models find a tropical Atlantic cooling at the LGM of 1.5-2.6◦C,
consistent with the MARGO estimate of 2.9 ± 1.3◦C. The models show a cooling that
is relatively uniform in space and time – there is little indication in the models of LGM
shifts in meridional or zonal patterns or in seasonality. This result is in disagreement with
the MARGO data, which indicate particularly strong LGM cooling in the eastern tropics,
in the subpolar gyre, and in the winter season. Some tropical Atlantic processes remain
difficult for these models to simulate correctly in the modern climate, making their LGM
simulations difficult to interpret. Simulated PI SSTs are 2-4◦C too warm in the upwelling
regions along the western coast of Africa. All of the models also have difficulty correctly
simulating upper ocean temperature structure in the equatorial region (5◦S to 5◦N); as a
result, the eastern equatorial Atlantic upper ocean temperatures are too high in all of the
analyzed PMIP2 PI simulations.
2.3.2 Isotope models
Interpretation of δ13CDIC and δ18Ocalcite proxy records, as will be done in this thesis, re-
quires a model that can simulate (1) the physics of the ocean, atmosphere, and/or sea ice,
as was done in PMIP2 and (2) the key controls on δ13CDIC and δ18Ocalcite signal recorded in
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proxies. This section reviews previous forward modeling efforts to simulate these isotopic
signatures, with a particular focus on those approaches that have been tested in LGM simu-
lations. It is beyond the scope here to provide a full description of all available approaches;
instead, this section is designed to provide the interested reader with an overview of the
current state of the art, and a starting place for further investigation. Note that only forward
modeling studies are reviewed here; discussion of isotope modeling approaches used in
previous model-data syntheses efforts in postponed to Section 2.4.2.
Oxygen isotopic ratios. Oxygen isotopes have been incorporated into several ocean
circulation models such as the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Modular Ocean
Model (GFDL MOM) [Paul et al., 1999], the CLIMBER-2 intermediate complexity Earth
system model [Roche et al., 2004], the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) cou-
pled ocean-atmosphere GCM [Schmidt et al., 2007], the Hadley Centre Climate model
(HadCM3) coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM [Tindall et al., 2009], the NCAR Community
Atmosphere Model (CAM3.0) [Sturm et al., 2010], and the University of Victoria Earth
System Climate Model (UVic ESCM) [Brennan et al., 2011]. Note that such isotopes ex-
tensions may or may not become part of the primary model code (so they may not be
available to use in new investigations). The two δ18O modeling studies that have included
LGM-like scenarios are described below.
Roche et al. [2004] used the fluxes from the atmospheric GCM ECHAM to drive the
intermediate complexity CLIMBER-2 model. The ocean component of CLIMBER-2 is
a zonally averaged three basin model on a 2.5◦ latitudinal grid, with 20 vertical levels.
Oceanic δ18Owater is modeled as a passive tracer in the ocean component of CLIMBER-2,
and a parameterization is developed to convert air-sea fluxes of water into air-sea fluxes
of 18O. δ18Owater in a modern control simulation are compared to the Schmidt et al. [1999]
database of modern δ18Owater measurements; most of the general trends in the modern ob-
servations are captured by the model, though this zonal mean, intermediate complexity
model is not able to capture any east-west variation, and some details of the latitudinal vari-
ation are missed by the model as well [Roche et al., 2004]. For LGM simulations, the south
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to north gradient in deep ocean δ18Owater observed in pore fluid records (see Section 2.2.3)
is reproduced in the model in terms of the sense of the gradient, but the CLIMBER-2 model
does not produce a large enough LGM gradient. Roche et al. [2004] conclude that a larger
AABW inflow to the Atlantic would be required to match the pore fluid records. Modeled
δ18Owater and modeled temperature are also used to estimate modeled δ18Ocalcite using a pa-
leo temperature equation; modeled δ18Ocalcite is then compared to Atlantic proxy records of
LGM δ18Ocalcite. The deep ocean gradient in modeled δ18Ocalcite is opposite of that seen in
the data; based on the observation that the modeled deep ocean δ18Owater gradients are con-
sistent with pore fluid records, Roche et al. [2004] conclude that the modeled deep ocean
temperatures must not be an acceptable representation of LGM conditions.
In an unpublished discussion manuscript, Brennan et al. [2011] describe an implemen-
tation of oxygen isotopes in the UVic ESCM. The UVic ESCM is a fully coupled model
that includes ocean, atmosphere, land surface, and sea ice, all simulated at a horizontal
resolution of 3.6◦ in longitude by 1.8◦ in latitude; the ocean model has 19 vertical levels.
The atmospheric model is simplified with vertically integrated equations for energy and
moisture balance. Oceanic H16
2
O and H18
2
O are modeled as tracers which are influenced
by processes such as runoff, evaporation and precipitation at the sea surface, but which
are assumed conservative once water masses are isolated from air-sea exchange. Bren-
nan et al. [2011] compare surface ocean δ18Owater in their modern simulation against the
gridded δ18Owater estimate of LeGrande and Schmidt [2006]; the general trends in the two
estimates are similar, though the model simulation does not sufficiently capture the range
of observed δ18Owater values. For their simulation of LGM δ18O, Brennan et al. [2011]
compare the modeled δ18Owater of precipitation against a few proxy observations; the com-
parison is purely visual and there are few data, making it difficult to use the data to evaluate
the skill of the LGM model estimate. No comparisons are made to LGM proxy records of
oceanic δ18O.
Carbon isotopic ratios. Hesse et al. [2011] focus on the impact of possible LGM
changes in overturning circulation on oceanic δ13C distributions. Ocean circulation fields
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are generated with the Large Scale Geostrophic (LSG) Ocean Circulation Model (OGCM)
and used to drive the HAMOCC2s marine carbon cycle model, which simulates chemical
tracers in the ocean and the sediment (a 10 layer sediment model is included). Ocean reso-
lution is 3.5◦ in the horizontal with 22 vertical levels. All geochemical parameters used for
both the modern and LGM simulations are set to preindustrial levels. There is no explo-
ration of possible changes in surface ocean δ13C at the LGM; instead, the focus is on the
potential effect of circulation changes. Several glacial simulations were developed by using
two different LGM sea surface temperature reconstructions (CLIMAP and GLAMAP) and
by using either standard Southern Ocean conditions or simulating increased brine release
due to increased LGM export of sea ice from the Southern Ocean. Figure 2-10 compares
the Hesse et al. [2011] modeled δ13C fields and their compilation of 220 δ13C records; the
experiments presented in this figure are as follows. “CS” uses CLIMAP SSTs and mimics
increased brine release in the Southern Ocean associated with northward sea ice export; the
resulting circulation has a weak (8 Sv) and very shallow (above 1000 m) AMOC. “GB”
uses GLAMAP SSTs and does not use increased brine release; the resulting circulation
has an AMOC similar to today’s (14 Sv and relatively deep). “GS” uses GLAMAP SSTs
and increased increased Southern Ocean brine release; the resulting circulation has a 12 Sv
AMOC that is shallow (2000 m). Although the CS and GS model estimates show similar
trends to the data, many points lie outside the included ±0.5h lines.
A series of papers have studied modern to LGM δ13C changes in the ocean and atmo-
sphere using the CLIMBER-2 intermediate complexity model [Brovkin et al., 2002b, 2007,
Bouttes et al., 2011]. This model includes an atmospheric model with a 10◦latitudinal res-
olution and a basin-scale, 51◦ longitudinal resolution; a zonally averaged, 3-basin ocean
model with 20 vertical levels; a simple sea ice parameterization; a terrestrial biosphere
model; and an ocean biogeochemistry model [Brovkin et al., 2007]. The carbon cycle
model and treatment of isotopes is described in Brovkin et al. [2002a]. This computation-
ally efficient model has been applied to study the potential contribution of changes in the
ocean biological carbon pump, physical circulation changes, and CaCO3 system changes
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2-10: Scatter plots of modeled versus observed δ13C for four scenarios modeled by
Hesse et al. [2011]; all axes are in h, the central lines show a one-to-one match, and dashed
lines mark ±0.5h ranges. (a) Modern control scenario compared to GEOSECS δ13C. (b)-
(d) Three LGM scenarios compared to measured δ13Ccalcite from benthic foraminifera. See
the text for description of the three LGM simulations. Figure after Hesse et al. [2011],
supplementary.
to glacial CO2 drawdown [Brovkin et al., 2002b, 2007, Bouttes et al., 2011]. The most di-
rect model-data comparisons for δ13C are made in Brovkin et al. [2007] (their Figure 9), in
which Atlantic sections of modeled and observed modern and LGM δ13C distributions can
be visually compared. Quantitative model-data comparisons are not given; indeed, with
a highly parameterized, zonal-mean three basin model of ocean circulation, this modeling
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approach is better suited to exploration of a wide parameter space and sensitivity studies
than to truthfully reproducing observed characteristics of the ocean.
Tagliabue and Bopp [2008] and Tagliabue et al. [2009] employ the ORCA2 ocean GCM
with a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model at 2◦x 2◦ resolution with 30 vertical levels;
the global model is driven by climatological atmospheric forcing. Ocean biogeochemistry
is simulated using PISCES – an ocean ecosystem model that simulates a variety of plank-
ton types as well as the ocean carbon cycle and nutrient distributions. The concentration
of 13C is simulated in 10 distinct carbon pools, and a parameterization is used to simu-
late fractionation during photosynthesis, calcite precipitation, gas exchange, and carbonate
chemistry (see Tagliabue and Bopp 2008 and references therein for a full description).
Tagliabue and Bopp [2008] focus on the variability in modern ocean 13C over the period
of 1860-2000, and compare modeled δ13C against observations compiled by Gruber et al.
[1999]; comparisons of model and data are largely qualitative, though correlation coeffi-
cients are reported for the fit of model to data (the model estimate which best reproduces
the data has an R value of 0.86). In Tagliabue et al. [2009], a variety of LGM circula-
tion scenarios are explored and the resulting δ13C distributions are compared against 133
records compiled by the Models and Observations to Test clImate Feedbacks project (MO-
TIF, http:motif.lsce.ipsl.fr). The LGM circulation scenario that best matches the data has
an AMOC transport of 5 Sv, an AMOC depth of 1750 m (the depth at which transport is
zero), and an AABW transport of 4 Sv. This circulation scenario gives a δ13C distribution
that has a correlation of 0.6 with the MOTIF database, though the slope (0.31) and intercept
(-0.19h) of the fit indicate biases in the estimated δ13C distribution.
2.4 Using models and data together to study the LGM
Two methods of using models and data together to study the LGM Atlantic Ocean are
described in this section: making model-data comparisons that are quantitative, rather than
qualitative, in nature (Section 2.4.1); and building model-data syntheses (Section 2.4.2).
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2.4.1 Quantitative model-data comparison
With the long traditions of forward simulation of LGM conditions and the extensive ef-
forts to collect and compile proxy records, quantitative model-data comparison is logical.
However, most efforts to consider both model results and paleo data reconstructions have
focused on visual comparisons; for example, this is true of most of the studies described
in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2). This section focuses on efforts to make comparisons of LGM
models and data that are more quantitative in nature.
Kohfeld and Harrison [2000] presented an early effort to collect and describe compila-
tions of diverse proxies for LGM and mid-Holocene climate and to compare these compi-
lations to a variety of climate model results; this paper noted many of the key issues that
still face the data and modeling communities in trying to move beyond qualitative compar-
isons. Building on the analyses of Kohfeld and Harrison [2000], Braconnot et al. [2012]
(see especially the supplementary information) present updated and expanded LGM and
Mid-Holocene data compilations that can be used in CMIP5/PMIP3 for quantitative model
evaluation. These compilations include reconstructions of lake levels, vegetation patterns,
biomass burning, dust deposition, terrestrial temperatures, and the MARGO NSST proxies.
It is expected that the PMIP3/CMIP5 models will be systematically evaluated using these
compilations. Although many difficulties remain, these efforts are promising collaborations
between the data and modeling communities.
Hargreaves et al. [2011] present a quantitative comparison of PMIP1 and 2 model re-
sults with the gridded MARGO NSST estimate from Waelbroeck et al. [2009]. Because
PMIP1 models did not have full ocean models we summarize only the PMIP2-related re-
sults. The reliability of the PMIP2 ensemble was evaluated against the MARGO data using
techniques developed in the forecasting and modern climate model evaluation communi-
ties [Hargreaves et al., 2011]. As defined by Hargreaves et al. [2011], a “reliable” ensemble
is one in which an observation is equally likely to be close to any given ensemble mem-
ber. Consider, for example, the MARGO NSST estimate at a given geographic location
and the ensemble of model estimates of NSST at that location. In a “reliable” ensemble,
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two characteristics are required: (1) the range of model estimates should, in general, en-
compass the observation, and (2) there should be an equal likelihood that any given model
provides an NSST estimate that is closest to the observation. If MARGO uncertainties are
neglected in the ensemble analysis, the PMIP2 ensemble is found to be too narrow – at
many data locations, the MARGO NSST estimate is either warmer or colder than all of the
model estimates. In a second test, the PMIP2 model results are modified by adding ran-
domly generated perturbations equivalent to the MARGO error estimates. In this case, the
ensemble is found to be “reliable”, according to the definition of Hargreaves et al. [2011].
Regional patterns are apparent in the ensemble/data comparisons: the models tend to be
too cold in the Greenland, Iceland and Norwegian Seas, too warm south of Iceland, too
cold in the western low-latitude Atlantic, and too warm in the eastern low-latitude Atlantic.
Hargreaves et al. [2011] did not test whether their evaluation approach could successfully
reject model ensembles that are not expected to be good estimates of LGM conditions (a
perturbed pre-industrial ensemble would have provided a useful check).
2.4.2 Synthesizing models and data
This section describes selected previous studies that built model-data syntheses for the
LGM; the focus is on studies that employed real observations, rather than synthetic data.
LeGrand and Wunsch [1995] employed a simplified representation of the deep North
Atlantic (from 1 km depth to the bottom at 1km vertical resolution and from 10◦N to 50◦N
at 10◦ horizontal resolution). Ocean physics was described with linear vorticity and ther-
mal wind balances, conservation of mass, potential temperature, salinity, and δ13C. LGM
records of δ18Ocalcite and δ13Ccalcite were shown to be consistent both with the modern cir-
culation and with a circulation with NADW transport reduced by half from the modern.
The study of Winguth et al. [1999] is the only previous application of the adjoint tech-
nique to reconstruct LGM circulation. Winguth et al. [1999] used the Hamburg large-scale
geostrophic ocean circulation model at approximately 3.5◦x 3.5◦ horizontal resolution with
11 vertical levels; a simple thermodynamic ice model was included, and the model was
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driven by relaxation to prescribed air temperatures and salinities. Modeled δ13C and Cd/Ca
were computed diagnostically from the phosphate distribution, and were constrained with
benthic δ13Ccalcite and Cd/Ca data (uncertainties of 0.2h were applied for the δ13Ccalcite
data). Winguth et al. [1999] employed a single type of control variable: the surface salinity
distribution to which the model was relaxed. Winguth et al. [1999] found that deep sea δ13C
and Cd/Ca data are consistent with a North Component Water transport that is reduced in
magnitude by 50% and that is shallower than modern. The adjusted surface salinity field
shows a strong positive freshwater anomaly in the North Atlantic.
Gebbie and Huybers [2006] applied a steady state geostrophic inverse model to re-
construct LGM meridional circulation at 30◦S from South Atlantic δ18O measurements by
Lynch-Stieglitz et al. [2006]. A 1◦horizontal resolution and 120 m vertical resolution were
used, and model variables included the two dimensional fields of temperature, salinity, and
meridional velocity. δ18Ocalcite was computed as a linear combination of salinity and tem-
perature, with empirical relationships used to determine the temperature and salinity de-
pendencies. Holocene δ18Ocalcite proxy records were shown to be consistent with a modern
circulation estimate. LGM δ18Ocalcite proxy records were then shown to also be consistent
with the modern circulation, assuming an uncertainty of 0.2h on the data. Indeed, Gebbie
and Huybers [2006] show that the data require a circulation different from today’s only if
three assumptions are made: temperature and salinity distributions are spatially smooth, the
dependence of δ18Owater on salinity is linear and spatially invariant, and LGM temperatures
along the margins at 30◦S are known within 1◦C.
Marchal and Curry [2008] applied a 3-dimensional inverse model to the abyssal Atlantic
circulation in conjunction with 180 LGM δ18Ocalcite and δ13Ccalcite proxy records. The model
used a domain of 46◦S to 64◦N at 2◦resolution and covered depths of 1000-4750 m with
three vertical levels. Ocean physics include hydrostatic and geostrophic balance, volume
conservation, and a vertical diffusion term. δ18O and δ13C are represented as passive tracers
with a simple approach to remineralization for δ13C. Marchal and Curry [2008] found that
more than 80% of LGM proxy records of δ18Ocalcite and δ13Ccalcite are consistent with the
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modern circulation, given assumed uncertainties of 0.1 to 0.2h on the isotope records.
δ13Ccalcite records could be shown to require a circulation different from the modern by
including a stricter assumption: that deep ocean δ13CDIC at the LGM was dominated by
advection and remineralization (i.e., that mixing had a negligible influence on the δ13CDIC
distribution).
Burke et al. [2011] used a 4◦x 4◦ horizontal resolution inverse model of the abyssal At-
lantic to test if LGM, H1, and/or Holocene 231Pa/230Th proxy records require a circulation
different from the modern one; the model used was similar to that used by Marchal and
Curry [2008]. The authors showed that most modern water column 231Pa measurements
are consistent with the modern circulation. These authors then showed that very few of the
Holocene, LGM, or H1 231Pa/230Th proxy records had to be adjusted by more than 2σ to
reach consistency with the modern circulation, indicating that these data are not sufficient
to require a circulation different from today’s. It was, however, possible to reject a state of
no flow based on the modern, LGM, and H1 data.
A new and as yet unpublished inversion of LGM Atlantic Ocean proxy data by G. Geb-
bie (pers. comm.) is relevant to this thesis. The study used Total Matrix Intercomparison,
a steady state inversion approach designed for the study of water mass decompositions and
the transport pathways connecting the interior ocean with the surface [Gebbie and Huy-
bers, 2010]. For study of the LGM, a 4◦x 4◦ horizontal resolution with 33 vertical levels
was used. Modern circulation was estimated by inversion of modern δ18Owater and δ13CDIC
data as well as WOCE climatology of temperature, salinity, phosphate, nitrate, and oxygen.
LGM data considered by the study include the gridded MARGO NSST estimate, porewater
measurements, and benthic records of δ18Ocalcite, δ13Ccalcite , and Cd/Ca. A key result found
by Gebbie is that the LGM δ13Ccalcite data are not consistent with the modern circulation.
A limitation of the study is that dynamical constraints are limited to requirements of mass
conservation and gravitational stability.
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2.5 Selection of data constraints for the thesis
Table 2.1 provided an advance preview of the data used in the thesis to constrain our ocean
state estimates. These data were chosen because compilations were readily available and
included substantial numbers of records located in the Atlantic Ocean, uncertainty esti-
mates had been made, we were able to identify clear approaches to including the data in a
model-data synthesis, and the selected data had been previously interpreted as showing sig-
nificant LGM changes. There are a number of other datasets that would have been relatively
straightforward to include, particularly Cd/Ca, sea ice estimates, and pore fluid records.
With a greater investment of time and effort, radiocarbon and protactinium/thorium could
have been incorporated as well; these proxies have the potential to constrain rates and
timescales. In an ideal world, a single ocean state estimate could be developed that in-
cludes all of these proxies, as well as others. Such an effort was outside the scope of the
thesis.
2.6 Chapter summary
This chapter has provided an overall picture of the LGM Atlantic with an emphasis on
previous results of relevance to the rest of the thesis, and on providing the interested reader
with a reference-rich starting point for further investigation. Upper and deep ocean proxies
of ocean state were reviewed, and our judgement was given as to the difficulty with which
each type of proxy could be included in a model-data synthesis. Previous forward modeling
studies of the LGM coupled climate state were described, with an emphasis on PMIP.
Models of LGM δ18O and δ13C were also described. Quantitative model-data comparison
and synthesis are key topics of this thesis; particular attention was given in this chapter to
previous efforts in these areas.
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Chapter 3
State estimation methodology with
application to modern circulation
Adjoint-based ocean state estimation has been applied to reconstruct paleo ocean circu-
lation in only one previous study [Winguth et al., 2000]. As described in Section 2.4.2,
that study demonstrated the feasibility of the approach, but was limited in a number of
important ways. Given the paucity of previous applications of adjoint models to paleo cir-
culations, an appropriate ocean state estimation setup is not available. In this chapter, a
new framework appropriate to paleo ocean state estimation is presented, and the utility of
this framework is explored in the context of the modern ocean circulation – a system that is
much better observed and understood than the LGM ocean. In testing these approaches in
the modern context, the goal is to obtain a physically acceptable and interpretable solution
that is similar to the modern ocean state. The modern state estimates presented here are
case studies, useful for thinking about approaches to paleo ocean state estimation, but are
not designed to answer problems of modern oceanography.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes the numerical model of
ocean circulation and its configuration (the forward model description). Section 3.2 de-
scribes how we apply a least-squares formulation to improve the fit of the model to obser-
vations (the inverse model description). Section 3.3 presents a modern ocean state estimate
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that is constrained by modern temperatures and salinities. In Section 3.4, extensions to the
model for simulation of δ18O and δ13C are presented; these extensions are then applied to
build a state estimate that is constrained by modern hydrography as well as modern wa-
ter column measurements of δ13C and δ18O. Section 3.5 describes new techniques for the
application of state estimation to seasonal steady state problems. Finally, Section 3.6 pro-
vides a summary of novel contributions in the chapter, and discusses remaining limitations
in state estimation tools for climate research.
3.1 Forward model configuration
The model configuration is described in two sections: the numerics, domain, and bathymetry
are described in Section 3.1.1, while the choice of first guess initial, southern boundary, and
atmospheric forcing are described in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.1 Numerics and domain
The MIT General Circulation Model [Marshall et al., 1997, Adcroft et al., 2004] is used to
simulate ocean circulation under hydrostatic, Boussinesq, and linear implicit free surface
assumptions. The model is under active development and is constantly changing; up-to-
date information and the code itself are available at http://mitgcm.org. The ocean model
setup uses third order advection with direct space time treatment, and vertical diffusive
fluxes are treated implicitly. A 1◦x1◦ horizontal resolution latitude-longitude Arakawa C-
grid [Arakawa and Lamb, 1977] is used. Since eddies are not resolved at 1◦ horizontal reso-
lution, eddy-induced mixing of properties along isentropes is parameterized with GM/Redi:
the Redi scheme applies a diffusion operator to mix properties along isentropes [Redi,
1982] and the GM scheme applies an advective flux to parameterize the transport effect of
eddies [Gent and McWilliams, 1990]. A turbulent kinetic-energy based model is used to
parameterize vertical mixing (GGL, Gaspar et al. [1990]). Table 3.1 lists model parameters
used here. Side (bottom) boundary conditions are free-slip (no-slip). GCMs applied at
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a low resolution, such as is used here, suffer from gridscale noise associated with spatial
averaging of the Coriolis terms. The C-D scheme [Adcroft et al., 1998] is applied here to
address this issue by carrying a second set of velocity variables computed on a different
grid (the D grid) in addition to those computed on MIT GCM’s C grid.
Lateral diffusivity 10 2 m2/s
Vertical diffusivity 10−5 m2/s
Laplacian lateral viscosity 10 4 m2/s
Laplacian vertical viscosity 10−3 m2/s
GM thickness diffusivity 10 3 m2/s
Quadratic bottom drag 0.002
Table 3.1: Model parameters used in all state estimates.
Sea ice is modeled following Losch et al. [2010]. Air-sea boundary conditions are pre-
scribed for air temperature, u/v wind speeds, relative humidity, precipitation, runoff, and
incoming shortwave/longwave radiation. Bulk formulae are used to compute wind stress,
evaporation and outgoing longwave radiation following Large and Yeager [2004]. In the
standard configuration, momentum and tracer equations are advanced at the same timestep
of 50 minutes (synchronous timestepping); an alternative asynchronous timestepping ap-
proach is described and tested in Section 3.5.
Later in this chapter the modern OCean Comprehensible Atlas (OCCA) of ocean prop-
erties over 2004-2006 [Forget, 2010] is employed as a surrogate for modern hydrographic
data. While this estimate should not be regarded as “truth”, it is a useful estimate of ocean
properties that is consistent with a a numerical model of ocean circulation and with a large
number of observations, especially ARGO float profiles that have become available since
the mid-2000s. To simplify comparisons of ocean state estimates made here and the OCCA
estimate, the OCCA configuration is adopted where possible. A regional subset of the
OCCA bathymetry and of the OCCA 1◦x1◦ resolution model grid is used that extends from
40◦S to 80◦N and from 99◦W to 21◦E. As in OCCA, there are 50 levels in the vertical,
ranging in thickness from 10 m near the surface to 450 m near the bottom. The influence
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of inflow and outflow through the 40◦S southern boundary of the model is represented by
prescribing temperatures, salinities, and horizonal velocities at all longitudes and all depths
of the section across 40◦S. A model boundary with prescribed conditions such as this one
is called an “open boundary” and the prescribed conditions are called “open boundary con-
ditions” (open boundary condition numerics are described by Zhang and Marotzke 1999);
the specific properties we prescribe are described in Section 3.1.2.
Interior ocean properties are gradually relaxed to prescribed boundary condition prop-
erties over a sponge layer that extends from 36◦S - 40◦S; the relaxation timescale is linearly
increased from 1/2 day at 40◦S to 10 days at 36◦S. This approach reduces discontinuities
and wave generation associated with the boundary. Although there are important trans-
ports to and from the Arctic at 80◦N in the modern Atlantic, the details of the exchange are
uncertain. Available ocean state estimates, such as OCCA and ECCO V3 [Wunsch et al.,
2009] do not include the Arctic and thus cannot be used as a reasonable first estimate of
boundary conditions at 80◦N. The LGM exchange is particularly uncertain as the Bering
Straits were closed at that time. A wall is thus imposed at 80◦N. This choice is likely to
lead to overly warm and salty conditions in the northern portion of our domain since the
normal exchange of warm salty Atlantic waters with cold, fresh Arctic waters is prevented;
inflow from the Arctic to the Atlantic in the East Greenland Current is also a source of
sea ice to the Northern North Atlantic, so the imposition of a wall may interfere with the
model’s capacity to produce enough sea ice in this region. Due to the relatively unphysical
nature of the model configuration near the northern and southern boundaries, all simula-
tions are run on the 40◦S - 80◦N domain, but all analyses and figures are restricted to 35◦S
and 75◦N. It is worth remembering that, especially over long time periods, the influence
that remote boundary conditions have on the interior is not well-understood, even for the
modern circulation.
The configuration of the MIT GCM used here is conventional; MIT GCM model config-
urations with numerical schemes and resolution similar to that used here have been shown
to provide an adequate representation of a wide variety of modern ocean regions and pro-
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cesses. The interested reader is referred to the OCCA estimate of 2004-2006 global ocean
state [Forget, 2010] and the ECCO V3 estimate of 1992-2007 global ocean state [Wunsch
et al., 2009], both of which were computed on a latitude-longitude grid at 1◦ resolution, as
is used here. The ECCO state estimates have been heavily analyzed to study many mod-
ern processes, including, for example, analysis of Atlantic meridional overturning and heat
flux [Wunsch and Heimbach, 2006], the time required to reach tracer equilibrium in the
deep ocean [Wunsch and Heimbach, 2008], and seasonal and decadal variability [Wun-
sch and Heimbach, 2009]. In summary, model setups similar to those used in this thesis,
including mixing parameterizations, model resolution, air-sea bulk formulae, mixed layer
scheme and Ekman layer representations, have proven sufficient for investigating a variety
of problems in modern oceanography.
3.1.2 Initial and boundary conditions
An initial ocean circulation estimate is required before proceeding with improving the fit
of the model to observations. First guess initial and boundary conditions are imposed and
the forward model, described in the previous section, is used to make the initial circulation
estimate. The first guess initial and boundary conditions used for this process are as follows.
The model is initialized with the OCCA estimate of January temperatures and salinities.
Open southern boundary conditions are given by monthly mean OCCA properties at 40◦S;
prescribed variables are temperature, salinity, and zonal and meridional velocities. In a
simplified representation of the modern ocean, as is used here, a seemingly logical choice
for atmospheric forcing is a monthly mean over many years of modern atmospheric forcing.
In practice, averaging atmospheric conditions over long time periods leads to low-energy,
overly smooth atmospheric properties. A specific year of modern atmospheric forcing is
thus a more appropriate first guess. Following OCCA, the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis product
is used (an updated version of Kalnay and coauthors [1996]); while OCCA uses 6-hourly
forcing, daily mean forcing is employed here as this choice is required for asynchronous
timestepping, an approach to be described and applied in Section 3.5. In using daily mean
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forcing, it is assumed that the diurnal cycle is not of first order importance in setting the
large scale properties of the Atlantic Ocean.
Atmospheric forcing from 2006 was chosen arbitrarily from the three years estimated
by OCCA. Given that these fields are adjusted to build a state estimate, the choice of year is
not expected to be important. Indeed, analysis of adjustments made in modern ocean state
estimates [Stammer et al., 2004] has shown that the adjusted fields (e.g. the wind field) can
be more consistent with observations (e.g. satellite wind field observations) than was the
first guess (an estimate from a reanalysis product1 Nonetheless, given sufficient resources,
the state estimation process should be repeated with several different first guess estimates
(e.g. different years of NCEP/NCAR and other reanalysis products such as Dee et al. 2011
or Griffies et al. 2009).
3.2 Ocean state estimation
The previous section defined a regional, forward model for simulating Atlantic Ocean cir-
culation. An unconstrained ocean model such as this forward model will not generally be
in good agreement with the target observations, making it difficult to draw links between
the results of numerical studies and the real ocean. Many factors contribute to disagreement
between ocean models and ocean observations; in addition to biases and uncertainties in the
observational record, there are errors in the model initial and boundary conditions, errors
introduced through the parameterization of subgrid-scale processes, errors in the numerical
method of solution, and missing physics.
Ocean state estimation permits the formal treatment of these uncertainties in the search
for a model-data synthesis that agrees with both the observations and the model, given their
respective estimated uncertainties. An overview of the approach is presented below, but the
technique description is kept brief as extensive overviews are available in the references.
1Reanalyses products such as the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis are produced by assimilating data from an
extended period of time into a single numerical model or analysis system.
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3.2.1 A least-squares problem and the method of Lagrange multipli-
ers
We seek an “ocean state estimate”: an estimate of the modern ocean circulation that is con-
sistent with known oceanic physics, as described by a numerical ocean circulation model,
and with available observations of the modern ocean. A consistent solution is one in which
the modeled ocean state is within uncertainty of observations. External boundary condi-
tions in the model, including atmospheric forcing and initial conditions, are assumed to be
the most uncertain aspects of the model. These boundary conditions are treated as control
variables, meaning they can be adjusted to provide an improved fit of the modeled ocean
state to the observations. Prior uncertainty estimates on control variables are accounted
for by penalizing control variable adjustments; the goal is an improved estimate of con-
trol variables where the adjusted controls remain within the prior uncertainty of the initial
estimate. To make progress, simplifying assumptions must be made. All variables are as-
sumed to be Gaussian and all reported uncertainties represent one standard deviation (1σ).
Uncertainties do not incorporate any estimates of covariance in space or time – all data and
control variables are assumed to be independent.
This problem is formalized as a large model-observation least-squares minimization.
The goal is to minimize a cost function
J = Jdata + Jctrl (3.1)
where Jdata is the cost of model-data misfit and Jctrl is the penalty on control variable
adjustments. The general structure of Jdata and Jctrl is presented here; full details are
given in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. This thesis presents a number of different ocean state
estimates; as needed, modifications to Jdata and Jctrl are included in the methods specific
to each estimate. The goodness of model-data fit is given by
Jdata =
∑
(model− data)T Wdata (model− data)
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where bold face is used to denote vectors or matrices, the sum is taken over all observa-
tions, data are observations arranged as a vector, model are the modeled values of those
observation, and Wdata is a weighting matrix that controls the relative contribution of each
observation to the cost function. As shown by Lorenc [1986], the minimum variance so-
lution is obtained when the weight matrix is the inverse of the noise covariance matrix; if
the error statistics are jointly normal, this choice of weights also leads to the maximum
likelihood solution [Lorenc, 1986, Gebbie, 2004]. The weights are therefore chosen to be
the inverse of the estimated noise or error in the observation (i.e. weight = 1/σ2). This
error estimate should account not only for the measurement error, but should include the
expected error in representing the observation with the model.
Control variable penalties are given by
Jctrl =
∑
(control − prior)T Wctrl (control− prior)
where the sum is taken over all control variables, prior is a vector of prior estimates for
all control variables, control is a vector of the adjusted control variables, and Wctrl is the
control variable weighting matrix.
In structure this cost function is typical and could be solved in theory using standard
least squares minimization techniques including direct matrix inversion. In practice, the
problem is too large to solve in this fashion given current computational resources. La-
grange multipliers are used to recast the problem such that efficient solution techniques are
possible.
Overview of Lagrange multipliers methodology. Excellent reviews of the applica-
tion of Lagrange multipliers to ocean state estimation are available [Gebbie, 2004, Wunsch,
2006, Heimbach and Bugnion, 2009]. The terminology of Lagrange multipliers is chosen
for its explicit reference to the mathematical approach. However, other terminologies are
also popular: the adjoint method [Thacker and Long, 1988, Heimbach et al., 2005], the
Pontryagin Principle [Wunsch, 2006], and 4D-Var [Courtier, 1997]. The terminology 4D-
Var is popular in atmospheric modeling contexts, where the adjoint method is applied to
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short estimation periods (on the order of hours). The term data assimilation is avoided
here as it is often associated with sequential filtering approaches such as the Kalman fil-
ter [Kalman, 1960] that are more appropriate to forecasting than to climate studies. The
methodology used here ensures that the model trajectory is free-running at all times; due to
this key characteristic, it is possible to sensibly compute climate-relevant properties such as
heat and mass budgets. A detailed discussion of the differences between data assimilation
schemes such as the Kalman filter and state estimation approaches such as that used here is
given in Wunsch and Heimbach [2012, in press].
The cost function J of the previous section defines a constrained least squares problem.
An application of the method of Lagrange multipliers transforms the problem into an un-
constrained problem with an extended cost function that includes the model equations. To
provide an illustrative but simplified discussion, the following discussion is limited to ini-
tial condition control variables u = x(t0 = 0). Note that there is no conceptual difference
between control variables for initial conditions versus those for surface forcing or open
boundary conditions – there is simply more bookkeeping for other control variables. The
development given here follows that in Heimbach and Bugnion [2009]; interested readers
can find the full analysis in Wunsch [2006]. Consider a time-dependent model integrated
from t0 = 0 to t = tf :
x(t)− L[x(t− 1)] = 0 (3.2)
where x(t) is the model state at time t and L is the model operator that steps the model
forward in time. The derivatives of the cost function with respect to the control variables
are required to estimate improved control variables (see next section for the algorithm).
Renaming the traditional cost function (such as that of Equation 3.1) as J0, an extended
cost function is defined that appends the model equations:
J = J0[x]−
tf∑
t=1
µT (t){x(t)− L[x(t− 1)]}
where µ(t) are the Lagrange multipliers for each model state variable x(t). If the model
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Equation 3.2 holds, the numerical value of J is equal to J0 because the second term is
identically zero. However, in the extended cost form, the model state, control and Lagrange
multipliers can be treated as independent variables. The minimum of the extended cost
function is found by requiring the partial derivatives of the cost function with respect to
each variable to vanish independently for t > 0.
∂J
∂µ(t)
= x(t)− L[x(t− 1)] = 0 1 ≤ t ≤ tf (3.3a)
∂J
∂x(t)
=
∂J0
∂x(t)
− µ(t) +
[
∂L[x(t)]
∂x(t)
]T
µ(t+ 1) = 0 0 < t < tf (3.3b)
∂J
∂x(tf )
=
∂J0
∂x(tf)
− µ(tf ) = 0 t = tf (3.3c)
∂J
∂x(0)
=
∂J0
∂x(0)
−
[
∂L[x(0)]
∂x(0)
]T
µ(1) t = t0 = 0 (3.3d)
The model equations are recovered in Equation 3.3a. To find the Lagrange multipliers µ(t),
the final state at time tf (Equation 3.3c) is used to initialize a recursive, backwards in time
computation using Equation 3.3b. The full gradient of the cost function with respect to
the controls is obtained at time t0 = 0 via Equation 3.3d. Thus the Lagrange multiplier
accumulates the partial derivatives ∂J0/∂x from all time steps. These equations are solved
iteratively.
In practice, the unavailability of the adjoint model, given by
[
∂L[x(t)]
∂x(t)
]T
in the preceding equations, is the primary roadblock to the application of the method of La-
grange multipliers to nonlinear optimization problems using a complex numerical model
such as the MIT GCM. The development of a hand-coded adjoint model is as difficult as the
development of the original forward model. Such an effort is intractable for a large numer-
ical code such as the MIT GCM, especially when the code is constantly being modified as
is the case here. Fortunately, source code to source code translation tools have been devel-
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oped to automatically create the model adjoint through automatic differentiation [Giering
and Kaminski, 1998]. A commercial tool called “Transformations of Algorithms in For-
tran” (TAF) [Giering et al., 2005] is employed here. Since its origins, the MIT GCM has
been developed with careful consideration to compatibility with the TAF tool, and more
specifically with its non-commercial predecessor TAMC. The MIT GCM adjoint model
has been successfully applied to estimate the state of the modern ocean in both global (e.g.
Stammer et al. [2002], Wunsch and Heimbach [2009]) and regional (e.g. Gebbie et al.
[2006], Mazloff et al. [2010], Fenty and Heimbach [2012]) configurations.
There are several components of the MIT GCM forward model code that are strongly
nonlinear and which can cause severe instabilities in the adjoint model code. As has of-
ten been done in the above mentioned applications of the adjoint of the MIT GCM, we
exclude from the adjoint the sea ice model, the GM/Redi eddy parameterization, and the
GGL parameterization of vertical mixing. With this exclusion, the forward model state
remains exact, but the adjoint model (i.e. the sensitivities of the cost function to the control
parameters) is approximate.
A number of modest extensions to the MIT GCM have been made in this thesis. There
have been no problems generating an appropriate model adjoint using TAF and there is
every reason to believe that the generated adjoint is appropriate to our purposes.
A recipe for nonlinear optimization using the model adjoint. A broad approach has
been outlined: to improve the fit of a model to data by computing improved initial and
boundary conditions using the model adjoint. The following recipe details how this is done
in practice and is based on the description given by Fenty [2010]. An iterative procedure is
used to proceed from a first guess model solution to an improved estimate.
1. Obtain an initial estimate of ocean state by running the forward model with first
guess initial and boundary conditions. Compute the cost function. This model state
is called iteration 0.
2. Use the cost function value to initialize the backwards integration of the model ad-
joint. Accumulate the Lagrange multipliers back to time t0 = 0, at which point the
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sensitivity of the cost function to all control variables is known.
3. Use the sensitivity information in a downhill search to compute improved control
variable estimates. The quasi-Newton, variable-storage algorithm of Gilbert and
LeMarechal [1989] is used for this thesis, as in all of the ECCO solutions. Key
aspects of this step include choosing the best downhill direction and deciding how
large a change to make to the controls in any given iteration (small changes can result
in unnecessary iterations; large changes can result in overshoots that can be difficult
to recover from). As is the case with all non-linear optimization techniques, there is
also the potential to become stuck in a local minimum. Ad-hoc approaches are used
to recover from local minima.
4. Re-run the forward model using the improved estimate of initial and boundary con-
ditions and compute the new cost function value. Generally the new solution is an
improvement and the cost function will be smaller (the exception is that escaping
from a local minimum in the cost function can require a few iterations in which the
model-data fit worsens).
5. Repeat from step 2. Stop when the model-data misfit is acceptably small. Evaluate
the posterior misfit statistics to check whether the solution satisfies the prior data and
control variable uncertainty assumptions.
3.2.2 Data constraints and uncertainties
The model-data misfit component of the cost function, Jdata, is unique to each state estimate
presented in this thesis. The form of Jdata for the conceptually simplest state estimate – that
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of Section 3.3 – is useful as an an illustrative example:
Jdata =
2
ny
ny∑
y=ny/2
12∑
m=1
(T(y,m)− Tocca(m))T WT (T(y,m)− Tocca(m)) (3.4a)
+
2
ny
ny∑
y=ny/2
12∑
m=1
(S(y,m)− Socca(m))T WS (S(y,m)− Socca(m)), (3.4b)
where the sums are taken over the second half of the state estimation period and the targets,
Tocca(m) and Socca(m), are the OCCA estimates of monthly mean ocean temperatures and
salinities (T/S) for month m [Forget, 2010]. WT and WS are the weighting matrices on the
T/S misfits, given by the squared inverse of the prior uncertainty; prior uncertainty is given
by the T/S uncertainties defined for modern hydrography by Forget and Wunsch [2007]. As
noise covariances are poorly constrained, even for the modern ocean, data noise is assumed
to be independent (off-diagonal elements in the weighting matrix are 0); this assumption
is made throughout the thesis. T(y,m) and S(y,m) are the mean model temperature and
salinity in month m of simulation year y and ny is the number of years simulated in the
model. Unstable model behavior can result from requiring the model to too tightly fit data
directly adjacent to the northern and southern boundaries. To stabilize the solution, T/S
uncertainties are linearly increased inside the 5-degree bands adjacent to the northern and
southern boundaries (i.e. between 35◦S - 40◦S and between 75◦N and 80◦N).
This cost function form has been designed to permit a search for seasonal steady state
solutions. As compared to typical ECCO cost functions, key differences include the fol-
lowing.
• Initial condition adjustments can introduce noise that is not of interest here. To focus
on identifying a model state that is stable and close to the data at the end of the
run, the cost is computed over the second half of the calculation only (i.e. y =
ny/2, ny/2 + 1, ...ny).
• To search for a solution with an annual cycle that is stable in time, the model is asked
to match the same seasonally varying target data set for every year included in the
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cost function.
• The factor 2/ny is used to normalize the cost function by the number of years in-
cluded; J then represents an average per-year cost. In this formulation, the cost
function shape does not depend directly on the run length, a property that proves
useful as run length is extended (see Section 3.5).
3.2.3 Control variables and uncertainties
The choice of control variables is an important one: they should be quantities that have a
significant impact on the solution and that are relatively uncertain. Here, the only control
variables are model initial conditions, atmospheric forcing, and boundary conditions at
40◦S; although internal model parameters (such as the diapycnal diffusivity) could also
be useful control variables, it is assumed here that internal model parameters are not as
uncertain as atmospheric forcing and southern boundary conditions.
The model used here is non eddy-permitting, and is focused on large-scale ocean circu-
lation. In these conditions, control adjustments that are spatially smooth and large-scale are
preferred. Non-diagonal weighting matrices can be used to enforce a smoothness constraint
on initial condition and atmospheric controls [Gebbie, 2004]. Recently, an alternative ap-
proach called the Smooth Package has been added by G. Forget to the MIT GCM. This
implementation of Weaver and Courtier [2001] integrates a diffusion equation to smooth
the control vector and gradients. A prescribed correlation length scale determines the dif-
fusion coefficient. This new tool provides (1) an improved ability to enforce smoothness in
control adjustments and (2) better conditioning of gradients, which assists the line search in
improving the solution. In the configurations used here, this approach has typically reduced
the number of iterations required to reach a satisfactory solution and produced atmospheric
controls that are more spatially smooth.
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The basic form of Jctrl is as follows.
Jctrl =
(T0 − ToccaJan)T WT (T0 − ToccaJan) (3.5a)
+ (S0 − SoccaJan)T WS (S0 − SoccaJan) (3.5b)
+
6∑
v=1
12∑
m=1
(A(v,m)− Ancep(v,m))T WA(v) (A(v,m)−Ancep(v,m)) (3.5c)
+
12∑
m=1
(TOB(m)− TOCCA, 40◦S(m))T WOB T (TOB(m)− TOCCA, 40◦S(m)) (3.5d)
+
12∑
m=1
(SOB(m)− SOCCA, 40◦S(m))T WOB S (SOB(m)− SOCCA, 40◦S(m)) (3.5e)
+
12∑
m=1
(UOB(m)−UOCCA, 40◦S(m))T WOB U (UOB(m)−UOCCA, 40◦S(m)) (3.5f)
+
12∑
m=1
(VOB(m)−VOCCA, 40◦S(m))T WOB V (VOB(m)−VOCCA, 40◦S(m)) (3.5g)
Equations 3.5a and 3.5b penalize departures of the adjusted model starting conditions in
January from the OCCA fields for January; uncertainties are given by Forget and Wunsch
[2007] (the same uncertainties that were used in the data cost function in Equation 3.4).
Equation 3.5c describes the cost function penalty terms for atmospheric adjustments
where v indexes the six atmospheric variables used as controls: shortwave radiation, 2-m
air temperature, 10-m zonal wind speed, 10-m meridional wind speed, 2-m specific hu-
midity, and precipitation. A(v,m) is the adjusted estimate for atmospheric forcing variable
v in month m and Ancep(v,m) is the prior estimate for the same variable. The adjusted
atmospheric forcing is a repeating annual cycle with monthly fields. Since atmospheric
adjustments are likely to be sensitive to assumed uncertainties, the choice of these uncer-
tainties is important. Modern atmospheric forcing is more poorly known than might be
expected [Bromwich et al., 2007]. Prior uncertainties on atmospheric adjustments are cho-
sen to be spatially uniform with values defined in Table 3.2. WA(v), the weighting matrix
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for atmospheric variable v, is given by the squared inverse of the relevant uncertainty from
Table 3.2. As was the case with data constraints, masking is employed in 5-degree bands
adjacent to the northern and southern boundaries. Within these bands, atmospheric control
uncertainties are linearly reduced as the boundary is approached; this approach serves to
stabilize the model by reducing unrealistically large atmospheric adjustments that other-
wise occur near the boundary.
Shortwave radiation 10 W/m2
2-m air temperature 1 ◦C
10-m zonal wind speed 1 m/s
10-m meridional wind speed 1 m/s
2-m Specific humidity 10−3 kg/kg
Precipitation 2 10−8 m/s
Table 3.2: Prior uncertainties for atmospheric controls in modern state estimates.
In a regional model, and particularly over long simulation times, appropriate estimates
of open boundary conditions are key. As these conditions are uncertain, control variables
are defined for the southern boundary conditions of monthly mean temperature, salinity,
and zonal/meridional velocities. Equations 3.5d, e, f, and g define penalties on the T/S/U/V
adjustments where T/S/U/VOB are the adjusted properties, T/S/U/VOCCA,40◦ are the first
guess estimates, and WOB T/WOB S/WOB U/WOB V are the weighting matrices. Uncertain-
ties in 40◦S temperature and salinity are assumed to be uniform in longitude but varying
in depth; the mean of Forget and Wunsch [2007] computed for each model layer is used.
Computing appropriate adjustments to meridional and zonal velocities has historically been
a major technical challenge (see Gebbie [2004] for a thorough review). A particular diffi-
culty has been that the ocean state is highly sensitive to barotropic flow at open boundaries
and even small adjustments to the barotropic component lead to large and often physically
unreasonable net volume fluxes into or out of the domain. An addition to the MIT GCM
was made recently by M. Mazloff that permits an improved conditioning on this problem
by decomposing the control problem into barotropic and baroclinic modes, with the mode
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amplitude as the control variable. To use this new capability, a modal decomposition was
generated using the mean OCCA stratification at 40◦S. Mode uncertainties impact how
much energy is placed in different vertical wavenumbers. Acceptable adjustments were
found with relative (nondimensional) uncertainties of 1 for the first 15 baroclinic modes,
0.5 on the last 35 baroclinic modes, and 0.05 on the barotropic mode. Consideration of in-
terannual changes in mass storage in the Atlantic Ocean are not permitted by our seasonal
steady state formulation. A low relative uncertainty is used for the barotropic mode so that
meridional velocity adjustments have nearly balanced net transport at each longitude of the
boundary. Any remaining net flux across the boundary is compensated for using a small
barotropic correction term applied uniformly at all grid points of the boundary.
3.2.4 A focus on equilibrium ocean estimation
Chapter 1 introduced the potential scientific benefit of equilibrium ocean estimation (EOE):
the development of estimates of ocean state that are (1) within error bounds of a given
dataset, (2) consistent with known oceanic dynamics, and (3) consistent with a seasonal
steady state assumption. The following features of the state estimation approach described
in this section have been specifically designed to facilitate EOE.
• The cost function is applied over only the second half of the years simulated in the
state estimate. This de-emphasizes the direct effects of initial condition adjustments
and favors simulations with minimal drift.
• For simulation years included in the cost function, the model is required to fit the
same data in every year, a framing that favors low-drift solutions with low inter-
annual variability.
• Atmospheric forcing and southern boundary conditions are applied in a repeating
seasonal cycle, both for first guess values and for control adjustments.
• Significant effort was made to stabilize the adjoint model so that meaningful solution
improvement could be obtained, even in longer state estimates. As an example, the
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graduated masking of uncertainties at the northern and southern boundaries improved
the utility of the adjoint model in longer runs.
3.3 State estimation with modern T/S information: the
Modern TS estimate
In this section, we evaluate whether our regional model can adequately reproduce the prop-
erties of the OCCA state estimate in the second year of a two-year state estimate. Success
is not a given as differences between the model configurations are many: OCCA is a global
model while ours is regional, the OCCA atlas is an average of three one-year state esti-
mates whereas our approach considers the fit of the second year of a two-year estimate,
OCCA works to fit observational records whereas we work to fit the OCCA atlas prop-
erties, OCCA uses 6-hourly atmospheric forcing while we use daily mean, and OCCA
permits 10-day control adjustments while we permit monthly mean.
3.3.1 Cost reduction
This section is focused on the reduction of cost via the optimization procedure; spatial
distributions of misfits and controls will be described in Section 3.3.2. Figure 3-1 (upper
plot) shows that the iterative optimization procedure reduces the total cost by over 50% in
20 iterations; control variable costs (see expanded view in the lower plot of Figure 3-1) start
at zero in iteration zero (an unadjusted iteration with zero control variable adjustments) and
then increase as larger control variable adjustments are used. Although control adjustments
increase in size with iteration number, their cost contribution remains a minor fraction of
the total – the control costs are barely visible as compared to data misfit costs in the upper
plot of Figure 3-1.
Several features of Figure 3-1 are typical of the many optimizations performed for this
thesis: early iterations employ small control adjustments and achieve relatively small total
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Figure 3-1: Analysis of cost components with iteration number for year two of a two-year
state estimate constrained by OCCA temperatures and salinities. A significant reduction
in total cost (upper plot) is achieved from the unadjusted iteration 0 to the final iteration
19; the cost components for misfit to OCCA temperature and salinity (the two darkest blue
bars) dominate the total cost so that control costs (all other colors) are nearly invisible. The
lower plot shows just the evolution of control costs on an expanded vertical axis.
cost reductions, increasingly large adjustments in later iterations achieve lower and lower
total costs, and eventually any additional increases in the magnitude of the control variables
result in increases in overall cost, rather than decreases (due to the penalty terms on control
variable adjustments). For the configurations used in this thesis, our experience has been
that continuing the optimization beyond the leveling off phase seen in the later iterations
of Figure 3-1 has generally provided only very minimal additional reductions in cost. On
the other hand, temporarily changing the relative weighting of different terms (thereby
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changing the cost function shape) did prove a useful strategy in achieving additional cost
reductions. Note that such changes in the shape of the cost function are temporary only;
all costs reported in the thesis are computed using unmodified cost functions (that is, using
the cost functions described in the thesis).
The strategy of changing cost function shape was employed to further reduce the costs
beyond those achieved in iteration 19 of Figure 3-1. After an additional 15 iterations, total
costs were reduced by an additional 15% beyond those of iteration 19. The final improved
estimate will hereafter be referred to as state estimate “Modern TS”.
Before proceeding it should be noted that in general in this thesis we do not go to ex-
traordinary lengths to find the absolute lowest possible cost; other minima with lower cost
values likely exist and could potentially be found through additional effort (more iterations
or additional temporary changes in cost function shape). Our goal here is to obtain an
estimate of ocean state that is within uncertainty of the data, beyond which point, differ-
ent solutions are statistically indistinguishable (i.e. the data are insufficient to differentiate
between the solutions).
3.3.2 Consistency of the state estimate
The consistency of the Modern TS solution will now be evaluated; all analyses apply to
year two of this estimate. The empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of signed,
normalized misfits (model−target/σ) is used as a diagnostic for the fit of the state estimate
to the target dataset (e.g. OCCA in this case). The CDF is a plot of F (x) against x where
FX(x) =
number of occurrences for which X ≤ x
total number of occurrences .
Under the assumption that the normalized misfits are normally distributed, a solution can
be accepted at the 95% confidence level if 95% or more of the signed, normalized misfits
are inside the range of [−2,+2] (i.e. 95% or more of the model values are within 2σ of the
data). Figure 3-2 shows that, within rounding errors, 91% (100%) of modeled temperatures
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Figure 3-2: Cumulative distribution functions for signed, normalized misfits of Modern TS
temperatures (left) and salinities (right) to OCCA. The full y-scale is [0,1] in all CDF plots
of this thesis; y-axis labels specify the fraction of values below ±2 (dotted lines), below
±1 (dashed lines), and below 0 (solid line). The fraction below zero indicates whether
Modern TS is biased relative to OCCA, and the fraction inside the ±1 (±2) lines indicates
what fraction of Modern TS values are within 1σ (2σ) of OCCA.
are within 1σ (2σ) of OCCA and 95% (100%) of modeled salinities are within 1σ (2σ) of
OCCA. Also, 47% (50%) of the modeled temperatures and salinities are lower than those
of OCCA, indicating there is no serious bias in the Modern TS T/S relative to OCCA.
Control variable adjustments should also be checked a posteriori to ensure consistency
with the prior uncertainty assumptions. Figure 3-3 shows CDFs of the normalized control
adjustments ( adjusted control - prior control
σ
)
for all of the atmospheric control variables; prior un-
certainties σ were defined in Table 3.2. Nearly 100% of the adjusted control variables are
within ±2σ of the prior (first guess) estimates. The horizontal lines in Figure 3-3 show
what fraction of normalized control variable adjustments falls below zero. Specific humid-
ity, air temperature, and shortwave radiation adjustments show particularly large biases;
model adjustments more frequently cause reductions, rather than increases, in incoming
solar radiation, air temperature, and specific humidity. Increases are about as frequent as
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decreases for precipitation and the wind speed variables.
Figure 3-4 shows a similar analysis for initial condition and southern boundary control
variables. Initial condition uncertainties are given by the hydrographic uncertainties of
Forget and Wunsch [2007]; southern boundary uncertainties were defined on page 100.
As was the case for atmospheric controls, adjusted initial condition controls are nearly all
within±2σ of prior estimates, and appear relatively unbiased. Adjusted southern boundary
controls are extremely small – note the x-axis in the right-hand plot of Figure 3-4 is highly
expanded. Control adjustment size is related not only to the prior uncertainty, but also
to the sensitivity of the model to the controls in question; we hypothesize that in a short
simulation such as the current one, relatively few regions of the model are affected by the
southern boundary conditions. In this case, modifying these variables does not significantly
reduce the cost function and so is not warranted.
Based on the CDF diagnostics described above, the Modern TS solution appears ac-
ceptable. However, it is important to examine the spatial distributions of properties and
misfits to identify potential issues such as large scale biases. As shown in the top row of
Figure 3-5, near sea surface temperatures and salinities (NSST and NSSS) in Modern TS
appear plausible. Misfits to OCCA (Figure 3-5, middle row) are small relative to the
assumed prior uncertainty estimates of Forget and Wunsch [2007], as evidenced by the
observation that normalized misfits (Figure 3-5, bottom row) are below one nearly every-
where (indicating that Modern TS is within uncertainty of OCCA nearly everywhere). The
primary exception is seen in the eastern equatorial region, where normalized NSST misfits
are order two or higher. Model properties in this region may be particularly sensitive to
the choice of internal model parameters, such that it is not possible to find adjustments in
the initial and boundary condition control parameters that cause Modern TS to reproduce
OCCA properties here. This region is also one that may be difficult to simulate accurately in
coupled models: the PMIP2 coupled models reviewed in Section 2.3.1 all showed tempera-
tures in this region that were 2-4◦C warmer than modern in simulations of the pre-industrial
climate (see page 74).
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Figure 3-5: Modern TS annual mean near sea surface temperature (top left) and salinity
(top right), misfit to OCCA (middle row), and normalized misfits (bottom row). Normal-
ized misfits (Modern TS - OCCA)/σ of order one imply that Modern TS is within uncer-
tainty of OCCA.
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The Gulf Stream region also shows large misfits (middle row of Figure 3-5); the Gulf
Stream path is a feature that is often very difficult to accurately capture in numerical mod-
els, and that may be quite sensitive to chosen parameter values [Chassignet and Marshall,
2008]; it is therefore not surprising that the models have different Gulf Stream paths. Note
that the Gulf Stream is also a region of high variability so that the assumed prior uncer-
tainties are large in this region, which explains why normalized misfits for this region are
relatively small. A final observation is that temperature misfits are positive nearly every-
where (Figure 3-5, middle left), a clear indication that Modern TS exhibits a warm bias in
NSSTs relative to OCCA. The source of this bias is unknown, but should be kept in mind.
A similar analysis of Modern TS and its misfits at a depth of 300 m is shown in Fig-
ure 3-6. Misfits at this depth are order ±1◦C and 0.1 in salinity; normalized misfit maps
show that these differences are small compared to the assumed prior uncertainties. Inter-
esting patterns are evident in the misfit maps: the Gulf Stream region and southern edge
of the model are both generally too cold and fresh in Modern TS as compared to OCCA.
Similar to the discussion for surface properties, the Gulf Stream path is highly dependent
on the specifics of the model, so that an exact match between Modern TS and OCCA may
not be possible. The Modern TS to OCCA differences near the southern boundary may be
associated with difficulties in properly controlling the 40◦S open boundary conditions.
At 4000 m (Figure 3-7), Modern TS properties are fairly uniform and misfits are small
(as are normalized misfits). In a two-year state estimate such as this one, properties at 4000
m are defined largely by initial conditions. Thus, the properties of OCCA are reproduced
very closely via adjustments to initial condition controls.
That the normalized misfits are generally much less than one in Figures 3-5-3-7 is an
indication that either the prior uncertainties were too large, or that the model is overfitting
the target. Indeed, the uncertainties of Forget and Wunsch [2007] are not designed for the
current exercise of using an existing ocean state estimate (OCCA) as a target for a new state
estimate. These issues should be considered in future investigations; for our purposes here,
we simply conclude that the Modern TS estimate setup appears sufficient to reproduce
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Figure 3-6: Modern TS annual mean 300 m temperature (top left) and salinity (top right),
misfit to OCCA (middle row), and normalized misfits (bottom row).
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Figure 3-7: Modern TS annual mean 4000 m temperature (top left) and salinity (top right),
misfit to OCCA (middle row), and normalized misfits (bottom row).
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OCCA properties in a two year state estimate.
3.3.3 Inferred properties
As Modern TS employs only T/S-based constraints, all other model properties are infer-
ences based on these data, the first guess initial and boundary conditions, and the equations
of motion. As an example, there is no transport-based constraint specifying that western
boundary currents must exist, nor do we use altimetric constraints; the existence of all
transports is inferred from the equations of motion and the T/S constraints.
Flow patterns. Annual mean horizontal velocities for Modern TS and OCCA, and the
difference in magnitude, are shown in Figure 3-8 at depths of 55 m and 1160 m. The domi-
nant flow patterns in Modern TS and OCCA are very similar. Misfits in current speeds are
about 20% of the magnitude of the OCCA current speed at a depth of 55 m. At a depth of
1160 m, regions with relatively high current speeds (e.g. near 30◦N) show misfits that are
also about 20% of OCCA speeds, while regions with lower current speeds in OCCA (e.g.
near 30◦N) show misfits that are on the same order as the OCCA current speeds. Note that
normalized misfits in temperature and salinity at a depth of 1160 m are within prior uncer-
tainties almost everywhere (not shown). Since Modern TS is constrained solely by OCCA
temperature and salinity, it can be inferred that, given our prior uncertainty assumptions,
the target temperatures and salinities are not sufficiently well known to resolve the smaller
scale flow patterns at 1160 m in Modern TS.
Mean dynamic topography (MDT) is the difference between the time averaged sea sur-
face and an equipotential surface of Earth’s gravity field; assuming the large-scale ocean
circulation is close to geostrophic balance, MDT is a useful representation of the long term
mean circulation. Figure 3-9 compares MDT in Modern TS to that in the Earth Gravi-
tational Model (EGM, http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/egm2008/). To
permit comparison of the two estimates, the MDT in Modern TS has been shifted by a
uniform offset of 0.17 m (this is the mean offset between the two estimates between 20◦S
and 20◦N). Overall, the Modern TS MDT field appears somewhat flatter (less energetic)
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Figure 3-8: Annual mean current speed (contours) and direction (arrows) at 55 m (left-
hand plots) and at 1160 m (right-hand plots). The plots include Modern TS currents (top
row), OCCA currents (middle row) and the difference in speed (Modern TS - OCCA, lower
plots).
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than the EGM estimate: Modern TS MDT is less positive in the subtropical gyre and less
negative in the subpolar gyre. The Gulf Stream path also appears to be shifted southward
in Modern TS relative to the EGM estimate. Significant differences are also apparent near
the northern and southern boundaries, differences that are likely attributable to the artificial
nature of these boundaries in the region model configuration used in Modern TS.
Transports. As shown in Figure 3-10 (left side), the Modern TS Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation (AMOC) has the same maximum strength of 16 Sv (1 Sv = 106
m3/sec) as OCCA and the general shape of the two streamfunctions is similar. These
AMOC transports agree with the estimate of 16 ± 2 Sv found by Ganachaud [2003] and
are close to the estimate of 18 Sv found by Talley et al. [2003].
In considering MOC transports, it is important to remember that the MOC is a highly
integrated quantity and much important information about the circulation is missing. In-
deed, additional information about the transports making up the MOC is required to gain an
understanding of the underlying ocean circulation. Figure 3-10 (right side) shows a break-
down of transports at 29◦N for OCCA and Modern TS. Net transports are computed inside
longitude-depth ranges as follows: Gulf Stream: 80◦W to 73.4◦W, 900 m to surface; Deep
Western Boundary Current (DWBC): 77◦W to 68.4◦W, -5700 to -900 m; Upper Interior
flow: 73.4◦W to 12◦W, -900 m to surface; Middle Interior flow: 68.4◦W to 12◦W, -2800 to
-900 m; and Deep Interior flow: 68.4◦W to 12◦W, -5900 to -2800 m. The Modern TS Gulf
Stream is 5% stronger than that of OCCA, while the Modern TS DWBC is 32% stronger.
Increased DWBC transport in Modern TS is compensated by damped interior return flow
so that the net deep return transport (the MOC) is similar in the two circulation estimates.
OCCA and Modern TS inferred transports are now compared against independent esti-
mates (these estimates are independent because neither OCCA nor Modern TS is directly
constrained by volume transport estimates). Baringer and Larsen [2001] compute net
transport of the Florida Current at 27◦N based on cable measurements between Florida and
the Bahamas. They find a mean transport over 1982 - 1998 of 32 Sv. The estimated Gulf
Stream transports shown in Figure 3-10 are computed slightly farther north at 28.5◦N, a
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Figure 3-11: Meridional heat (left) and freshwater (right) transport in Modern TS. Positive
values imply northward transport of heat or freshwater.
location that is likely to experience increased flow due to transport east of the Bahamas and
from recirculation. Given these differences, the Gulf Stream transport of both OCCA (35
Sv) and Modern TS (37 Sv) appear reasonable. Meinen et al. [2006] compute DWBC
transport as the integrated transport between 800 and 4800 dbar from the shelf to 72◦W;
they find a total transport of -39 ± 17 Sv. Noting that much of the DWBC flow recirculates
locally, the authors compute a net through-flow of -11 ± 18 Sv. A strong recirculation
in the depth range of the DWBC is not seen in the Modern TS or OCCA velocity fields.
However, the net throughflow of Modern TS and OCCA are in agreement with those of
Meinen et al. [2006].
Figure 3-11 shows the net heat and freshwater transported by the ocean at each latitude
of the Modern TS estimate. The Modern TS heat transport is consistent with the conven-
tional view that Atlantic heat transport is northward at all latitudes and peaks at about 1 PW
around 10-30◦N [Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2003]. Oceanic freshwater transport closes the
freshwater budget remaining from the processes of evaporation, precipitation and runoff
(see Schanze et al. [2010] for a review). Roberts et al. [2004] compare Atlantic Ocean
freshwater transport in the HadCEM and HadCM3 models with the transports inferred from
a variety of observational studies (their figure 12). The Modern TS transport is consistent
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with the conventional view summarized by Roberts et al. [2004]: the Atlantic Ocean loses
freshwater to the atmosphere in the subtropical gyres (a negative slope in Figure 3-11) and
gains it from the atmosphere in the inter-tropical convergence zone and in the N. Atlantic
subpolar gyre (a positive slope in Figure 3-11).
Sea ice. Figure 3-12 shows February and August mean sea ice fraction in Modern TS.
As can be seen by comparing Figure 3-12 with a modern climatology (Figure 3-13), the
Modern TS distributions are close to modern ones. There is no August sea ice along the
northeast Greenland coast in Modern TS, while there is a small amount in the modern cli-
matology. In today’s ocean, cold, fresh waters of Arctic origin reach this region via the
East Greenland Current, bringing with them sea ice exported from the Arctic; the imposi-
tion of a solid wall at 80◦N in the model cuts off these inputs, making it difficult to maintain
temperatures and sea ice distributions similar to real-world conditions.
3.4 Modern state estimation with δ13CDIC and δ18Owater
observations
As noted in Chapter 2, δ18Ocalcite and δ13Ccalcite records from benthic foraminifera are key
proxies that can help constrain deep water mass distributions and transport pathways; these
proxies will be used in LGM state estimates presented in Chapter 5. As the MIT GCM
does not include an isotope model, extensions were required to enable use of these proxies.
The most important part of these extensions is a simple approach to modeling (1) the δ18O
of seawater (δ18Owater), an important contributor to δ18Ocalcite, and (2) the δ13C of dissolved
inorganic carbon (δ13CDIC), an important contributor to δ13Ccalcite . In this section, our ap-
proach to modeling δ18Owater and δ13CDIC is presented and then tested using modern water
column measurements of δ13CDIC and δ18Owater. Although coretop records of δ13Ccalcite and
δ18Ocalcite are available [Marchal and Curry, 2008], they are difficult to interpret as they may
be more representative of the late Holocene than of the modern ocean; coretop δ13Ccalcite
and δ18Ocalcite records are therefore not used.
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Figure 3-12: Fraction of grid cell covered by sea ice for February (left) and August (right)
in Modern TS.
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Figure 3-13: Climatology of sea ice concentration from 1979-2007 for February (left) and
August (right). Subfigures from Maurer [2007].
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3.4.1 δ18Owater: forward modeling and state estimation
Section 2.2.3 provided background on the definition of δ18O, the main factors influencing
the distribution of δ18Owater in the ocean, and the use of δ18O measurements in calcite as a
proxy record. The goal here is to use δ18Owater as a water mass signature to constrain deep
water mass distributions and pathways. For this purpose, the details of air-sea exchange
and other surface ocean processes are not fundamental; instead, the focus is on the impact
of advection and diffusion on the δ18Owater signature of water masses after they are isolated
from the surface ocean. In this context, δ18Owater is a conservative property whose signature
is set in the surface ocean.
δ18Owater is modeled as a passive, conservative tracer that is initialized with an estimate
of the modern δ18Owater distribution; the surface ocean δ18Owater value is imposed using
a Dirichlet boundary condition (concentration in surface waters is fixed); δ18Owater at the
southern boundary are also imposed with a Dirichlet boundary condition. Surface ocean
δ18Owater levels are highly dependent on the volume flux and isotopic signature of freshwa-
ter sources and have a strong seasonal cycle. Given uncertainties in these processes, δ18O
data are not considered above a depth of 135 m, and the effect of processes in the top 135
m on the deeper ocean are represented with a concentration boundary condition applied in
the model at a depth of 135 m. Boundary conditions on δ18Owater are fixed in time; seasonal
variation is not considered. A gridded estimate of modern mean δ18Owater [LeGrande and
Schmidt, 2006] is used as the first guess initial and boundary conditions.
To permit δ18Owater data constraints, the Modern TS cost function (Equation 3.4) is
augmented to include δ18Owater model-data misfit terms:
Jdata,δ18Owater = mult ·
2
ny
ny∑
y=ny/2
(δ18Owater,mod(y)− δ18Owater,obs)T
Wδ18Owater (δ
18Owater,mod(y)− δ18Owater,obs), (3.6)
where mult is a balancing factor described in the next paragraph, δ18Owater,mod(y) is the
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modeled annual mean tracer signatures for year y, δ18Owater,obs is the observations, and
Wδ18Owater is the weighting matrix.
Observations are taken from the database of Schmidt et al. [1999] – the most compre-
hensive database of modern δ18Owater measurements available. A variety of flags are used in
this database to note potential concerns. Of the 14 defined flag types, 6 flag types are iden-
tified as too serious for present purposes and those data are excluded from analysis. These
records were flagged because the data were sign corrected or rescaled by the database au-
thors after publication (flag C), sub-datasets were re-calibrated to ensure deep water mass
properties agree (flags G,H,I,J), or data were identified as likely to be heavily influenced
by nearshore freshwater input (flag L). After exclusion of flagged data, there are 1,928
δ18Owater records in our model domain; Figure 3-14 (upper plot) shows the distribution of
the remaining observations with depth and latitude.
A variety of uncertainties impact how well these data can be represented with a model:
sampling error, laboratory analysis error, time variation in δ18Owater, and errors due to over-
simplification of complex air-sea interactions and freshwater inputs with a Dirichlet bound-
ary condition. An uncertainty of 0.15h is assigned here for data below a depth of 510 m,
0.3h is assigned between the depths of 510 and 135 m, and data above 135 m are excluded
from consideration. Histograms of observations in these depth ranges are compared with
these assumed uncertainties in the lower plots of Figure 3-14; the assumed uncertainties
are much smaller than the dynamic range in the data for both data between 135 and 510 m
and for data below 510 m.
The extended cost function includes 3 × 106 data elements from the gridded OCCA
temperature and salinity data and 1,928 point measurement δ18Owater records. This mis-
match in number of data constraints implies a stronger emphasis on OCCA by a factor of
1600, a relative weighting that is not representative of the information contained in each
dataset. The OCCA T/S data do not all provide independent constraints on the model,
particularly given our requirement for relatively large-scale atmospheric adjustments. A
rough calculation is used to downweight the T/S data relative to the isotope data: assuming
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covariance scales for both temperature and salinity of 300 km in the horizontal and 100 m
in the vertical implies on the order of every 3rd model cell is independent in the horizontal
and in the vertical for a downweighting factor of 33 = 27. These assumed length scales
are chosen to be conservative so that the downweighting factor is unlikely to be too large.
In keeping with our emphasis on a cost function normalized to one full year, and assuming
deep ocean T/S data at monthly frequency deserves the same emphasis as deep ocean tracer
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data sampled at an annual rate, a factor of 12 is included to compute a final downweighting
of OCCA T/S data relative to the isotopic data of 27x12 = 324. For convenience, this factor
is included as the mult term in Equation 3.6.
Model initial and boundary conditions for δ18Owater are uncertain and improvements in
these parameters have the potential to significantly improve the model fit to the δ18Owater
measurements. The model is thus augmented with new control variables for δ18Owater initial
conditions, southern boundary conditions, and surface concentration boundary conditions.
Jctrl is augmented so that adjustments to these new control variables are penalized. Ta-
ble 3.3 shows the full list of control variables; these will be used throughout the rest of the
thesis.
Initial conditions (XYZ) Surface B.C. (XY)
Temperature ◦C δ18Owater h
Salinity δ13CDIC h
δ18Owater h
δ13CDIC h
Atmospheric forcing (XYT) Southern B.C. (XZT)
Shortwave radiation W/m2 Temperature ◦C
2-m air temperature ◦C Salinity
10-m zonal wind speed m/s U velocity m/s
10-m meridional wind speed m/s V velocity m/s
2-m Specific humidity kg/kg δ18Owater h
Precipitation m/s δ13CDIC h
Table 3.3: A full list of control variables used in the thesis. Codes in parenthesis are
defined as follows: XYZ indicates whether the control variables span longitude, latitude,
and/or depth and T is appended for controls that are permitted to vary on a monthly basis
(no T indicates the control variables are initial conditions or are fixed in time).
3.4.2 δ13CDIC: forward modeling and state estimation
Section 2.2.3 provided background on δ13C, the importance of remineralization in its distri-
bution, and its use as a proxy for paleoceanographic studies. This thesis considers δ13CDIC
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below 1000 m only: the impact of remineralization on δ13CDIC above 1000 m is expected
to be large but is poorly understood, and only a small number of LGM sediment core
δ13C records fall above 1000 m. Also, the modeling approach for δ13Ccalcite of Marchal
and Curry [2008] is a useful base for the model used here, but that approach has been de-
veloped for, and tested with, a deep-ocean model that starts at 1000 m. As was done by
Marchal and Curry [2008], δ13CDIC is used here to constrain deep water mass distributions
and pathways. For this purpose, it is assumed that δ13CDIC can be adequately modeled by
considering the effects of remineralization, ocean mixing, and transport processes [Marchal
and Curry, 2008].
Since the remineralization rate deeper than 1000 m is small [Aristegui et al., 2004]
and Atlantic waters are relatively recently ventilated [Wunsch and Heimbach, 2008], it
can be expected that the Atlantic δ13CDIC distribution below 1000 m is mostly dominated
by surface end-member values and ocean mixing and transport processes, rather than by
the influence of remineralization [Marchal and Curry, 2008]. Thus, while including the
impact of remineralization is important, a simple approximation appears to be sufficient.
Marchal and Curry [2008] assume that, at leading order, advection dominates diffusion in
controlling the δ13CDIC distribution and that, in terms of concentrations, 12C + 13C ≈ 12C
(since 12C constitutes about 99% of natural carbon). The transport of δ13CDIC can then be
described by equation 14 of Marchal and Curry [2008], reproduced here for completeness:
u · ∇δ13CDIC =
1
λ
(δ13Corg − δ13CDIC) + ǫ (3.7)
where u is the three-dimensional vector velocity, λ is a relaxation timescale, δ13Corg is
the δ13C of organic matter, δ13CDIC is the current model value, and ǫ accounts for (1) un-
certainty in δ13Corg and λ and (2) errors associated with neglecting the effect of mixing
and time-dependency. The effect of remineralization takes the form of a relaxation term
because δ13C is a ratio of carbon isotope concentrations; the effect of remineralization
on a standard concentration like phosphate would take the form of a direct source term.
The relaxation timescale is obtained from λ = C/J where C is the concentration of total
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dissolved inorganic carbon in seawater and J is the rate of production of inorganic car-
bon by remineralization of organic carbon (unrelated to cost function J). Constant values
1
λ
= 0.6 · 10−4yr−1 and δ13Corg = −20h are assumed (see Marchal and Curry [2008] for
full details). Note that the estimate of 1
λ
used here is only applicable for the deep ocean;
this estimate is sufficient here as we do not consider data above 1000 m.
With the exception of the added remineralization term, the treatment of δ13CDIC in
the MIT GCM and state estimation framework follows that described in Section 3.4.1 for
δ18Owater. The surface ocean boundary condition is applied above 1000 m for δ13CDIC. No
gridded δ13CDIC products were available as first guess initial and boundary conditions; in-
stead, GEOSECS δ13CDIC measurements2 were used to guide these first guess estimates.
The initial interior δ13CDIC is set to 0.8h, the 1000 m boundary condition is set to 0.7h,
and the southern boundary condition is set to 0.6h. These values are similar because the
modern δ13CDIC distribution is itself relatively uniform.
As was done for δ18Owater, the Modern TS cost function is augmented to include model-
data misfit terms for δ13CDIC:
Jdata,δ13CDIC = mult ·
2
ny
·
ny∑
y=ny/2
(δ13CDIC,mod(y)− δ13CDIC,obs)T ·
Wδ13CDIC · (δ
13CDIC,mod(y)− δ13CDIC,obs), (3.8)
where mult is the same balancing factor described for Equation 3.8, δ13CDIC,mod(y) are
the modeled annual mean tracer signatures for year y, δ13CDIC,obs are GEOSECS mea-
surements of water-column δ13CDIC, and Wδ13CDIC is the weighting matrix. There are 431
GEOSECS observations in the domain of our model [Kroopnick, 1985]. Figure 3-15 (top
plot) shows the distribution of these observations with latitude and depth. Although large
numbers of water-column δ13CDIC data are available from the GLODAP [Key et al., 2004]
and CARINA [Key et al., 2010] databases, these data were collected more recently than
2Data obtained from http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.GEOSECS. These data have been cor-
rected by Kroopnick [1985] for incorrect sample handling on deck.
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Figure 3-15: The GEOSECS δ13CDIC observations used in this thesis plotted against lati-
tude and depth (top plot, data above 1000 m are excluded from consideration). Histograms
are shown on the bottom left for samples collected above 1000 m water depth and on the
bottom right for samples collected below 1000 m water depth. The horizontal line on the
bottom right shows the assumed uncertainties of 0.2h for comparison.
the GEOSECS measurements, and thus are likely to have been more significantly affected
by the impact of anthropogenic CO2 with its low 13C/12C ratio (see Quay et al. 2007 for
an Atlantic-focused discussion of this effect). Anthropogenic impacts are inconsistent with
the steady state assumptions used in this thesis. An uncertainty of 0.2h is assigned below
1000 m (data above 1000 m are excluded from the state estimate); the weighting matrix,
Wδ13CDIC , thus contains a value of 1/0.2
2 on all diagonals, and a value of 0 on all off-
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diagonal elements (the data are assumed independent). Although instrumental precision
for measuring δ13C is much better than 0.2h (see Section 2.2.3), this larger uncertainty is
chosen to accommodate uncertainties in the remineralization formulation. The assumed
uncertainty is compared with the dynamic range in the data in the lower right hand plot of
Figure 3-15.
The model is augmented with new control variables for δ13CDIC initial and boundary
conditions (see Table 3.3), and Jctrl is modified to penalize adjustments to these control
variables.
3.4.3 The Modern Iso estimate
As a first test of the isotope modeling approaches described above, the Modern TS con-
figuration is extended to include δ18Owater and δ13CDIC. The cost function is applied to the
second year of a two year state estimate. A total of 32 iterations were used to reduce the
total cost of the misfit to T/S/δ13CDIC/δ18Owater from 1.2× 107 to 2.3× 106, a reduction of
81%. Cost was still going down slowly after 32 iterations, but the solution at iteration 32 is
statistically acceptable (see below) so further optimization is not warranted. The iteration
32 solution is hereafter called the “Modern Iso” estimate.
The mean cost for each data type in Modern Iso is 0.32 for temperature, 0.26 for salin-
ity, 0.43 for δ13CDIC and 0.63 for δ18Owater. These costs are only 13% (4%) higher for tem-
perature (salinity) than those obtained for the Modern TS estimate, which was constrained
by only temperature and salinity data. This indicates that large changes to the model tem-
perature and salinity distributions were not required to fit the δ13CDIC and δ18Owater data.
Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) were examined for the fit of Modern Iso to the
T/S data (not shown); the distributions are nearly the same as those shown in Figure 3-2
for Modern TS, another indication that the T/S distributions in the Modern Iso solution are
not significantly modified from those of Modern TS. The CDFs of the fit of the model to
the isotope data (Figure 3-16) indicate a statistically satisfactory solution: 97% (99%) of
the modeled δ18O (δ13C) values are within 2σ of the observations.
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Figure 3-16: CDFs for signed, normalized misfits of Modern Iso δ18Owater (left) and
δ13CDIC values (right). The solution fits the Schmidt et al. [1999] δ18Owater and GEOSECS
δ13CDIC data closely.
Consider how the state estimate improves the agreement between model and data. The
approach used in this thesis depends on the model integration to compute the forward state
and the adjoint sensitivities. The physical connection between a given data point and the
control parameters is limited to the physical distance over which advection and mixing
processes act in the period simulated in the state estimate. Accumulation of sensitivities to
compute control adjustments can be thought of as a process akin to backtracking particle
trajectories, except the full fluid behavior including mixing is considered. Since the data
are below 135 m (δ18O) or 1000 m (δ13C) and the state estimate duration is short relative to
deep ocean advection and mixing timescales, most of the data are connected by fluid motion
to only a small region near the data location. In these conditions, tracer initial condition
adjustments provide much of the improvement in fit to the data. Figure 3-17 shows that the
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Figure 3-17: The Modern Iso δ13CDIC distribution at a model depth of 2730 m (colored
contours) compares well with GEOSECS δ13CDIC observations from a similar depth (col-
ored circles, data from depths 2605 to 2854 m). At this depth, the δ13CDIC distribution
should be smooth and large scale; instead, the distribution is unrealistically patchy in this
10 year state estimate.
resulting solution, while providing a good fit to the data, implies local, small-scale sources
and sinks of δ13CDIC that are not realistic. Such small-scale patchiness could be removed
by imposing large-scale smoothness constraints in the cost function, but such an approach
may introduce physically unrealistic tracer distributions and is not taken here. Two
observations can be made from the inclusion of δ18Owater and δ13CDIC data as constraints
in the Modern TS state estimate configuration: (1) it is relatively straightforward to obtain
a statistically good fit to deep ocean tracer data in a short state estimate, and (2) without
adding smoothing constraints (which may physically unrealistic), sparse tracer data are
insufficient for constraining deep ocean circulation in decadal length state estimates. These
observations motivate a search for longer state estimates, a goal that is pursued in the next
section.
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3.5 Extending state estimate length: the search for a sea-
sonal steady state
An equilibrium ocean estimate (EOE) is a term defined in this thesis to describe an esti-
mate of ocean state that is consistent with (1) known dynamics, (2) available data given
their uncertainties, and (3) a steady state assumption (whether fully steady or cyclic in na-
ture). Chapter 1 introduced the potential benefits of EOE, Section 3.2.4 described aspects
of our state estimation framework that are specifically adapted for EOE, and Section 3.4
provided a concrete example of the limitations of short state estimates to motivate the po-
tential benefits of EOE. As we know of no ocean state estimates that satisfy these three
goals simultaneously, it is not known whether an EOE is an achievable goal.
This section describes two approaches used in this thesis to extend the number of model
years that can be included in an ocean state estimate while remaining as close as possible to
a target data set. The effectiveness of these approaches, called asynchronous timestepping
and carry-over control, is evaluated through a number of experiments; limitations of the
approaches are identified. The work presented here represents a step towards EOE, and the
section concludes with a discussion of avenues for future investigations.
3.5.1 Asynchronous timestepping
All state estimates presented earlier in the chapter employed synchronous timestepping.
Asynchronous timestepping refers to the practice of timestepping the model tracer equa-
tions forward at a longer timestep than the momentum equations; see Danabasoglu [2004]
for an evaluation of this approach for forward model integrations. Simulation performance
is a key roadblock in achieving long-running ocean state estimates, and this approach can
provide speedups of a factor of 10. Although asynchronous timestepping has been used
previously in exploratory ocean state estimates (G. Forget, pers. comm.), to our knowledge
a quantitative evaluation of the approach in state estimation has not previously been made.
This section presents such an evaluation.
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The primary advantage of asynchronous timestepping is faster simulation times. The
disadvantage is less accurate simulation of oceanic physics; in particular, modeled wave
propagation speeds and speeds suffer relatively large errors. Waves are an important mech-
anism by which dynamical information propagates in the model (and in the ocean), and the
adjoint relies on tracking their information propagation to infer dynamical control adjust-
ments. The following test is employed to evaluate the extent to which these issues impact
the state estimation configurations used in this thesis.
1. The model configuration used in the Modern Iso state estimate is applied in a new 10
year simulation, this time run with asynchronous timestepping (synchronous timestep-
ping was used for the Modern Iso estimate). The resulting unadjusted model estimate
will be referred to as the first guess async (this is a forward simulation).
2. The optimization process is then applied with asynchronous timestepping used in all
iterations. At iteration 20, the optimization is stopped as the iteration 20 estimate is
sufficiently improved. This iteration 20 estimate is referred to as the improved async
estimate. This estimate has a good fit to the target data, but it is possible that the
model physics are so heavily distorted that the fit to the data is achieved through con-
trol adjustments that would be meaningless in a model with more accurate physics.
Such a result would invalidate asynchronous timestepping as a viable option for the
state estimation configuration used here. The following step tests for this possibility.
3. The iteration 20 configuration (including the control variable adjustments inferred
through asynchronous timestepping) is then repeated in a new simulation that uses
synchronous timestepping; no other modifications to the configuration are made and
no optimization is done in synchronous mode. The resulting estimate is referred to
as the improved sync estimate.
There is a general philosophy in nonlinear optimization that any approach to finding a
lower minimum of the cost function is acceptable: that the cost function is reduced is taken
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as evidence that the solution is an improvement (the cost function is assumed to be a reason-
able measure of solution quality). The idea of the test outlined step three above is that if the
improved sync estimate is indeed a reasonable solution, it implies that the control adjust-
ments found through the optimization process are appropriate ones. That they were found
via an asynchronous timestepping approach with inexact physics is not important. On the
other hand, if the improved sync estimate is not a good solution (i.e. it has a high cost), the
implication is that the errors associated with the asynchronous timestepping approach are
too large, the inferred controls are not appropriate, and asynchronous timestepping cannot
be applied.
The misfits of the first guess async, improved async, and improved sync estimates to
OCCA temperature and salinity are now examined. Mean temperature and salinity costs
are computed for each model layer in each month of the estimates (recall that cost =
(model − data)2/σ2); the results are shown in Figure 3-18. The 1st guess costs (top row)
show that in the first years of the unadjusted estimate, the solution remains close to OCCA
and costs are low. By year 10, costs have increased greatly: the model is drifting away
from OCCA T/S (as expected for a forward model). After 20 iterations in the optimization
process, the improved async estimate (Figure 3-18, middle row) has greatly reduced costs;
costs are particularly low for years 6-10, the years that are included in the cost function. In
fact, in order to obtain low costs in years 5-10, the optimization has worsened the fit in the
early model years; this result is expected given that these years are not included in the cost
function, but is an indication that model drift has not been eradicated.
A comparison of the middle and bottom rows of Figure 3-18 shows that costs are very
similar for the improved async and improved sync estimates. While slight differences are
visible, the improved sync estimate has acceptably low costs. A comparison of other model
characteristics are also favorable. For example, the Gulf Stream/DWBC transports of the
improved async estimate (35.0/-8.5 Sv) are similar to those of the improved sync estimate
(34.1/-8.9 Sv); these transports are much more similar to each other than either is to the
first guess async transports (37.9/-15.8 Sv).
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Figure 3-18: Mean layer costs for temperature (left) and salinity (right) in first guess async
(top row), improved async (middle row), and improved sync (bottom row). Banded patterns
occur because costs are seasonally-varying. Note the nonlinear colorbar.
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Based on the results presented in Figure 3-18, it appears that asynchronous timestepping
can be applied to improve the computational efficiency in our state estimation framework.
The primary evidence presented is that the resulting inferred controls can be directly used
with synchronous timestepping to produce a state estimate that also has a good fit to the
target data. It should be noted that this equivalence is likely not universal. In particular, it
is possible that model setups that are more highly nonlinear (such as those that are eddy-
permitting) will not achieve satisfactory results. A similar test should be applied before
using asynchronous timestepping in other applications of state estimation.
3.5.2 Carry-over control
Carry-over control is an approach developed to address the impact of model drift on the
practical application of state estimation. When first guess boundary and initial conditions
are used directly in the first iteration of a long state estimate, the model state can drift far
from the target data set. As with all nonlinear optimization, the availability of a good first
guess that is relatively close to the target data is key to success. Thus, when the model state
is allowed to drift very far from the target data, improving the solution through the adjoint
method becomes difficult or impossible.
An alternative approach, called carry-over control, works as follows. The key observa-
tion is that the estimation procedure is highly effective at reducing cost in shorter estimates
and that, in the process, model drift is drastically reduced (see, for example, the top and
middle rows of Figure 3-18). Therefore, one starts with a short state estimation period (e.g.
10 years) to obtain an improved estimate of initial and boundary conditions. These ad-
justed controls are then “carried-over” to a slightly longer estimation period (e.g. 20 years).
In the first iteration of the longer estimate, the model will drift from the target data, but the
drift is significantly less than that of an experiment without carry-over control. Because
the first guess drift is much reduced, the gradients carry more useful information and the
estimation procedure is again able to significantly reduce cost. This procedure is repeated
for state estimates of increasing length.
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Figure 3-19: An evaluation of mean costs for each data type as run length is increased.
The four subfigures show results for each data type, outlined bars shows the first guess
solution for each run length, and the solid gray bars show the best solution found for each
run length. The first guess solution for the 10 year solution contains no adjustments so the
fit is poor. Carry-over control is used for the first guess solution for run lengths 20 - 150,
leading to much better solution quality than would otherwise be possible.
To evaluate this approach, carry-over control is applied in a series of state estimates 10,
20, 40, 80, and 150 years in length (Figure 3-19). These experiments use asynchronous
timestepping and the model is constrained by OCCA T/S, δ18Owater, and δ13CDIC data. The
10 year state estimate is initialized from unadjusted first guess controls (black outlined bars
at 10 years in Figure 3-19); after 20 iterations, the solution is significantly improved (solid
gray bars at 10 yrs in Figure 3-19).
The controls inferred from the 10 year state estimate are carried-over to the first guess
estimate for 20 yrs, at which point the 20 year solution is optimized to achieve further im-
provements. This procedure is continued until the 150 year first guess solution is reached.
For the configuration used here, the first guess 150 year solution cannot be improved upon
because the gradients produced by the adjoint do not carry useful information; the proce-
dure is therefore stopped at 150 years. Costs are not shown for 20 - 150 year estimates
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computed without carry-over controls; these costs would be significantly larger than those
of the white bars in Figure 3-19.
Carry-over control successfully enables longer state estimates that have a greatly im-
proved fit to the target data than would be possible without carry-over control. As run
length is increased, the fit to δ13CDIC and δ18Owater data remains very good (Figure 3-19).
However, temperature and salinity costs increase rapidly with run length and become un-
acceptably large. A detailed analysis of the characteristics of these longer state estimates
is provided in the next section; this analysis will show which aspects of carry-over control
are effective and what the limitations are.
3.5.3 Analysis of a longer state estimate: Modern 80yrs
Since the 150 year solution cannot be improved using the model adjoint, the longest true
state estimate in the series is the 80 year estimate. Although the exact time to equilibrium
is sensitive to a number of assumptions, the order of magnitude can be understood by
considering the results of Wunsch and Heimbach [2008]. These authors estimate that it
takes on the order of 500 years for Atlantic waters at a depth of about 2000 m to come
close to equilibrium with a global injection of tracer in the surface ocean, and the time
required increases to around 1000 years at about 4000 m. Gebbie and Huybers [2012] use
radiocarbon data to estimate ages for the Atlantic Ocean that vary from about 300 to about
800 years at depths below 2000 m. So although 80 years is longer than any modern ocean
state estimates we are aware of, this duration is still far too short for the deep ocean to be
fully equilibrated with the atmosphere. Keeping this limitation in mind, the characteristics
of the 80 year solution, hereafter referred to as “Modern 80yrs”, are now examined.
For the isotope data, mean costs for Modern 80yrs are low: 1.0 for δ13CDIC and 0.9
for δ18Owater. Figure 3-20 shows the same model depth (2730 m) and GEOSECS data as
in Figure 3-17; unlike the 10 year solution, the 80-year δ13CDIC distribution is physically
realistic without obvious evidence of small-scale internal δ13CDIC sources and sinks. CDFs
of the normalized misfits of the 80 year solution to the isotopes data are shown in Figure 3-
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Figure 3-20: The δ13CDIC distribution at 2730 m for an 80 year modern state estimate.
21. These plots show that 95% of the modeled δ18Owater and 96% of the modeled δ13CDIC
are within 2σ of the data – a satisfactory fit. There is some evidence that the model δ13CDIC
is biased too low: 70% of the modeled δ13CDIC values are lower than the GEOSECS values.
This bias may be an indication that the remineralization rate assumed here is too low;
sensitivity to the assumed rate should be tested in future work.
Table 3.4 shows that the unadjusted (first guess) 10 year solution has a modern-like
MOC transport of 15.5 Sv (see page 114 for a discussion of modern MOC estimates).
When the optimization approach is applied to the 10 year estimate to improve the fit of
the estimate to the target OCCA properties, the MOC transport decreases to 9.1 Sv; a dis-
cussion of individual transport component contributions to this net transport estimate will
be provided in the next paragraph. As run length is increased, the estimates with a better
fit to the OCCA temperatures and salinities (the “improved estimates”) have decreased net
MOC transports. That the unadjusted solution has a 15.5 Sv MOC transport implies that
the model itself is capable of sustaining a modern-like MOC. Thus, it is the optimization
process that is responsible for the reduced MOC transports. Note that the MOC transport
in the improved estimates does not decrease over the course of the simulation period; in
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Figure 3-21: CDFs for signed, normalized misfits of the 80 year modern state estimate
δ18Owater (left) and δ13CDIC (right).
10 yrs 20 yrs 40 yrs 80 yrs 150 yrs
First guess 15.5 9.7 8.8 8.6 6.4
Improved estimate 9.1 8.0 6.5 5.7
Table 3.4: A comparison of MOC transports in Sv in first guess and improved estimates of
10 to 150 years in length. The MOC transport is defined here as the net transport above
1050 m at 40◦N; all values are means computed over the second half of the simulation.
fact, each state estimate has MOC transports that are relatively stable in time (not shown).
Instead, the MOC transports decrease with iterations of the optimization.
To understand what is happening in the state estimation process, it is useful to compare
the 10 year unadjusted, first guess solution against the 10 year improved estimate. As shown
in Figure 3-22, the first guess solution has about 1 Sv more transport in both the Gulf Stream
and in the surface return flow than OCCA does; since these increases compensate each
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other, the first guess AMOC transport is similar to that of OCCA. In contrast, the improved
estimate has a similar Gulf Stream transport as OCCA does, but the improved estimate has
a surface return transport that is 23.9 Sv, significantly larger than that of OCCA (19.3 Sv).
The reduced AMOC transport in the improved estimate is therefore due to an increase in
the surface return flow, rather than to a reduced Gulf Stream transport.
Figure 3-22 shows a significant shallowing of the MOC in both the first guess and im-
proved estimate solutions as compared to OCCA. There is also notable sloping of stream-
lines below 1000 m in the two estimates such that these streamlines are shallower in the
north and become deeper towards the low latitudes, while the streamlines for the OCCA
estimate tend to be deepest near 35◦N and to shallow towards the south from that latitude.
In a recent review of the modern MOC [Lozier, 2012], a number of different estimates of
the AMOC streamfunction are shown in similar latitude-depth plots as shown here; some
estimates have relatively flat streamlines, some have streamlines that slope up towards the
north, and some have streamlines that slow up towards the south. Apparently the slop-
ing of streamlines in the deep AMOC flow is an aspect of the circulation that is not well
constrained.
As shown in Figure 3-23, the fit to OCCA near sea surface temperature and salinity is
greatly improved between the first guess and improved estimates (near surface is defined
here to be the top most 10 meters of the model). The normalized misfits for the improved
estimate (Figure 3-23, bottom row) are acceptable in most regions; an exception is evi-
dent in the temperatures of the eastern equatorial region, which remain too high. OCCA
temperatures in this region were difficult to reproduce in the Modern TS estimate as well
(see Figure 3-5). Figure 3-24 shows the same analysis as in Figure 3-23 but at a depth of
1100 m. The most notable characteristic of the first guess solution is that the waters north
of 45◦N are too warm and salty. In the adjusted solution, the western half of this region
remains too warm and most of the region north of 45◦N has become too fresh instead of too
salty. The next section discusses a number of potential explanations for these observations.
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Figure 3-22: The MOC streamfunction in Sv (left) and meridional velocities in cm/s (right)
for OCCA (top row), the first guess 10 year state estimate (middle row), and the improved
10 year state estimate (bottom row). Although the improved estimate has a better fit OCCA
temperatures and salinities overall, the MOC is a worse representation of the modern At-
lantic MOC.
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Figure 3-23: Annual mean near sea surface temperature and salinity in OCCA (top row)
and normalized misfits (model − occa/σ) for the same fields in first guess async (middle
row) and improved async (bottom row) estimates.
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Figure 3-24: Annual mean temperature and salinity at 1100 m in OCCA (top row) and
normalized misfits (model−occa/σ) for the same fields in the first guess (middle row) and
improved (bottom row) estimates.
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3.5.4 Current limitations in equilibrium ocean estimation
Analysis of the Modern TS estimate (Section 3.3) showed that the state estimate con-
figuration used in this thesis is sufficient for reproducing OCCA temperature and salinity
conditions in a two year state estimate. OCCA is an average of three one year state esti-
mates of modern ocean conditions from 2004, 2005, and 2006. It is reassuring, though not
particularly surprising, that these conditions can be reproduced here. Section 3.5.3 showed
that the same statement can not be made when the estimate length is extended to 10 years
or longer; it has not been possible here to obtain ocean state estimates that have (1) a close
fit to OCCA T/S, (2) have an AMOC that is similar to today’s, and (3) that are 10 years in
length or longer. It appears relatively straightforward to obtain two of these three character-
istics: Modern TS has properties (1) and (2), the first guess estimate described on page 137
has properties (2) and (3), and the improved estimate (also described on page 137) has
properties (1) and (3). The specific source of the difficulty in achieving properties (1)-(3)
in the same estimate is unknown. A number of possible explanations are discussed below.
OCCA is an inappropriate target. The OCCA representation of the modern ocean may
be an inappropriate target for such an effort. Deep ocean observations remain sparse, and
OCCA is based on only three years of observations (in addition to climatology). Thus,
OCCA’s deep ocean properties are underconstrained and may not be an adequate represen-
tation of the modern ocean for current purposes. Longer estimates of modern ocean state
that include more years of observations could be used to explore this idea (e.g., ECCO
Version 3 includes 17 years of observations, Wunsch et al. 2009).
Others types of temporal variability must be incorporated. The model configurations
used here lack many types of temporal variability. Atmospheric control adjustments are
restricted to monthly means, under the assumption that long term mean atmospheric con-
ditions are key controls on the large scale properties of the ocean. It is possible that higher
frequency variability is pivotal (i.e. the diurnal cycle, or high intensity, short timescale
storm events). It is also possible that interannual or longer period variability is key to
setting mean ocean properties.
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The model is inadequate. The test we put to the model (to produce a long running
state estimate with stable properties that are close to a given target) is a demanding one.
It is possible that the parameterizations used here for horizontal and vertical mixing are
insufficient representations of these processes for this test. A case in point is provided by
recent development on ECCO Version 4: the model exhibits decreases in AMOC strength
over the simulation period unless the model is augmented with an additional parameteriza-
tion for the effect of salt plumes in sea ice formation regions (P. Heimbach, pers. comm.);
the original parameterizations for vertical convection were inadequate. It is possible that
model configuration inadequacies are also responsible for the decreased AMOC strength
seen here. Other model configurations could be tested, or model parameters such as the
diapycnal diffusivity could be used as control variables.
The steady state assumption can not be applied to the modern ocean. Although some
form of the steady state assumption is employed relatively often in oceanography (e.g.,
consider the popularity of climatology for describing modern climate), the extent to which
the modern ocean is consistent with a steady state assumption is unknown. It is possible
that the modern ocean state is quite far from equilibrium with the modern atmosphere.
For example, if atmospheric properties have changed significantly over the timescales of
deep ocean ventilation, it would be impossible to find a single, long running ocean state
estimate in which surface and deep ocean properties are both close to modern conditions.
An evaluation of the extent to which the modern ocean is consistent with some sort of
steady state assumption would be of great value, both to the work in this thesis and to many
other areas of oceanography. The following test may prove useful to this evatluation: a
very strong penalty on model drift could be added to the state estimate configuration used
in this chapter. Such a constraint may permit identification of an ocean state estimate that
is close to steady state, and yet not as far from modern ocean conditions as forward model
simulations often are. If such a solution could be identified, the differences between the
model state and the modern ocean could provide clues as to the ways in which the modern
ocean is out of equilibrium with the atmosphere.
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3.6 Chapter summary
This chapter has described the ocean model and state estimation techniques used in this
thesis. These techniques have been tested using modern temperature, salinity, δ18Owater,
and δ13CDIC data in state estimates from 2 - 150 years long. The Modern TS solution,
a two year state estimate, was shown to be consistent with OCCA and with independent
estimates of modern ocean transports. The basic functionality of the isotope modeling ap-
proach was demonstrated through the 2-year Modern Iso solution, though this estimate also
revealed the inadequacy of short state estimates for reconstructing deep ocean conditions
using sparse data. A series of state estimates 10 - 150 years in length showed that longer
state estimates are possible, and are advantageous for inversion of sparse deep ocean tracer
data. Several new approaches were described: (1) the inclusion of a simple approach to
modeling δ18Owater and δ13CDIC in the MIT GCM, and (2) the application of asynchronous
timestepping and carry-over control to permit longer state estimates.
The state estimation configurations employed here were specifically designed with the
goal of identifying a seasonal steady state estimate (i.e. an equilibrium ocean estimate
or EOE). This work has identified significant challenges to the goal of EOE: it has not
been possible to build a state estimate that simultaneously satisfies all three desired char-
acteristics: long-running, close to the OCCA T/S estimate, and with a modern-like MOC.
Issues that may have contributed to the difficulty in obtaining an EOE were identified in
Section 3.5.4, and possible avenues for future investigation were discussed. Although it
has not been possible to achieve full equilibrium ocean estimates, the estimation approach
described in this chapter appears to have significant skill in reproducing many aspects of
the modern ocean state. In the next two chapters, this state estimation approach is applied
to build estimates of the Last Glacial Maximum ocean state. In interpreting the results of
those chapters, the reader is encouraged to use this chapter as a reference for the skills and
limitations of the estimation approach.
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Chapter 4
Upper ocean conditions at the Last
Glacial Maximum
In this chapter, the state estimation approach described in Chapter 3 is used to build esti-
mates of LGM upper ocean conditions that are constrained by proxy records. We do not
claim to know the actual LGM ocean state – rather, the goal is to build an estimate that
is consistent with the available data and with known ocean dynamics. Such an estimate is
likely to be a good representation of some aspects of the LGM ocean and a poor representa-
tion of others. Comparisons with included and withheld data, and with the results of other
LGM models, help to identify strengths and weaknesses of the estimate.
Many assumptions are required to proceed with this effort. In a hypothetical (and non-
existent) global ocean model with perfectly prescribed sea surface conditions and perfect
physics, the full three-dimensional flow found by running the model out to equilibrium
would be a good representation of the real ocean state in question (assuming the real
ocean is well-represented by an equilibrium or steady state solution). In practice, LGM
sea surface conditions are imperfectly known, the model physics are imperfect, running to
equilibrium is not possible, and the extent to which the LGM ocean was in equilibrium is
unknown. Thus, important assumptions must be made. These are as follows.
• It is assumed that the forcing and response of the upper ocean at the LGM can be
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reasonably approximated by a repeated seasonal cycle.
• The model representation of Ekman pumping, buoyancy forcing, and mixed layer
dynamics is assumed to be appropriate. This assumption is supported by the many
previous applications of the MIT GCM (see Section 3.1). The upper ocean state
estimates in this chapter are therefore assumed to have some skill through the mixed
layer and the thermocline, though the uncertainty of the estimates must be assumed
to increase with depth.
• To permit exploration of a variety of state estimate configurations, state estimates 10
years in length are used. It is assumed that this estimate length is sufficiently long
that upper ocean properties are largely defined by atmospheric forcing, rather than
by initial conditions.
• Amongst satisfactory solutions, solutions that are close to the modern climate are
preferred over solutions that are wildly different. In the absence of evidence from
data or theory requiring large LGM changes, they should be avoided.
• The state estimates in this chapter are constrained by the MARGO proxy recon-
structions of LGM near sea surface temperatures (Waelbroeck et al. [2009], see Sec-
tion 2.2.2 for background and full references). Other NSST proxy records exist,
and their incorporation would provide improved geographic coverage, among other
benefits. However, significant effort would be required for each additional record
added; for example, considerations include proper age control, identification of any
interlaboratory calibration issues, and assignment of uncertainty estimates in a man-
ner consistent with the MARGO compilations. These are issues best evaluated by
experts in the specific proxy type under consideration.
Chapter 3 described the general structure of the forward model (Section 3.1) and the
state estimation approach (Section 3.2). Adaptations of the forward model (Section 4.1)
and the state estimation approach (Section 4.2) for the study of the LGM upper ocean
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Figure 4-1: The modern bathymetry, adapted from OCCA (left), and the LGM bathymetry,
adapted from ICE-5G (right, data from Peltier [2004]). Dry regions in each bathymetry are
white; the modern continents are shaded in gray for reference.
are described here. A variety of different state estimates are presented in Section 4.3 to
explore assumptions of the state estimation setup. These explorations are used to motivate
assumptions used for our best estimate solution, called LGM Upper, which is is described
and analyzed in Section 4.4. The results are compared to previous work in Section 4.5 and
Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.
4.1 Forward model
The LGM forward model follows most aspects of the modern forward model (see Sec-
tion 3.1); modifications for the LGM case include the bathymetry, initial conditions, and
southern boundary conditions. An interpolated, smoothed version of the ICE-5G [Peltier,
2004] bathymetry is used (Figure 4-1). Key differences with the modern bathymetry in-
clude closure of Hudson Bay, a reduction in depth of the Straits of Gibraltar and the Florida
Straits, and exposure of the shallow continental shelves along eastern North America and
off the coast of Europe.
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4.1.1 First guess initial conditions
A first guess must be made for initial conditions of temperature and salinity; note that these
are simply first guess estimates and that adjustments to these estimates will be permitted.
Since all state estimates presented in this chapter are 10 years in length, upper ocean condi-
tions are significantly affected by atmospheric forcing, which will also be adjusted as part
of the optimization process. The choice of first guess initial conditions is thus most impor-
tant for deep ocean conditions, and it is on these that we focus. One practical issue must be
considered: the state estimation approach used in this thesis works more effectively when
starting from more strongly stratified ocean conditions. When starting from first guess
conditions that are weakly stratified, convective events are common; these ocean mixing
processes are strongly nonlinear, and complicate use of the adjoint model to improve the
solution.
Consider first the choice of an initial temperature distribution. As discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.3, evidence from pore fluid records indicates that the LGM deep ocean may have
been significantly colder than today. Differences between MARGO NSST records and
modern temperatures in the high latitude North Atlantic indicate that LGM NSSTs may
also have been significantly colder than today (see Figure 2-3); assuming some deep At-
lantic waters formed in the North Atlantic at the LGM, colder NSSTs are an indication
that deep waters may have been significantly colder as well. The modern deep Atlantic
Ocean is marked by temperatures that vary from near 0.4◦C in regions with strong AABW
influence to temperatures near 3◦C around 2000 m in the subpolar gyre1. The minimum
possible temperature is constrained by the freezing point of seawater, which is -2◦C for a
canonical modern ocean salinity of 35, but increases at lower salinities. Based on these
considerations, the initial temperature distribution is given by OCCA temperatures made
3◦C colder everywhere; since this distribution results in temperatures below the freezing
point in many subsurface locations (an unphysical situation), all temperatures below -1.7◦C
are set to -1.7◦C. The minimum is set to -1.7◦C to avoid below-freezing temperatures for
1See, e.g., http://www.ewoce.org/gallery/A16 TPOT.gif.
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fresher-than-average ocean waters.
Next, consider the choice of an initial salinity distribution. Due to freshwater storage in
land-based ice sheets, the LGM mean ocean salinity was higher by about 1.1 [Adkins and
Schrag, 2001]. Evidence from pore fluid records indicates that the LGM Atlantic Ocean
may also have been marked by southern source waters that were particularly salty as com-
pared to northern source waters (see Section 2.2.3). If deep ocean waters were generally
significantly colder, deep ocean thermal stratification would likely have been weaker (due
to the minimum set by the freezing point of seawater); that the haline stratification was
stronger than today’s at the LGM seems a promising hypothesis. An initial salinity field
is thus generated from OCCA salinities by increasing both the total salt content and the
haline stratification as follows. Salinities below 4000 m are increased by 2.75, salinities
between 4000 and 3000 m are increased by 2.06, salinities between 3000 and 2000 m are
increased by 1.38, salinities between 2000 and 1000 m are increased by 0.69, and salini-
ties between 1000 m and the surface are not modified. These adjustments result in a mean
salinity change over the model domain of 1.1.
Sensitivity to the choice of first guess initial conditions has not been considered in this
thesis, but should be investigated in future work. In particular, the choice to modify the
modern salinity field in a stepped fashion by depth level was made for reasons of conve-
nience; an alternative choice that should be tested is to modify the modern salinity field by
adding a linear profile of salinity with depth (where the profile was defined to still modify
the mean salinity by 1.1).
4.1.2 First guess atmospheric forcing
As was the case for initial conditions, selection of a first guess for atmospheric forcing is
a challenge: the characteristics of the LGM atmosphere are not well constrained. Ideally,
the choice of a first guess atmospheric forcing would be largely irrelevant – one could start
from a variety of first guesses and obtain the same inferred LGM atmospheric conditions.
In practice, optimization generally benefits from the availability of a decent first guess.
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Forward model estimates of LGM atmospheric conditions vary widely (see Section 2.3.1),
and initial attempts to use the results of a coupled model simulation to drive our model were
unsuccessful. It is not expected that the LGM atmosphere was drastically different from
today’s – available data are more indicative of relatively modest changes (see Section 2.1).
Given the absence of a better first guess, the modern atmospheric forcing used in Chapter 3
(NCEP 2006) is used here. The sensitivity of the solution to the choice of a first guess
atmospheric forcing should be explored in future work.
4.2 Adjoint model
The state estimation configuration follows the modern setup (Section 3.2) with a few excep-
tions. A key difference is in the assignment of uncertainty estimates for control variables
– the LGM initial and boundary conditions are clearly more poorly known than those of
the modern ocean. However, choosing large uncertainties can easily lead to ocean states
that are wildly different than the modern ocean (e.g. with Gulf Stream transports twice
the modern). As laid out in the introduction to this chapter, the philosophy taken here is
that estimates that are closer to the modern circulation are preferred, unless there is proxy
evidence that requires large LGM changes. As a conservative initial estimate, uncertainties
on atmospheric forcing for the LGM are taken to be twice the modern uncertainties; these
are listed under the column labeled LGM AllSSTs in Table 4.1. A number of different
assumptions are tested later in the chapter; these uncertainties are listed in other columns
of the table for later reference.
Southern boundary condition uncertainties on temperature and salinity are taken to be
1◦C and 0.2 at all depths; the same ratio of baroclinic to barotropic mode uncertainty is used
as for the modern. The modern T/S uncertainties of Forget and Wunsch [2007] are used
as initial condition uncertainties. Although larger T/S changes are expected for the LGM
case, this choice was made for practical reasons – with uniform and/or larger uncertainties,
the optimization is not able to achieve sufficient solution improvement; this behavior may
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be related to ill-conditioning of gradients or inadequate data. In any case, upper ocean be-
havior, the topic of this chapter, is dominated by atmospheric forcing after short integration
times. Therefore, the choice of initial conditions and initial condition adjustments is not
expected to be of primary importance here.
The cost function is defined as follows. The Jctrl cost contribution is that of Modern TS
(Section 3.2.3), but with the LGM-specific uncertainties defined above. The model-data
misfit contribution is
JMARGO =
2
ny
ny∑
y=ny/2
[
1
3
(NSSTann − NSSTannFor)TWannFor(NSSTann − NSSTannFor) (4.1a)
+
1
3
(NSSTwin − NSSTwinFor)TWwinFor(NSSTwin − NSSTwinFor) (4.1b)
+
1
3
(NSSTsum −NSSTsumFor)TWsumFor(NSSTsum − NSSTsumFor) (4.1c)
+ (NSSTann − NSSTannAlk)TWannAlk(NSSTann − NSSTannAlk) (4.1d)
+ (NSSTann − NSSTannMgCa)TWannMgCa(NSSTann − NSSTannMgCa) (4.1e)
+ (NSSTsum − NSSTsumMgCa)TWsumMgCa(NSSTsum − NSSTsumMgCa)
(4.1f)
+
1
3
(NSSTann −NSSTannDino)TWannDino(NSSTann − NSSTannDino) (4.1g)
+
1
3
(NSSTwin − NSSTwinDino)TWwinDino(NSSTwin − NSSTwinDino) (4.1h)
+
1
3
(NSSTsum −NSSTsumDino)TWsumDino(NSSTsum − NSSTsumDino)
]
(4.1i)
where the sum is over the second half of the model run and costs are summed for an-
nual, winter, and summer seasons for foraminifera (a-c), alkenones (d, annual mean only),
Mg/Ca (e-f, annual mean and summer only), and dinoflagellate cysts (g-i). NSSTann,
NSSTwin, and NSSTsum are the annual mean, January-March, and July-September means of
the modeled temperatures over depths of 0-30 m. The weighting matrices are given by the
squared inverses of σMARGO , the MARGO defined uncertainties (see Appendix A for full
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Variable Units LGM AllSSTs LGM ForamsX2 LGM Upper
Shortwave radiation W/m2 20 40 20
2-m air temperature ◦ C 2 4 4
10-m zonal wind speed m/s 2 4 2
10-m merid wind speed m/s 2 4 2
2-m Specific humidity kg/kg 2 · 10−3 4 · 10−3 2 · 10−3
Precipitation m/s 4 · 10−8 8 · 10−8 4 · 10−8
Table 4.1: Prior uncertainties for atmospheric controls in three different LGM state estimate
configurations.
details on these uncertainty estimates). To ensure equal weight is given to each indepen-
dent measurement, a factor of 1/3 is applied to the foraminifera and dinocyst assemblage-
based records. For these proxies, a single sample is used to reconstruct annual, winter,
and summer means; although all three seasons are used in the cost function, they are not
independent.
Note that all analyses presented in this chapter describe model conditions in year 8 of
the 10 year estimates, unless otherwise noted. This year is close to the midpoint of the
period included in the cost function (years 6 - 10, inclusive); as will be shown, the state
estimation approach applied here is effective at reducing model drift for this cost function
period, so that it is expected that the results of the analyses would be similar if a different
year were analyzed (or indeed, if an average of the last 5 years were analyzed).
4.3 Exploration of assumptions
A number of state estimates are examined in this section to explore the assumptions of the
state estimation setup. In Chapter 3, cumulative distribution functions (CDF), cost analy-
ses, and misfits were used to analyze experiments. Here, it is practical to evaluate the fit of
the model to the data overall, but also to evaluate the fit to each data subset individually. The
following diagnostics have been identified as particularly useful for these purposes. The
mean cost is computed over a given subset of data: mean[(model − data)/σ)2]; a value
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of order one is desirable. The fraction within 2σ is the fraction of modeled values that fall
within ±2σ of the data (as can be read from a CDF plot); a value ≥ 0.95 is desirable. The
fraction below 0 is the fraction of model values that are colder than the corresponding data
values (as can be read from a CDF plot); a value below 0.5 indicates the model is too warm
relative to the data while a value near 0.5 indicates bias is not a significant problem.
4.3.1 Using all MARGO data as published: LGM AllSSTs
A state estimate is computed using all MARGO data and uncertainties as published. Af-
ter 30 iterations, cost is reduced by 68% from the first guess solution; cost did not de-
crease with additional iterations. The iteration 30 solution will hereafter be referred to as
“LGM AllSSTs”. Figure 4-2 shows that only 86% of the LGM AllSSTs model values fall
within 2σ of the data and that 34% of modeled values are too cold relative to the data. In
CDFs for annual, winter, and summer mean misfits alone (not shown), 33%, 38%, and 31%
of the modeled values are too cold, respectively. Thus, LGM AllSSTs is too warm relative
to the data in general, and the bias is stronger in summer than in winter.
As shown in Figure 4-3, the LGM AllSSTs solution is an improvement over the first
guess solution on nearly all metrics. However, the improved solution is still unacceptable
as significantly less than 95% of the modeled values fall within 2σ of the data. There
is also bias in the model-data misfits: the model is too cold relative to a majority of the
dinoflagellate cyst data but is too warm relative to a majority of the foram assemblage
and Mg/Ca data. The datasets are inconsistent with each other and the state estimate is
a compromise. That LGM AllSSTs is statistically unacceptable implies that one or more
assumptions made in the state estimation framework is incorrect. Key possibilities include
the following.
1. Given the results seen for the LGM AllSSTs estimate, it is likely that data uncertain-
ties are not large enough. MARGO uncertainties are published as semi-quantitative
and known only within a constant multiplier (for LGM AllSSTs a multiplier of one
was used). These uncertainties consider calibration error, dating uncertainty, the
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Figure 4-2: CDF of the normalized misfit of NSSTs in LGM AllSSTs to MARGO.
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Figure 4-3: Fit of the first guess (blue) and improved LGM AllSSTs (red) estimates against
MARGO. The LGM AllSSTs solution is improved over the first guess estimate, but is still
unacceptable. The fit of the models to a given proxy and seasonality is shown on each spoke
of the wheels; spokes correspond to the same data in all subplots. Solution acceptability
can be evaluated as follows in this type of plot: left plot – solutions with mean cost order 1
fall near the inner circle; upper right – solutions for which 95% of the modeled values are
within 2σ of the data fall near outer circle; lower right – solutions for which half the model
values are warmer and half colder fall near the ring at 0.5 (an unbiased solution).
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number of samples included, and sample reliability. Some components of the com-
posite uncertainty may be underestimated. There are also additional uncertainties
that have not been considered: whether MARGO proxies represent annual, winter,
and summer conditions (as opposed to, for example, spring bloom conditions) and
how well the proxies represent NSST (as opposed to, for example, the seasonal ther-
mocline or chlorophyll maximum zone temperature). These representation errors
may vary regionally, with proxy type, and with the mean climate state (i.e. glacial
vs. interglacial).
2. Assumed uncertainties on initial and boundary conditions may be too small. The
magnitude of control variable adjustments is directly linked to the assigned uncer-
tainties; since the LGM initial and boundary conditions are unknown, these uncer-
tainties are an educated guess.
3. It may be necessary to formally include model error in the computation of model-
data misfit statistics. It has been assumed that the largest model errors originate in
initial and boundary conditions; these model parameters have been defined as control
variables. Other model errors have been neglected under the assumption that data
uncertainties are much larger than model uncertainties, an assumption that may not
be valid. For example, the extent to which parameterizations of convection and eddy
mixing are appropriate for the LGM Atlantic is unknown.
4. A steady state assumption may not be appropriate. The variability of the LGM At-
lantic may not be well represented with a quasi-equilibrium state. Proxies could
record episodic behavior, such as early spring blooms in high latitudes associated
with unusually stable water column conditions [Dale, 2001]. Or it may be that inter-
annual and longer-period variability must be incorporated to reasonably reproduce
the state of the LGM Atlantic.
5. The optimization process, like all nonlinear optimizations, can become stuck in a
local minimum. It is possible that an acceptable minimum exists, but that it has not
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been identified. Temporarily changing the weighting of different components in the
cost function can be a useful technique for identifying alternative, and sometimes
globally better, solutions. Trying alternative gradient descent algorithms is another
approach to identifying alternative solutions.
That there are so many potential pitfalls and issues is an indication of the difficulties as-
sociated with paleo ocean state estimation. While it is not possible to test all of these
possibilities here, some of the most interesting ones are explored in the following sections.
4.3.2 Using subsets of data: LGM NoForams and LGM Forams
The previous section indicated that the four proxy types included in LGM AllSSTs are not
consistent with each other. Two state estimates are used to test this idea: LGM NoForams
is constrained by Mg/Ca, alkenone, and dinoflagellate cyst data (foram assemblages are ex-
cluded) while LGM Forams is constrained by foram assemblage data only. LGM Forams
is constrained by 187 independent records and LGM NoForams is constrained by 141 in-
dependent records; note that the dinocyst, Mg/Ca, and alkenone datasets are sparse and
are not evenly distributed geographically, so that state estimates constrained by any one of
those datasets in isolation would be difficult to interpret.
Figure 4-4 compares the model-data fit for the LGM NoForams estimate against the
fit of LGM AllSSTs. Excluding the foraminifera data permits the state estimate to pro-
vide a significantly improved fit to the remaining data, confirming the indication from the
previous section that disagreements between the datasets contribute to the LGM AllSSTs
model-data misfits. Although LGM NoForams fits the three included data types better than
LGM AllSSTs does, the fit to the data remains unsatisfactory: LGM NoForams mean costs
remain above one for all included datasets, less than 95% of the model values are within
2σ of the data, and there is significant bias in the model against the data.
The LGM Forams estimate is compared against the LGM AllSSTs estimate in Fig-
ure 4-5. LGM Forams shows order one mean costs, and about 95% of modeled values are
within 2σ of the foraminiferal assemblage-based data. These results are encouraging - the
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Figure 4-4: Fit of the LGM AllSSTs (blue) and LGM NoForams (red) estimates against
MARGO. LGM NoForams achieves an improved fit to the non-foram MARGO data on
nearly all metrics (summer Mg/Ca is an exception). The fit to excluded data (marked with
open circles) is diagnostic only.
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Figure 4-5: Fit of the LGM AllSSTs (blue) and LGM Forams (red) estimates against
MARGO. Excluding non-foram data permits LGM Forams to achieve a better fit to the
foram data. The fit to excluded data (marked with open circles) is diagnostic only.
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state estimation approach is able to fit the foraminifera data within the errors assumed by
the MARGO project. One aspect of the LGM Forams solution is problematic: the model
is generally too warm relative to the foram assemblage-based data, an indication that the
warm bias of LGM AllSSTs against the data was not due solely to disagreement between
the datasets. This bias in model-data misfits is most likely an indication of a failure of
the state estimation approach to achieve the magnitude of cooling required by the data, a
possibility that is explored in the next section.
4.3.3 Using larger atmospheric uncertainties: LGM ForamsX2
A potential source of the model biases observed in the estimates presented so far is that the
prior uncertainties assigned to control variables are too small, leaving the state estimation
approach too little latitude to make adjustments. To test this idea, a state estimate, called
“LGM ForamsX2”, is developed that is constrained by foram assemblage-based data, like
LGM Forams, but for which uncertainties on atmospheric control variables are twice as
large (see Table 4.1). Figure 4-6 shows that, in terms of data fit, the LGM ForamsX2
solution is an improvement over LGM Forams, with better foraminifera mean costs and
more model values within 2σ of the data. The fraction below 0 plot is significantly closer
to 0.5 for the foraminifera data, indicating the estimate’s warm bias is less pronounced.
This experiment provides key evidence that the modern to LGM atmospheric changes may
be larger than assumed in the LGM AllSSTs uncertainties.
4.4 A best estimate: LGM Upper
Innumerable configurations could be tested, and a variety of reasonable assumptions are
likely to lead to statistically acceptable solutions. For example, using a uniform MARGO
uncertainty factor of 1.5 on all data and large atmospheric uncertainties (like those in the
LGM ForamsX2 solution) may permit an acceptable solution to be found. Exploration of
all possible configurations is not possible, but it is hoped that the explorations in the previ-
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Figure 4-6: Fit of the LGM Forams (blue) and LGM ForamsX2 (red) estimates against
MARGO. With uncertainties on atmospheric controls that are twice as large, the
LGM ForamsX2 solution achieves a better fit to the target foraminifera data. The fit to
other data (marked with open circles) is diagnostic only.
ous section have given a sense of how different assumptions affect the solution. Defining
what constitutes the “best” set of assumptions is as much an art as a science, and depends
on the investigator’s own biases. This section presents our best estimate of LGM upper
ocean properties, called LGM Upper.
4.4.1 Assumptions
LGM Upper is based on the LGM AllSSTs configuration with the following modifications;
these choices are justified in the following paragraphs.
1. Uncertainty on air temperature is increased from 2◦C to 4◦C; all other atmospheric
control uncertainties are as for LGM AllSSTs (see summary in Table 4.1).
2. Uncertainties on dinoflagellate cyst data are doubled (i.e. fac = 2, instead of 1, in
Equation A.1 for these data).
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3. Uncertainty on alkenone data is doubled north of 40◦N (i.e. fac = 2).
These assumptions are taken for the following reasons. The LGM ForamsX2 estimate
showed that permitting the system to make large atmospheric adjustments helped reduce the
warm model bias. Are such large atmospheric adjustments truly required by the data? That
is, does an acceptable solution exist with smaller atmospheric adjustments? For air tem-
perature, it seems probable that the data do indeed require these larger uncertainties: this
is the most direct way to address a warm model bias and, in hindsight, the LGM AllSSTs
uncertainty of 2◦C seems overly restrictive as compared to the often > 2◦C NSST changes
reconstructed by the proxies. The LGM Upper configuration is based on the hypothesis
that the smaller uncertainties of LGM AllSSTs are sufficient in general, but that the air
temperature uncertainty must take the larger value used in LGM ForamsX2.
Proxy uncertainties are modified to address the large disagreement between the proxy
types north of 45◦N. In this region, either uncertainties are too small, or one or more of
the proxy types actually records conditions other than winter/summer/annual mean NSST.
Rather than excluding some data altogether, the uncertainties are increased on the alkenone
and dinocyst data north of 40◦N. This modification, which is equivalent in practice to
downweighting these data, is done for the following reasons. The alkenone data are down-
weighted because (1) alkenones are thought to record warm season temperatures in colder
regions [Schneider et al., 2010], as opposed to the annual mean, as reported in MARGO;
and (2) the sensitivity of the calibration is low at cold temperatures [Conte et al., 2006].
Dale [2001] note a variety of serious concerns regarding reconstructions of past ocean
conditions with dinocysts: that in cold regions, dinoflagellates survive the winter in a dor-
mant cyst phase, and thus are unlikely to record characteristics of winter-time conditions;
that dinocysts are small and easily transported over long distances, so that many of the
cysts in sediment samples may have originated in distant ocean regions; and that many of
the species used for reconstruction have broad tolerances for temperature, salinity, and sea
ice, limiting their utility in reconstructing these conditions. Based on some of these same
concerns, Telford [2006] re-analyzed the same modern training set and LGM dinoflag-
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ellate cyst assemblage data as used in the MARGO analysis of De Vernal et al. [2005],
and found significant issues affecting interpretation of these data. Of particular note here,
Telford [2006] find that MARGO uncertainty estimates on dinocyst LGM NSST estimates
are probably much too low, and that there is little evidence that winter-time NSSTs can be
independently estimated from these data.
4.4.2 Consistency of the state estimate
This section focuses primarily on the extent to which the LGM Upper estimate is consistent
(or not) with the MARGO NSST data, given prior uncertainty assumptions. At the end of
the section, the consistency of the control variable adjustments with the prior uncertainty
assumptions is also evaluated. This section does not present analyses such as maps of
LGM Upper properties or maps of control variable adjustments; this type of model state
analysis will be presented in Section 4.4.3.
Fit to MARGO NSSTs data. As shown in Figure 4-7, the fit of LGM Upper to the
MARGO NSST data is acceptable: for all datasets, mean costs are order one and about
95% of model values are within 2σ of the data. The state estimate is able to more closely
match the foram assemblage, Mg/Ca, and low-latitude alkenone data by relaxing the fit to
the high-latitude alkenone and dinocyst data. The fraction below 0 subplot in Figure 4-7
shows that LGM Upper is generally too warm relative to the foram assemblage and Mg/Ca
data, and too cold relative to the dinocyst data.
Figure 4-8 provides a latitudinal analysis of the misfit of the LGM Upper estimate
against MARGO as compared to the WOA’09 misfits against MARGO. The WOA’09 mis-
fits show strong latitude-dependence. For the foraminiferal assemblage data and, to some
extent, for the Mg/Ca data, the state estimate has successfully reproduced this latitudinal
dependence so that the LGM Upper misfits for these two datasets are not strongly latitude-
dependent. Figure 4-8 makes clear that the remaining biases between datasets north of
45◦N cannot be simply corrected by adding an offset to one or more datasets. Particularly
in the high-latitudes, the proxies disagree not only on the mean difference in temperature
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Figure 4-7: Fit of the LGM AllSSTs (blue) and LGM Upper (red) estimates against
MARGO. The LGM Upper estimate is statistically acceptable. Much of the remaining
bias in the model against the datasets is due to the model compromising between datasets
that disagree.
between today and the LGM, but also on the latitudinal gradient of change between the
modern and LGM NSSTs.
Maps of normalized misfits for LGM Upper are shown in Figure 4-9 and are herein dis-
cussed, starting from the north. North of about 60◦N in the GIN Seas, normalized misfits
are order one for the two datasets with coverage in this region: foraminifera and dinocysts.
In the subpolar gyre (45-60◦N), all four datasets are represented. Normalized misfits re-
main unacceptable in the core of this region southwest of Iceland – a two-fold increase
in alkenone and dinocyst uncertainties in this region is not sufficient to permit an accept-
able fit to the data. Misattribution of one or more proxies to seasonal NSSTs and/or other
unaccounted for errors appear to be especially severe in this region.
South of 45◦N, normalized misfits are dominated by east-west patterns (Figure 4-9). In
the western half of the basin, there is unfortunately very little non-foraminifera data, and in
a large region off the east coast of N. America, there is little data of any type. Misfits to the
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Figure 4-8: LGM Upper - MARGO NSST misfit in ◦C (colored markers) as compared to
WOA’09 - MARGO NSST misfit (gray markers) as a function of latitude. Dashed lines
at ±2.5◦ C are included as a visual reference (see Figure A-1 for distribution of actual
MARGO uncertainties).
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few available data are generally acceptable in these western regions, with a few exceptions:
the model is too warm relative to a lone alkenone point in the Gulf of Mexico and relative
to dinoflagellate cyst data in the Gulf Stream separation region. The Mediterranean Sea
is dominated by foram assemblage records; although the fit is statistically acceptable, it is
worth noting that the model fits the winter foraminifera temperatures especially well while
the model remains too warm in the annual mean and summer mean comparisons.
In the rest of the eastern half of the basin a better distribution of proxy types is available
and there are no similarly large gaps in coverage. The model is generally able to reproduce
increased LGM cooling in the eastern basin, as observed in the data. Normalized misfits are
acceptable, with the following exceptions. As shown in Figure 2-3, the MARGO data are
consistent with strong LGM cooling in the eastern equatorial region (8◦S to 8◦N); Figure 4-
9 shows that LGM Upper is not able to reproduce this change. There are likely one or more
model deficiencies in this region that makes such a shift infeasible in the model; equatorial
dynamics are challenging, and particularly so for low resolution models (see discussion of
PMIP2 challenges in this region in Section 2.3.1).
The upwelling regions off the coast of Africa around 10-30◦S and 10-30◦N also show
particularly large LGM changes in the data (see Figure 2-3). As shown in Figure 4-9, the
northern upwelling region is too warm in LGM Upper relative to the annual and winter
mean foraminifera data and relative to the Mg/Ca annual mean data, but is acceptable rela-
tive to the summer mean foraminifera data. In the southern upwelling region, the MARGO
foraminifera data show an abrupt transition from small reconstructed LGM shifts around
30◦S to order 10◦C shifts around 20◦S (see Figure 2-3). The alkenone data show small
LGM NSST changes throughout this region. Given these disagreements between the proxy
types, large normalized misfits are to be expected in this 10◦S-30◦S upwelling zone.
Consistency of control variable adjustments. Figure 4-10 shows cumulative distribu-
tion functions for normalized adjustments to atmospheric control variables for LGM Upper,
where normalized adjustments are given by (adjusted control - prior control)/σ. Figure 4-
11 shows the same for initial and southern boundary condition control variables. Prior
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uncertainty estimates were described in Section 4.2. For every control variable shown in
these two figures, 95% or more of the adjusted controls are within±2σ of the prior control
variables. Significant bias is seen in the atmospheric control variables, a property that is to
be expected here – Atlantic Ocean scale changes are to be expected in moving from a mod-
ern climate (the prior atmospheric forcing) to an LGM-like climate. Most air temperature
and shortwave radiation adjustments are negative, indicating large-scale cooling was re-
quired to reach a more LGM-like climate. Precipitation and specific humidity changes are
also largely negative: large-scale drying occurred in the model in moving from a modern
state to the LGM Upper state. That adjustments to the initial temperature distribution do
not show a strong bias is interesting: perhaps the 3◦C shift from modern conditions used to
generate first guess initial conditions was appropriate. As was the case for the Modern TS
solution (see Figure 3-3), control adjustments for southern boundary conditions are very
small relative to prior uncertainty assumptions. The same argument can be made here as
was made there: most of the model properties are not affected by the southern boundary
conditions in the course of a short simulation such as the 10 years used here.
4.4.3 Analysis of solution
In the previous section, we showed that the LGM Upper estimate achieves an acceptable fit
to the MARGO data in most regions, and that the control variable adjustments are consis-
tent with prior uncertainty assumptions. This section focuses on analysis of model proper-
ties such as near sea surface temperature, sea ice extent, atmospheric forcing, and volume
transports. Near sea surface temperature can be thought of as a mapped or interpolated
field, while other analyzed properties are inferences based on model dynamics and the in-
corporated data records. This analysis can be compared to the following figures of similar
properties for the Modern TS solution: Figures 3-5 (annual mean NSST), 3-10 (MOC and
transports at 29◦N), and 3-12 (sea ice distribution). Note also that additional analyses are
describe in Section 4.5, where the LGM Upper estimate will be compared to PMIP2 model
results.
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Figure 4-12: Mean near sea surface temperature (NSST, mean over the top 30 meters) for
LGM Upper (left) and difference with WOA’09 (right). Rows show annual mean (top),
winter mean (middle), and summer mean (bottom).
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Near sea surface temperatures. Figure 4-12 shows LGM Upper annual, winter and
summer mean NSSTs and the difference between LGM Upper and WOA’09. All three
anomaly plots show increased zonal NSST gradients in the LGM solution relative to the
modern; these changes are associated with relatively strong cooling along the eastern
boundary. There is a consistent pattern of LGM warming around 30◦N and relatively in-
tense cooling in the subpolar gyre, leading to a strong increase in the meridional NSST
gradient in the mid-latitudes. The increased zonal and meridional NSST gradients in
LGM Upper are strongest in the winter mean fields.
Sea ice fraction. The LGM Upper sea ice fraction and the difference from Modern TS
are shown in Figure 4-13. The August sea ice extent is minimal in both LGM Upper and
Modern TS, though there is slightly more sea ice in LGM Upper. In February, LGM Upper
has significantly more sea ice than Modern TS. This increase is largely consistent with a
southward shift of the sea ice edge without a major re-organization of the sea ice distribu-
tion.
As discussed in Chapter 2, sea ice proxies are not as well-tested as NSST proxies and
many open questions remain. Nonetheless, a qualitative comparison is worthwhile. Fig-
ure 4-14 compares the sea ice extent in LGM Upper against MARGO sea ice reconstruc-
tions based on foraminifera and dinocysts (see also Figure 2-5 for a summary picture of
these sea ice reconstructions). The model field is the sea ice fraction in February and
August, as in Figure 4-13. The foram-based sea ice estimate is reported in MARGO as
“presence” or “no presence” for JFM and JAS; these fields are mapped directly in Figure 4-
14. The MARGO dinocyst sea ice estimates are reported in months per year of sea ice
coverage of at least 50%. For Figure 4-14, winter (summer) sea ice is defined to be cover-
age greater than 2 (10) months; note that the resulting maps are sensitive to the cutoffs used
for winter/summer. LGM Upper and the proxies show limited summer sea ice, indicating
relatively mild summer conditions in the high-latitude N. Atlantic at the LGM. In winter,
the data are highly variable with proxies consistent with either sea ice presence or absence
sprinkled through the high-latitude N. Atlantic.
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Figure 4-13: LGM Upper cell fraction covered by sea ice in February and August (top row)
and difference from Modern TS (bottom row). Sea ice fractions below 0.02 are not plotted
to avoid the implication of substantial sea ice where there is not. The LGM Upper sea ice
extent is somewhat more extensive than modern, especially in winter.
Taken as a whole however, LGM Upper and the data agree on winter time sea ice
cover in the Labrador Sea, the model agrees with the foraminifera reconstruction of sea ice
presence off the northeast coast of Greenland (though the dinocyst reconstruction indicates
an absence of sea ice), and in the central subpolar gyre both data types indicate a greater sea
ice extent than does LGM Upper. The uncertainties on atmospheric adjustments used to
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develop the LGM Upper estimate are conservative; that the sea ice extent in LGM Upper
may be too limited in the subpolar gyre is an indication that these uncertainties may have
been too restricted in this region. Indeed, moving from a scenario without sea ice to one
with sea ice can require enormous shifts in air temperature and heat fluxes; improving
the choice of atmospheric control uncertainties (and understanding the sensitivity to those
choices) is an interesting avenue for future investigation.
Mean dynamic topography, transports, and the AMOC. Mean dynamic topogra-
phy (MDT) was discussed in Chapter 3 as a useful representation of the long term mean
circulation (see Figure 3-9 and surrounding discussion). Figure 4-15 compares MDT
in LGM Upper against that from Modern TS. Relative to the Modern TS estimate, the
LGM Upper MDT is more strongly elevated in the subtropical gyre and is more strongly
depressed in the subpolar gyre; these changes indicate an intensified gyre circulation. The
subpolar gyre is also expanded eastward in LGM Upper relative to Modern TS; this is the
dynamical shift employed by the state estimate to provide an improved fit to the very cold
MARGO NSST temperatures in this region (see Figure 2-3).
Since the deep ocean is not equilibrated in the 10-year LGM Upper estimate, the AMOC
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and deep ocean transports are somewhat dependent on initial conditions (though these
transports do satisfy geostrophy and the other dynamical equations of the model). With
these limitations in mind, meridional transports in LGM Upper and OCCA can be com-
pared (Figure 4-16). The LGM Upper AMOC is shallow (negligible net flow below 2500
m) and weak (maximum overturning of about 8 Sv). Weak DWBC transport in LGM Upper
is in line with the reduced AMOC strength. The surface wind-driven circulation is substan-
tially stronger in LGM Upper than in the modern circulation, with most of the Gulf Stream
transport returned at the surface, rather than at depth. This arrangement is in contrast to an
assumption sometimes seen that the Gulf Stream or Florida Straits transport is related in a
direct way to AMOC strength (e.g. Lynch-Stieglitz et al. [1999b]). Further discussion of
the deep circulation is postponed to Chapter 5.
Atmospheric control variable adjustments. The modern to LGM ocean property
changes described in the preceding paragraphs are produced by control adjustments in the
model’s initial conditions, southern boundary conditions, and atmospheric forcing. Since
plotting all of the control variables is not practical, we focus on atmospheric adjustments;
these adjustments dominate the surface ocean circulation so are most relevant to the focus
of this chapter. As shown in the top row of Figure 4-17, LGM Upper shows large regions
of enhanced LGM wind speed with minimal regions of decreased wind speed. Upwelling-
favorable winds are increased in the eastern equatorial zone and in upwelling zones off
the coast of Africa. An increase in strength of the Northern Hemisphere westerly and
easterly winds implies an increased wind-driven circulation, consistent with the transports
reported in Figure 4-16. LGM Upper air temperatures (Figure 4-17, middle row) show
intense cooling of 3-5◦C in the eastern low-latitudes and in the subpolar gyre; elsewhere,
differences between modern and inferred LGM air temperatures are smaller than 1-2◦C.
Given the lack of reliable LGM salinity data, evaporation and precipitation are poorly
constrained. Nonetheless, the rates of evaporation and precipitation are affected by the
control adjustments, and should be understood as they impact ocean circulation through
salinity. Figure 4-17 (bottom left) shows that LGM Upper has a conventional pattern of
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Figure 4-16: The LGM Upper AMOC (bottom left) is weaker and shallower than
the OCCA AMOC (top left); contour lines show zonally integrated transports in Sv.
LGM Upper has an enhanced wind-driven surface circulation with 41 Sv in the Gulf Stream
and 31 Sv of surface return flow (bottom right) as compared to OCCA with transports of
35 Sv and 19 Sv, respectively (top right). The weaker LGM Upper AMOC is especially
associated with the increased surface return flow.
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Figure 4-17: Annual mean adjusted atmospheric forcing for LGM Upper (left column) and
the difference with the Modern TS estimate (right column). Wind speed and wind speed
anomaly (top row) are shown in colors; vectors in both top row plots show the LGM Upper
wind direction. The middle row shows air temperature and anomaly. The bottom left plot
shows net freshwater flux out of the ocean (evaporation - precipitation - runoff); positive
values indicate net evaporation. In the bottom right plot, positive values indicate that, rela-
tive to Modern TS, LGM Upper has more evaporation and/or less runoff and precipitation
(i.e. that the inferred LGM climate is drier).
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net evaporation in the subtropical gyres and net freshwater input near the Amazon and in
the subpolar gyre. The plot of LGM-modern anomalies (Figure 4-17, bottom right) shows
that LGM Upper has increased subtropical gyre evaporation and a weakening of freshwater
input in the subpolar gyre.
4.5 Comparison to PMIP2 models
The state estimates presented in this chapter are data-constrained but do not incorporate
atmospheric dynamics. The PMIP2 simulations (see Section 2.3.1 for background) include
a full dynamic atmosphere and ocean, but are not data-constrained. Much can be learned
by comparing the results of the two methods; here we focus on misfit of modeled NSSTs to
MARGO, changes in seasonality of NSSTs at the LGM, differences in the modeled wind
fields, and comparison of the modeled sea ice distributions to sea ice proxy records. The
results of five LGM PMIP2 simulations are considered here: CCSM3, MIROC 3.2, HAD
CM3, FGOALS, and IPSL CM4 (see Table 2.2 for details). All PMIP2 analyses in this the-
sis were performed using version May-4-2012 of the database at http://pmip2.lsce.ipsl.fr/.
4.5.1 Near sea surface temperatures
Annual mean near sea surface temperatures (NSST) fields are shown in Figure 4-18 for
LGM AllSSTs and for five PMIP2 models. The PMIP2 models differ widely in their sim-
ulated LGM NSST patterns, both in terms of the magnitude and spatial patterns of LGM
cooling. Misfits between PMIP2 and annual mean MARGO foraminiferal assemblage-
based NSSTs (Figure 4-19) show that the PMIP2 models generally have larger misfits and
stronger regional patterns than LGM Upper does. This figure highlights known issues with
the PMIP2 models in low latitudes: (1) these models have difficulty reproducing equatorial
sea surface temperatures in the modern and in the LGM, and (2) the increased east-west
temperature gradients seen in the MARGO NSST records are not reproduced in the PMIP2
models. Of all six models, only CCSM3 and LGM Upper reproduce the very cold temper-
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Figure 4-18: Annual mean near sea surface temperatures (NSSTs) for LGM Upper and for
five PMIP2 LGM simulations.
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atures seen in the foraminifera data southwest of Iceland in the subpolar gyre.
Cost functions are a convenient way to summarize the fit of models to data and will now
be applied to analyze model-data fit for PMIP2; it should be remembered that since these
models are not data-constrained, they are not expected to achieve the same level of fit to
data as a data-constrained model would. The Jdata cost function used for LGM AllSSTs is
applied here (see Equation 4.1); this cost function is appropriate for analysis of the PMIP2
models as does not incorporate any of our biases – it uses the original, MARGO-reported
data uncertainties. Figure 4-20 compares the mean cost for the fit of each PMIP2 model
to each proxy type in each season. Costs are also shown for LGM Upper using the same
MARGO-reported data uncertainties; costs are relatively high for the alkenone and dinocyst
data since the cost function used to compute these costs is not the cost function that was
used to constrain the LGM Upper estimate.
In terms of mean cost against all records (the bottom-most plot in Figure 4-20), the
LGM Upper estimate has a better fit to the data than the PMIP2 models do. Amongst the
PMIP2 models, the IPSL CM4 model has a somewhat better fit than the other PMIP2 mod-
els for annual mean and summer mean temperatures; the FGOALS model has a somewhat
better fit than the other PMIP2 models for winter mean temperatures. In terms of mean
costs against each individual dataset (the upper four plots in Figure 4-20), different models
perform particularly well against different individual datasets; this is because the datasets
disagree with each other in some regions so that a model with warmer temperatures may
agree better with one dataset, while a model with colder temperatures may agree better
with a different dataset.
The high costs shown Figure 4-20 indicate that the PMIP2 models are not consistent
with the MARGO data and their assigned uncertainties. This finding is in contrast to the
results of Hargreaves et al. [2011], who applied ensemble evaluation techniques to find
that the PMIP2 model ensemble is a reliable estimate of the MARGO NSST data (see Sec-
tion 2.4.1 for details on their approach). Hargreaves et al. [2011] used the gridded MARGO
NSST product described in Waelbroeck et al. [2009], whereas the individual proxy records
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Figure 4-20: Mean cost for misfit of LGM Upper and PMIP2 models to MARGO proxy
records; the bottom plot gives the mean over all data. Uncertainties are unmodified
MARGO-published uncertainties. Note that the dinocyst subplot has a different axis limit.
The gray lines mark a mean cost of 1, a value that indicates consistency of the model with
the data. With MARGO-reported uncertainties, none of the models are consistent with the
MARGO records, although LGM Upper comes closest.
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are used here. The gridded product is heavily processed: it represents a compromise be-
tween the individual MARGO records, and is computed at 5◦x 5◦. By creating a smoothed,
averaged field, Waelbroeck et al. [2009] have removed much of the signal recorded by the
original proxy records.
4.5.2 Seasonality
Figure 4-21 shows the difference between mean August and February NSSTs in LGM Upper
and in the PMIP2 LGM models. Dark red colors in this figure mean the modeled northern
hemisphere LGM summer is much warmer than the modeled northern hemisphere LGM
winter; dark blue indicates the same for the southern hemisphere. In general, the six es-
timates show strong seasonality in the Gulf Stream region, in the Mediterranean Sea, and
near 30◦S. LGM Upper also shows relatively strong seasonality throughout the subpolar
gyre and in the eastern low latitudes.
4.5.3 Wind field
Figure 4-22 shows annual mean wind fields 10 m above the surface for the PMIP2 LGM
models and for LGM Upper. The PMIP2 models all show similar LGM wind field patterns
in the tropics and low latitudes: the equator is marked by relatively weak winds, while the
easterlies are relatively strong, particularly in the northern hemisphere. The easterlies are
also evident in the LGM Upper wind field, though the northern and southern hemisphere
easterlies are more similar in strength for LGM Upper than they are for the PMIP2 models.
LGM Upper is also marked by more small-scale patterns in the low-latitude wind field than
are the PMIP2 models. The westerly winds are stronger in the LGM Upper estimate than
they are in any of the other PMIP2 simulations. North of about 50◦N, the six models vary
significantly in their estimated LGM wind fields; given the relatively coarse resolutions
used in the PMIP2 models (see Table 2.2), this region may not be well-resolved.
Differences between modeled LGM and modern wind fields are shown in Figure 4-23,
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Figure 4-21: Difference between August and February NSSTs for LGM Upper and five
PMIP2 LGM simulations.
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Figure 4-22: Annual mean winds for LGM Upper and the PMIP2 LGM simulations. Col-
ors show wind speed and arrows show direction. No model output was available for 10 m
wind for CCSM3; the wind speed at the lowest level of the model is plotted instead.
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which shows LGM Upper - Modern TS for the LGM Upper estimate, and LGM - pre-
industrial (PI) for the PMIP2 simulations; the PI simulations will be referred to as modern
in the following discussion (under the assumption that LGM to modern changes are likely
much larger than PI to modern differences). All six estimates show significantly more
regions with a stronger LGM wind field than with a weaker LGM wind field. LGM Upper
changes are strongest in the eastern low latitude basins, while the PMIP2 models show
the strongest changes in the westerly wind belt and in the high latitudes north of about
50◦N. All of the models, including LGM Upper, show strengthening of the westerlies at
the LGM; the CCSM3 and IPSL anomalies also show evidence for a southward shift of the
westerlies (i.e. the increased westerly wind strength region is accompanied by a band of
decreased wind strength to the north in these two models).
Based on this discussion, it is not possible to conclude that any of these modeled wind
fields is better than the others. However, it seems probable that the PMIP2 models have
better estimates of the shifts in the westerly winds: the presence of the Laurentide ice sheet
surely impacts westerly winds over the Atlantic Ocean, and these models simulate that
impact directly. It would be interesting to apply the LGM Upper configuration with larger
prior wind field uncertainties in and near the westerly wind belt. On the other hand, in the
low latitudes, the PMIP2 models show serious misfits with the MARGO NSST records (see
Figure 4-19). Given that the LGM Upper estimate has a much better fit to the proxies in
this region, perhaps the LGM Upper wind field shifts seen in this region are more indicative
of actual wind field changes at the LGM than are the estimates of the PMIP2 models. It
will be interesting to see if the fit of coupled models to the MARGO NSST data improves
in the low latitudes with improvements in model resolution and model physics.
4.5.4 Sea ice distributions
Figures 4-24 and 4-25 show the winter and summer sea ice fraction in LGM Upper and in
four PMIP2 models (note that sea ice extent was not available for the IPSL model). Over-
laid on the model fields are foraminifera and dinocyst proxy estimates of sea ice presence;
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these estimates are the same as shown in Figure 4-14 (see 4.4.3 for explanation of how
MARGO sea ice estimates are mapped). Consider first the winter sea ice maps (Figure 4-
24). The two models with moderate sea ice cover, CCSM3 and HadCM3M2, appear most
consistent with the foraminifera data. On the other hand, the two models with the most lim-
ited sea ice cover, MIROC3.2 and LGM Upper, appear most consistent with the dinocyst
data. The disagreement between the two proxies is most apparent in the GIN seas. For
summer sea ice distribution (Figure 4-25), FGOALS-1.0g clearly has far too much summer
sea ice. Amongst the other models, LGM Upper and CCMS3 probably have the best fit
to the dinocyst-based sea ice estimates, while MIROC3.2 and HADCM3M2 probably have
the best fit to the foram-based sea ice estimates. See page 172 for a discussion of why sea
ice distribution may be too limited in LGM Upper.
Although we have not defined uncertainty estimates for the sea ice proxies, they are
likely to be large. Additionally, the foram-based and dinocyst-based sea ice estimates dis-
agree, especially in winter. Given these issues, the data appear to be insufficient to reject
any of the model estimates except perhaps FGOALS-1.0g.
4.6 Chapter summary
This chapter presents ocean state estimates for the LGM – dynamical reconstructions that
account for proxy records of LGM ocean state, equations of oceanic motion, uncertainties
in the data, and uncertainties in the model boundary and initial conditions. The focus
has been on reconstructing upper ocean properties based on MARGO near sea surface
temperature proxies. Novel contributions of this chapter include the following.
• Previous applications of inverse methods to other proxy types such as LGM records
of δ13C have used low-resolution models with simplified dynamics. It is now possible
to use a full GCM at a moderate resolution of 1◦.
• Inverse methods have not previously been applied to LGM near sea surface temper-
ature data. It has been demonstrated here that it is feasible to do so, and that the
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Figure 4-24: Winter sea ice distributions in four PMIP2 models and in LGM Upper. Sub-
plots of each row show the same model field with an overlay of foraminifera (left) or
dinocyst (right) data. Model fields are cell fraction covered by sea ice (fractions below
0.02 not shown); for proxies, red circles indicate sea ice presence, empty circles indicate
sea ice absence.
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Figure 4-25: Summer sea ice distributions in four PMIP2 models and in LGM Upper.
Subplots of each row show the same model field with an overlay of foraminifera (left) or
dinocyst (right) data. Model fields are cell fraction covered by sea ice (fractions below 0.02
not shown); for proxies, red circles indicate sea ice presence, empty circles indicate sea ice
absence.
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inferred ocean circulation and LGM atmospheric forcing fields are plausible.
• A best estimate of upper ocean conditions at the LGM has been presented. This solu-
tion, called LGM Upper, demonstrates that it is possible to find an estimate of ocean
state that is consistent with the MARGO NSST records, if published uncertainties
are increased for dinoflagellate cyst and alkenone data north of 40◦N.
• It has been shown that the PMIP2 models are not consistent with the MARGO NSST
records and their original published uncertainties, in disagreement with the Harg-
reaves et al. [2011] comparison of the PMIP2 models against the gridded MARGO
NSST product. As expected, the LGM Upper estimate shows better agreement with
the MARGO data and their uncertainties than any of the PMIP2 models do.
• The LGM Upper and PMIP2 sea ice distributions have been compared to sea ice
proxy data for the LGM. Given large uncertainties in the proxy data, LGM Upper
and three of the four examined PMIP2 models show plausible sea ice distributions.
Open questions remain. On the modeling side, the AMOC is weak (due to increased
surface return flow) in 10-year estimates of the modern circulation using this state estima-
tion framework (see Section 3.5), complicating interpretation of the estimated LGM trans-
ports and MOC. Time has not permitted development of state estimates with different first
guess conditions here, so it is not known how sensitive the results are to the first guess ini-
tial conditions, atmospheric forcing, or southern boundary conditions. Evaluation of these
sensitivities is an important are for future research, as is an evaluation of the sensitivity of
the solution to prior uncertainty estimates.
On the proxy side, the MARGO NSST data are sparse with poorly known uncertainties.
Also, disagreement between different proxy types in the northern North Atlantic is signifi-
cantly larger than would be consistent with the uncertainties typically assigned to the data.
There is a general need for proxy records with a more complete geographic distribution,
and for proxy records of other aspects of ocean state (temperatures throughout the thermo-
cline, salinity, sea ice, surface currents, etc). Many upper ocean proxy records exist that
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have not been included in the state estimates presented here; thus, progress can be made
both through incorporating additional records and proxy types in ocean state estimates, as
well as through development of new proxies and generation of new records. These many
open questions are fruitful topics for future investigation; for the moment, it suffices to say
that they should be kept in mind in interpreting the results presented herein.
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Chapter 5
Deep ocean conditions at the Last
Glacial Maximum
This chapter explores deep ocean conditions at the LGM, with a focus on water mass path-
ways and distributions. The upper ocean and deep ocean are clearly not independent; they
are connected in many ways, including via the meridional overturning circulation and total
mass and salt conservation. However, estimation of LGM deep ocean conditions requires
different proxy records and longer simulations than estimation of upper ocean conditions;
the topics are thus treated in separate chapters.
Ocean state estimates presented in this chapter incorporate the benthic δ13Ccalcite and
δ18Ocalcite compilation of Marchal and Curry [2008], in addition to the MARGO near sea
surface temperature records used in Chapter 4. This chapter builds on previous parts of the
thesis, particularly Section 3.4 for model treatment of water column isotopes, Section 3.5
for approaches to extending run length for equilibrium ocean estimation (EOE), and Chap-
ter 4 for modeling the LGM and incorporating MARGO data.
State estimates 10 years in length were used to reconstruct upper ocean conditions in
Chapter 4. As was shown in Section 3.5, 10 years is too short to constrain deep ocean tracer
fields with sparse data – the connection between surface forcing and deep ocean conditions
is too limited on this timescale. In Section 3.5, a framework for EOE was presented to
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address this problem. Asynchronous timestepping and carry-over control were shown to be
effective means of extending the length of ocean state estimates. Since a number of signif-
icant problems were noted with current capabilities in EOE, the state estimates presented
in this chapter should be considered exploratory. Nevertheless, these results represent the
current state of the art in estimation of paleo ocean conditions, and they provide many
indications of how to proceed in this research area in the future.
This chapter is organized as follows. The data used in this chapter and their uncertainty
assignments are described in Section 5.1. Model extensions are needed to permit inclusion
of these data as constraints in our state estimation approach; these extensions are described
in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 describes the process of obtaining a longer state estimate, and
compares the overall model-data fit for a shorter and longer state estimate. Properties of
these estimates are analyzed in Section 5.4, and our results are compared with those of
other models in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 concludes the chapter.
5.1 δ18O and δ13C data from benthic foraminifera
The Marchal and Curry [2008] (hereafter MC08) compilation of δ18Ocalcite and δ13Ccalcite
measured on samples of LGM age are used in this chapter to constrain water mass dis-
tributions and pathways in ocean state estimates. This compilation was described in Sec-
tion 2.2.3, and Figure 2-6 showed both datasets, as well as the distribution of core depths
for the records. The MC08 data are interpreted here as recording mean LGM conditions,
similar to the assumption of steady state conditions used by Marchal and Curry [2008].
Benthic foraminifera depend on the rain of organic matter from the surface ocean, and are
therefore likely to exhibit seasonality in growth rates and species assemblages (see, e.g.,
Duchemin et al. 2008). However, the majority of the MC08 data fall in deeper ocean wa-
ters where seasonal dependence of water isotopes and temperatures is presumably limited.
Thus, even if benthic organisms themselves have a preferential growing season, the con-
ditions recorded in their shells should be similar to longer-term mean conditions. As is
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the case for all proxy records, uncertainty estimates are difficult to make for the MC08
data (see Section 2.2.3 for a full discussion). An uncertainty of 0.2h is used on all MC08
records. This uncertainty is in keeping with conservative uncertainties assumed by MC08;
although MC08 also experimented with an uncertainty of 0.1h for the δ13Ccalcite records,
only the larger uncertainty is used here because of the large uncertainties associated with
the effect of remineralization on δ13Ccalcite (see Section 3.4.2).
To compare model and data, a mapping of the gridded model field onto proxy record
locations is required; this mapping is more difficult for benthic proxies than for planktonic
ones. Benthic proxies are measurements of the shells of organisms that live near the sedi-
ment/water interface, but the location of that interface is poorly resolved in the model: the
model has 1◦x 1◦ resolution in the horizontal, has grid cell thicknesses of up to 450 m, and
uses an approximate, smoothed bathymetry. If a naive mapping is used, a large fraction of
benthic proxy records are not associated with any model grid cells because those sediment
core locations fall under the model’s sediment-water interface. This issue is addressed here
by reassigning model grid cells for comparison to these proxy records by hand. Most of-
ten, the reassignment uses a model grid cell that is shifted horizontally by one step from
the naively mapped cell. Rarely, such a reassignment is not possible, and a model grid cell
that is shifted upward by one vertical level is used instead.
5.2 Forward model and state estimation configuration
The state estimation configuration of LGM Upper (Chapter 4) is used here, with the fol-
lowing adaptations. δ13CDIC and δ18Owater are modeled following the approach described in
Section 3.4. Model values of δ13Ccalcite and δ18Ocalcite are then estimated using the approach
of MC08:
δ13Ccalcite = 0.13 + 0.90 · δ13CDIC (5.1)
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δ18Ocalcite = 3.35 + 0.97 · δ18Owater − 0.21 · T (5.2)
See Marchal and Curry [2008] (their Figures 1 and 2) for regression curves and accompa-
nying discussions.
First guess initial and boundary conditions on δ13CDIC and δ18Owater are defined as fol-
lows. δ13CDIC initial conditions are set to 0.5h everywhere, concentration boundary condi-
tions δ13CDICsfc over the top 1000 m of the model are set to linearly increase with latitude
as δ13CDICsfc = 0.93 + 0.013 · lat, and southern boundary conditions δ13CDICsbc are set
to linearly increase with increasing depth (where depth is positive down) as δ13CDICsbc =
0.88 − 0.00041 · depth. These first guess surface and southern boundary conditions are
linear approximations to the MC08 LGM δ13Ccalcite distributions between 500 and 1500 m
and between 30-45◦S, respectively. For δ18Owater, first guess initial and boundary condi-
tions are computed by adding a constant offset of 1h to the LeGrande and Schmidt [2006]
gridded dataset of modern δ18Owater. An offset of 1h is consistent with reconstructions of
the change in mean ocean δ18Owater between today and the LGM [Duplessy et al., 2002].
The control variables are the same as described in Section 3.4, as is the form of the cost
function contribution from the control variables Jctrl. The first guess initial and boundary
condition estimates of δ13Ccalcite and δ18Ocalcite are rough approximations; as such, control
variable uncertainties for these conditions are set to a relatively large value of 0.4h.
The model-data misfit cost Jdata is a sum of the MARGO contribution and the contri-
bution from the isotopic records:
Jdata = JMARGO + Jδ13Ccalcite + Jδ18Ocalcite (5.3)
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where JMARGO is given in Equation 4.1 and the isotopic contributions are as follows.
Jδ13Ccalcite =
2
ny
ny∑
y=ny/2
(δ13Ccalcite,mod(y)− δ13Ccalcite,obs)T · (5.4)
Wδ13Ccalcite · (δ
13Ccalcite,mod(y)− δ13Ccalcite,obs)
Jδ18Ocalcite =
2
ny
ny∑
y=ny/2
(δ18Ocalcite,mod(y)− δ18Ocalcite,obs)T · (5.5)
Wδ18Ocalcite · (δ
18Ocalcite,mod(y)− δ18Ocalcite,obs)
δ13Ccalcite,mod(y) and δ18Ocalcite,mod(y) are the annual mean modeled δ13Ccalcite and δ18Ocalcite
for year y, δ13Ccalcite,obs and δ18Ocalcite,obs are the MC08 proxy observations, and Wδ13Ccalcite
and Wδ18Ocalcite are the weighting matrices. The simplifying assumption is made that all data
are independent, so that all off-diagonoal elements of Wδ18Ocalcite are zero.
5.3 The search for an acceptable solution
As a simple first test, the 10 year LGM Upper estimate is extended by incorporating
δ13Ccalcite and δ18Ocalcite data; the resulting estimate is referred to as “LGM Deep10yr”.
As shown in Figure 5-1, it is possible to obtain a 10 year estimate with a satisfactory fit to
the benthic isotope and MARGO NSST records. As discussed in Chapter 3 (see especially
Figure 3-17), adjustments to tracer initial conditions are highly effective in improving the
fit to deep tracer data in short state estimates. Thus, the good fit of LGM Deep10yr to the
MC08 data may be, to some extent, independent of whether the estimate’s ocean circulation
is a reasonable approximation of LGM ocean state.
The equilibrium ocean estimation (EOE) techniques of Section 3.5 are now applied to
build a longer LGM state estimate. The goals are (1) to increase the connection between
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the imposed boundary conditions and the interior properties in the model and (2) to iden-
tify a seasonal steady state estimate of LGM ocean circulation. To extend the simulation
length, the LGM Deep10yr controls are applied to a 20-year run that is constrained by the
same data sets; this process is continued through 40 and 80-year estimates. At a run length
of 80 years, the procedure is unable to obtain any improvement, so run length is not ex-
tended further. As elsewhere in the thesis, the cost function is applied to the last half of
the estimate; the mid-point of this period for the 80 year run, year 60, is used for analysis
and is hereafter referred to as “LGM Deep”. As shown in Figure 5-2, results are encourag-
ing. Although the fit to most proxies is somewhat degraded in LGM Deep as compared to
LGM Deep10yr, the fit is still relatively good. In particular, the LGM Deep solution still
has better mean costs for MARGO data than the PMIP2 models do (to see this, compare
the mean costs shown in Figure 5-2 to those shown in Figure 4-20).
5.4 Analysis of LGM Deep10yr and LGM Deep
5.4.1 NSSTs and the MOC
LGM Deep has a degraded fit to the MARGO data as compared to LGM Deep10yrbecause
of model drift; although the state estimation approach applied here is generally effective at
reducing drift in short runs (see Figure 3-18), drift clearly remains an issue in the longer
LGM Deep estimate. An analysis of how NSSTs differ in LGM Deep10yr and LGM Deep
is useful for understanding where and how this drift affects the solution as run length is in-
creased. Figure 5-3 shows LGM Deep NSSTs and the anomaly against the LGM Deep10yr
estimate; the anomaly plots highlight regions of the model that suffer from strong model
drift. Drift appears stronger in winter than in summer; this may explain an interesting as-
pect of Figure 5-2: that the fit of LGM Deep to summer mean foram assemblage-based
NSSTs is not as degraded as the fit to winter foram NSSTs. In all seasons, the region north
of about 40◦N is more impacted by model drift than other regions (Figure 5-3); winter-
time drift is also seen in the upwelling region near 15◦S. These observations support the
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Figure 5-1: A comparison of two 10 year state estimates: LGM Upper (blue), which is con-
strained by NSST proxies, and the LGM Deep10yr (red), which is constrained by NSST
and benthic isotope proxies. LGM Deep10yr fits the benthic isotope data well while main-
taining a good fit to the NSST proxies. Fit to excluded data (open circles) is diagnostic
only.
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Figure 5-2: As run length is increased from 10 years (LGM Deep10yr, blue) to 80 years
(LGM Deep, red), the fit to most proxies is somewhat degraded. However, the fit of the
solution to the data is still relatively good, with mean costs around 1.5 and below.
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Figure 5-3: Annual, winter, and summer mean NSSTs for the LGM Deep estimate (left),
and the difference LGM Deep - LGM Deep10yr (right). Regions with large differences
are regions that suffer from particularly severe model drift as run length is increased.
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hypothesis that model drift in deep ocean temperatures is influencing NSSTs in regions
impacted by convection or upwelling. That these processes are most active in winter may
explain why differences between LGM Deep and LGM Deep10yr are largest in winter. In
working towards longer runs with the modern configuration (Section 3.5), maintenance of
the properties of newly formed deep waters was a primary problem. Obtaining improved
control over deep ocean properties will be key to future progress in equilibrium ocean esti-
mation.
Figure 5-4 shows the MOC and 29◦N transports in the OCCA, LGM Deep10yr and
LGM Deep estimates. The LGM Deep10yr transports are similar to those of the 10 year
LGM Upper solution presented in Chapter 4 (see Figure 4-16), indicating that incorpo-
rating the benthic isotope data has not substantially changed for state estimates 10 years
in length. In contrast, LGM Deep transports show strong increases in Gulf Stream and
Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC) transports, as compared to the LGM Deep10yr
and OCCA estimates (Figure 5-4). Unfortunately, the difference in transports between
LGM Deep10yr and LGM Deep are much more related to forward model drift than they
are a response of the optimization to the data constraints. To make this clearer, consider the
evolution of the AMOC over the 80 years of the LGM Deep estimate: the AMOC strength
increases from about 8 Sv at year 5 to 22 Sv at year 80. AMOC strength increases over
the course of the estimate because Gulf Stream transport increases much more rapidly than
does the surface return transport.
The AMOC is relatively shallow in all years of the LGM Deep10yr and LGM Deep
estimates, and is thus a more consistent feature than is the net AMOC transport. There
are several potential explanations for the relatively shallow depth of the AMOC. Most
intriguing is the possibility that such a circulation is required by the MC08 data and is thus
produced by control adjustments. Unfortunately, there are several other possibilities that
can not be excluded at this time. The state estimation approach already showed a tendency
for a shallow AMOC with increasing run length in modern state estimates (see Figure 3-
22). Also, the first guess initial conditions impose a relatively strong increase in salinity
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with depth below 1000 m; other first guess conditions should be tested in future work to
characterize the sensitivity of the estimated circulation to the choice of initial conditions.
The preceding discussion has shown that the LGM Deep estimate does not meet the
requirements for an equilibrium ocean estimate: significant drifts in both NSST and the
MOC over the course of the estimate indicate that the estimate is far from a steady state.
Nonetheless, this estimate represents an important step for paleo ocean climate estimation.
In the interest of informing future efforts in this area, the fit of the model to the MC08
δ13Ccalcite and δ18Ocalcite data is now examined.
5.4.2 Modeled versus observed δ13C
Since the MC08 records were collected at a variety of longitudes, latitudes, and depths,
visual analysis is not straightforward; the scatter plots shown in Figure 5-5 provide one ap-
proach to visualizing the δ13Ccalcite model-data fit in the LGM Deep10yr and LGM Deep
estimates. The LGM Deep10yr estimate of δ13Ccalcite has an acceptable fit to the data
without obvious model biases. Moving from the shorter LGM Deep10yr to the longer
LGM Deep, a general increase in scatter is seen, consistent with the increase in δ13Ccalcite
costs in Figure 5-2. A notable trend is evident in the middle plot – LGM Deep is biased
high for low observed values, and low for high observed values (i.e. the model does not
reproduce the extreme low or high values seen in the data). The pattern is also apparent
(albeit more weakly) in the misfit against depth (lower right-hand plot).
To compare δ13C in the model and observations, Equation 5.1 is used to estimate mod-
eled δ13Ccalcite at each grid point. As shown for 12 selected depth levels in Figure 5-6, the
inferred LGM Deep δ13Ccalcite distributions have reasonable spatial structure (i.e. they are
smooth rather than patchy), have the expected distribution with depth (i.e. higher values at
the surface and lower values at depth), and the model estimates agree well in a qualitative
sense with the MC08 records. Combining this mapped comparison with the AMOC dis-
cussion (Figure 5-4 and related discussions above), we surmise that the data are consistent
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with a vigorous northern source branch of the AMOC above about 2000 m, and with an
ocean below 2500 m that has a nearly zero net meridional transport. It should be noted that
the consistency of model and data is likely sensitive to the remineralization rate assumed
in the model, and to the number of years over which the remineralization can influence
modeled δ13C. Thus, in a model with a different remineralization rate, or in one that is run
out to equilibrium, the data could require a more vigorous lower branch than seen here.
These possibilities should be explored in future work.
5.4.3 Modeled versus observed δ18O
The fit of the model to the MC08 δ18Ocalcite data is now examined. δ18Ocalcite in the model is
computed from modeled δ18Owater and temperature using Equation 5.2; the dual dependence
of δ18Ocalcite on (T,δ18Owater) complicates interpretation and should be kept in mind in the
following discussion. As shown in Figure 5-7 (left), LGM Deep10yr modeled δ18Ocalcite fits
the MC08 records well with most records falling within 1σ and nearly all records falling
within 2σ. A bias is apparent in the middle plot — modeled δ18Ocalcite is too high at the
low end of the range and too low at the high end of the range; as for δ13Ccalcite , the model
has difficulty capturing the full range seen in the data. In moving from LGM Deep10yr to
the longer LGM Deep, misfits increase in all three scatter plots. The trend in the middle
plot worsens, and the plot of misfits against depth (bottom plot) shows that misfits become
particularly large at depths below 2000 m.
Figure 5-8 compares the geographic distribution of modeled δ18Ocalcite in LGM Deep
against the MC08 proxy records for 12 selected depth levels. LGM Deep δ18Ocalcite values
are low in the upper ocean and high in the deep ocean, in keeping with the proxy records.
At two depth levels, 1357-1461 m and 1696-1835 m, the LGM Deep estimate provides a
particularly poor fit to the data. As these depths are strongly influenced by waters origi-
nating in the north in this estimate, these misfits may be evidence that the state estimation
approach has difficulty controlling the temperatures of water masses formed in the north.
A similar observation was made in the context of building longer modern state estimates
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(see Figure 3-24). Below about 2800 m, model-data misfits appear larger than they are due
to the tight range of δ18O included in the colorscale. Indeed, the lower right-hand scatter
plot of Figure 5-7 shows that nearly all of the data below 2800 m are fit within ±2σ by the
LGM Deep estimate.
5.5 Comparison to previous studies
Although there are many forward models of general ocean circulation at the LGM (such
as the PMIP models), there are many fewer model estimates of LGM δ13C and δ18O dis-
tributions (see Section 2.3.2 for a review); to our knowledge, model output is not publicly
available for the model results that do exist. Most previous forward models of LGM δ13C
and δ18O have been compared only qualitatively to data, making it difficult to compare the
skill of these models to the skill of the approach used here. Nonetheless, there is at least
one recent model with which a more direct comparison is possible. Section 2.3 described
the Hesse et al. [2011] forward model of δ13C and the application of the model to estimate
LGM δ13C distributions; scatter plots of the Hesse et al. [2011] modeled LGM δ13C against
LGM δ13C proxies were shown in Figure 2-10.
The fit of LGM Deep to the data appears to be better than that of the three Hesse et al.
[2011] scenarios; to see this, compare Figure 2-10 with Figure 5-5 (note that the 2σ uncer-
tainty ranges are less strict in Figure 2-10 than in Figure 5-5: ±0.5h vs±0.4h). There are
many differences between Hesse et al. [2011] model and the LGM Deep estimate: com-
plexity of the physical model (Hesse et al. use a much less complete intermediate com-
plexity model), complexity of the biogeochemistry and isotope models (LGM Deep uses
a much simpler model), level of equilibration (the Hesse et al. 2011 simulations are much
closer to equilibrium), and whether the model is data-constrained (the Hesse et al. 2011
simulations are not data-constrained). Although beyond the scope here, much could be
learned about how to improve these models by comparing results obtained in such different
ways.
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5.6 Chapter summary
This chapter has focused on reconstructing deep ocean conditions at the LGM. An 80-year
LGM state estimate, LGM Deep, has been developed that is constrained by MARGO data
in addition to benthic δ13Ccalcite and δ18Ocalcite records. Due to technical limitations, this
estimate does not satisfy the requirements we have identified for ocean climate estimates;
the estimate has substantial drift in NSSTs, and the AMOC transport increases significantly
over the course of the 80 year estimate (due to an increased surface return flow). Although
LGM Deep must be considered preliminary, results are encouraging. The fit of the estimate
to the MARGO and benthic δ13Ccalcite and δ18Ocalcite data is satisfactory or close to satis-
factory for all proxy types. The spatial distributions of modeled δ13Ccalcite and δ18Ocalcite
appear realistic (i.e. smooth and large-scale, not patchy) and generally show good visual
agreement with the data. As compared to a forward δ13C calculation using an intermediate
complexity forward model [Hesse et al., 2011], the LGM Deep estimate appears to provide
a better fit to proxy records.
Considering the limitations of the estimate, LGM Deep is presented as an exploratory
estimate – it demonstrates many of the strengths and challenges of applying ocean state
estimation to paleoclimate, and it provides a stepping stone for future estimates of paleo
ocean states.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
This thesis has touched on diverse topics including modern ocean state estimation, forward
models and proxy records of the Last Glacial Maximum, and estimation of ocean state at
the LGM by combining models and data. This chapter begins with a long-term view of the
future of ocean state estimation in Section 6.1. Novel contributions of the thesis are sum-
marized in Section 6.2, and Section 6.3 describes limitations of the thesis and promising
avenues for future research. A closing for the thesis is given in Section 6.4.
6.1 A vision for ocean state estimation and equilibrium
ocean estimation
Estimation of the climate state using data and models together will only become more im-
portant with time. Regardless of improvements in available data, observations will continue
to have uncertainties and biases, and there will always be climate-relevant properties that
cannot be directly observed (e.g., integrated net heat flux in the ocean and atmosphere,
and integrated ocean uptake of anthropogenic carbon). Regardless of their sophistica-
tion, climate models will continue to have poorly known parameters and missing physics.
The long-term future of state estimation likely lies in fully coupled ocean / atmosphere /
cryosphere / biosphere models that are constrained by a wide diversity of datasets. Avail-
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ability of such tools may be many years away, and the machinery of state estimation may
be very different by then. Nonetheless, the general principle is likely to apply – the best es-
timates of climate can come through a combination of data and known physical principles.
There are a number of scientific problems that cannot be solved by estimating the tran-
sient ocean state over a specific time period with instrumental observations, as is usually
done in modern ocean state estimation. There are (at least) two types of problems for which
properties of interest cannot be meaningfully constrained by available data: (1) problems
for which the timescales of interest are too long as compared to the observational record,
and (2) problems for which data are too sparse. An example of the first type of problem
is the calculation of the time required to reach tracer equilibrium [Wunsch and Heimbach,
2008]. Problem type 2 has been a dominant theme of this thesis – LGM proxy records are
geographically sparse, and do not provide the temporal resolution to adequately constrain
any temporal variability (other than mean seasonal properties). For these types of prob-
lems, it is typically assumed at the outset that the circulation of interest is in some way
steady in time; assuming a steady circulation drastically reduces the degrees of freedom in
the physical system, making progress possible in severely data-limited scenarios. Possible
assumptions vary from fully steady with no seasonal cycle (e.g., Marchal and Curry 2008),
a repeating 17 year cycle of modern ocean state (e.g., Wunsch and Heimbach 2008), or
permitting all temporal variability captured by coupled climate models and running them
out to quasi-equilibrium (e.g., Braconnot et al. 2007a).
In the long term, techniques for equilibrium ocean estimation (EOE), or more generally,
equilibrium climate estimation (ECE), are required. What is needed are climate estimates
that are consistent with (1) known dynamics (given uncertainties in the dynamical repre-
sentation), (2) available data (within their uncertainties) and (3) a steady state assumption
(whether fully steady state or cyclic in nature). In this thesis, the approach taken by LGM
climate modelers was adopted – that a long-running model simulation with limited drift is
indicative of a quasi-steady circulation in which atmospheric forcing and ocean conditions
are in quasi-equilibrium. Thus, we sought long running ocean state estimates with limited
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drift. There are many likely other avenues that could be pursued to achieving the three
goals of EOE simultaneously in one state estimate, and it is likely that other, potentially
very different, approaches will be developed in the coming years.
6.2 Novel contributions of the thesis
Upper ocean conditions at the LGM. A key contribution of this thesis is the development
of an upper ocean state estimate (LGM Upper) that is consistent with ocean dynamics
and with the MARGO near sea surface temperature (NSST) data. Uncertainties published
by the MARGO project were reported with an unknown multiplicative factor, which was
assigned a value of one as a reasonable first estimate. In this thesis, the MARGO data
are shown to be inconsistent with each other given this estimated uncertainty. Consistency
between the model and all MARGO datasets is achieved for the LGM Upper state estimate
by assigning a factor of two to alkenone and dinocyst uncertainties north of 40◦N and a
factor of one to all other MARGO data. The LGM Upper estimate has a much better fit to
the MARGO data than do the PMIP2 coupled models of LGM climate. This thesis shows
that the PMIP2 models are not consistent with the MARGO data and their published errors,
in contrast to an analysis by Hargreaves et al. [2011] that relied on a heavily smoothed and
averaged MARGO NSST product. In a comparison against sea ice proxy records (data
that were withheld from the state estimate), this thesis shows that the sea ice distribution
of one of the PMIP2 models is clearly inconsistent with the proxy records. Given large
uncertainties in the data, as well as disagreement between foram-based and dinocyst-based
sea ice reconstructions, available data appear insufficient to accept or reject the sea ice
distribution in the other PMIP2 models or in the LGM Upper estimate. Finally, this thesis
showed that moderate changes to modern atmospheric conditions are sufficient to fit LGM
NSST records.
Equilibrium ocean estimation. This thesis develops equilibrium ocean estimation
(EOE) as a concept, and demonstrates the need for EOE through the problem of recon-
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structing the deep ocean circulation at the LGM. Long state estimation periods, facilitated
by asynchronous timestepping and carry-over control, are proposed as a method of achiev-
ing EOE goals. In both modern and LGM scenarios, longer state estimation periods are
achieved than in previously published ocean state estimates.
State estimation with δ13C and δ18O data in the MIT GCM. Prior to this thesis, δ13C
and δ18O had not been used in MIT GCM ocean state estimates, nor even in forward mod-
els using the MIT GCM. A simple approach to treatment of δ13C and δ18O, based heavily
on that of Marchal and Curry [2008], has been added to the MIT GCM and the state esti-
mation machinery has been augmented with appropriate controls for δ13C and δ18O initial
and boundary conditions. In Chapter 3, these approaches are applied to reconstruct full
3-dimensional fields of (1) modern δ13CDIC based on sparse GEOSECS δ13CDIC measure-
ments and (2) modern δ18Owater based on sparse δ18Owater data from Schmidt et al. [1999].
In Chapter 5, benthic δ13Ccalcite and δ18Ocalcite records compiled by Marchal and Curry
[2008] are used to estimate deep ocean circulation at the LGM. Inferred 3-dimensional
fields of LGM δ13CDIC and δ18Owater are shown to be qualitatively reasonable (i.e. large-
scale and smooth), and to be consistent or close to consistent with the proxy records. These
results indicate that the Marchal and Curry [2008] LGM compilation may be consistent
with a shallow but strengthened AMOC at the LGM, although other arrangements cannot
be excluded. Finally, it appears that the LGM Deep estimate provides a closer fit to LGM
δ13Ccalcite data than does the Hesse et al. [2011] model estimates of LGM δ13C.
6.3 Limitations and opportunities for future progress
A number of serious limitations in current approaches to studying the LGM Atlantic Ocean
have been highlighted in this thesis. These are briefly reviewed for LGM data and models
in general, and then more specific limitations are discussed for the results of the thesis.
Data. Key issues with currently available proxy data of the LGM Atlantic Ocean in-
clude data sparsity, poorly known uncertainties in the data, disagreements between different
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proxy types, and a lack of reliable proxies for key ocean characteristics (such as salinity).
Canonical values for uncertainty on LGM NSST proxy records are 1-2◦C; if all of the
MARGO NSST records are to be treated equally, disagreements between datasets clearly
show these estimates are too conservative. Better constraints on the interpretive error of the
proxies are critical – e.g. how well-known is the calcification depth, the season recorded by
the proxy, and whether the proxy records average or peak conditions. Studies that seriously
consider diverse proxy types together, such as the MARGO project, are important.
Models. Key issues with numerical models include model resolution, parameteriza-
tions of subgrid-scale physics with poorly known parameters, missing physics, errors in
the numerical solution of the differential equations of motion, and poorly known initial and
boundary conditions. On the modeling side, the question of whether modern climate mod-
els can adequately represent diverse climates, such as that of the LGM, is a pivotal one.
These same models are being used to predict future climate change, but their adequacy out-
side of the modern climate is poorly assessed. Recently, paleoclimate scenarios have been
included in IPCC simulations for the first time [Braconnot, 2011], and serious efforts are
underway to evaluate these models against proxy records [Braconnot et al., 2012]. These
are clear steps in the right direction.
LGM model-data synthesis. Much work remains in the area of model-data synthesis
for studying paleoclimates. Data assimilation is a relatively young field, and the practical
application of the adjoint method to estimate modern ocean state has been possible for only
10-15 years. Indeed, only one study prior to this thesis has applied the adjoint method to
estimate past climates with a general circulation model and proxy records. Methods will
likely improve as additional experience is gained.
The state estimation approach used in this thesis has a number of key limitations. It has
not been possible to build full equilibrium ocean estimates – the techniques used here do
not appear to permit identification of a model state that is consistent with (1) a steady state
assumption, (2) available data, and (3) known ocean dynamics. Specific issues include
the following: it has not been possible to reach estimation periods longer than 80 years
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(longer simulations are possible, but are essentially unconstrained by data); 80 year LGM
state estimates show significant drift in temperatures, salinities, and AMOC strength; and
AMOC strength is persistently weak and shallow in modern state estimates 10 years in
length or longer.
Estimates such as those produced by the ECCO project show that it is possible to ob-
tain time-varying estimates of ocean state that are consistent with the observational record
and with known ocean dynamics, and previous LGM inverse modeling studies show that
it is possible to obtain estimates that are consistent with the data, limited dynamics, and a
built-in assumption of steady state. What is missing is approaches that satisfy all three of
the equilibrium ocean estimation requirements at once. There are many potential avenues
to future progress. The most obvious is to compare the results achieved here with those
achieved using other model-data synthesis techniques. Recently, G. Gebbie has used simi-
lar LGM datasets to constrain water mass distributions and pathways in a kinematic model
(see page 83 for a discussion). That approach uses a structural steady state assumption and
limited dynamics, but is able to identify a steady state solution that is consistent with many
LGM proxy records. Each approach satisfies 2 of the 3 desired requirements of an OCE
– by comparing them perhaps an approach can be identified that satisfies all 3 in a single
estimate.
There are also promising avenues for more directly improving the LGM state estimates
presented in this thesis. An important unknown is how sensitive the solutions are to key
assumptions such as the choice of initial and boundary conditions, and the assignment of
uncertainties to these conditions. Additional LGM state estimates should be computed
starting from different prior assumptions. One area of particular interest is the importance
of the first guess atmospheric forcing. The thesis employs a single year of NCEP as a first
guess, but other types of atmospheric forcing should be tested. A first step has been made
in this direction: we have successfully used CCSM3 PMIP2 LGM atmospheric forcing and
initial conditions in forward runs using the MIT GCM. Unfortunately, the optimization is
not stable in this setup. It is possible that this is simply a technical issue that can be resolved
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with additional effort; if not, it will be important to understand why the optimization can
not be effectively applied to this model configuration. Another key test will be to study
the sensitivity of the final estimate to the first guess initial conditions. We have used a
first guess salinity field that has particularly high salinity in deeper layers, but the extra salt
was added in distinct layers. Other choices should be tested, such as a haline stratification
like today’s, or a salinity field in which deeper layers are made saltier using a continuous,
rather than step-wise, approach. Another key unknown is the extent to which an ocean
circulation can be constrained given the sparse and uncertain nature of proxy observations.
Pseudo-proxy experiments will be important to determining this; one could use one of the
LGM state estimates presented in this thesis as first guess initial and boundary conditions,
constrain a new modern estimate with modern data sub-sampled at LGM proxy locations
(with added noise), and evaluate how close the final state estimate is to modern conditions.
6.4 Closing
The study of past ocean circulation has historically been largely driven by two main ap-
proaches: (1) proxy record development with a sometimes qualitative consideration of
ocean dynamics, and (2) modeling of ocean circulation with a sometimes biased selection
of preferred data and model-data comparisons that are often qualitative in nature. Quan-
titative synthesis of ocean dynamics and data is a challenge: building a consistent picture
requires full consideration of the complexities and uncertainties of both the observational
record and numerical models of ocean circulation. Facing these challenges is necessary if
the full promise of paleoclimate is to be realized: that past climates can provide quantita-
tive evidence to aid in the difficult but necessary task of understanding how climate may
respond to anthropogenic forcings in the future.
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Appendix A
MARGO uncertainty assignments
The Multi Proxy Approach for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean (MARGO) project
developed uncertainty assignments for each near sea surface temperature (NSST) proxy
record included in the compilations produced by the project [Waelbroeck et al., 2009].
Given the important role of uncertainty estimates in least squares minimization, the MARGO
approach to uncertainty estimation is reviewed.
MARGO uncertainties are given by
σMARGO = fac · σcal · q, (A.1)
where σcal is a mean calibration error and q is a mean reliability index; these will be de-
scribed in the following paragraphs. fac is a multiplicative factor which is assigned a
value of one as a reasonable first estimate [Waelbroeck et al., 2009]; the inclusion of this
unknown factor by Waelbroeck et al. [2009] is an indication of how difficult quantitative
uncertainty estimation is for proxy records. MARGO-defined uncertainties are also termed
semi-quantitative, because they depend on both qualitative and quantitative metrics for data
uncertainty, as will be clear in the following paragraphs. Figure A-1 shows the distribution
and mean of σMARGO for each proxy type and each season.
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Figure A-1: Histograms of semi-quantitative uncertainties defined by the MARGO project
for each proxy and season. All axes have the same limits. Labeled dashed lines give the
mean uncertainty for each histogram.
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As described by Waelbroeck et al. [2009], the calibration error (σcal) was defined in one
of two ways in MARGO, depending on the dataset. For proxy reconstructions that rely on
a calibration equation, the standard error of the residuals of the calibration equation is used.
For reconstructions that rely on assemblage-based approaches, one or more modern records
are temporarily excluded from the reference database; their properties are predicted based
on the other records; and the actual and predicted values are used to compute the root-mean-
squared error of prediction. Foraminifera calibration errors are specific to each record and
vary from 0.8 to 1.5 ◦C; alkenone and Mg/Ca calibration errors are taken to be 1.5◦C for all
records; and dinocyst calibration errors are 1.2◦C for annual mean, 1.2◦C for winter mean,
and 1.7◦C for summer mean conditions.
The mean reliability index was defined as
q = (0.75 ∗ qstr + qnum + qrel)/2.75,
where quality flags are based on chronostratigraphic quality (qstr), number of samples used
to compute the reconstructed value (qnum), and a reliability index (qrel). qnum and qrel
are assigned values from 1 to 3, while qstr takes values from 1 to 4; q is computed as a
weighted mean of these components where each is normalized by its range. Chronostrati-
graphic quality qstr is assigned values of 1-4 [De Vernal et al., 2005]. Level 1 indicates
chronologic control is provided through either annually counted layers or two radiometric
dates in the 19-23 cal kyr period. Level 2 indicates control is provided by two radiometric
dates within 12-30 ka, or that correlation of properties to another core dated with proto-
col 1 is used. Level 3 indicates control is based on other stratigraphic constraints that are
correlated to records dated at quality level 2. qnum is assigned a value of 1, 2, or 3 when
the number of samples in the LGM interval is > 4, 2 - 4, or exactly 1, respectively. The
reliability level qrel is assigned values between one and three; the assignment is proxy-
specific and was chosen as follows. For dinoflagellate cysts, qrel = 1, 2, and 3 indicate
analogue situations that are good, acceptable and poor, respectively [Waelbroeck et al.,
2009]. For foraminiferal assemblage-based reconstructions, NSST estimates generated by
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4 reconstruction techniques are compared. qrel = 1, 2, and 3 indicate a maximum differ-
ence among the 4 techniques of < 2, 2−4 and > 4 ◦C, respectively. For dinoflagellate cyst
assemblage-based reconstructions, values of qrel = 1, 2, and 3 are assigned for “distances”
between sample and best analog of < 37, 37−74, and > 74 (distance is a metric specific to
the dinocyst reconstruction approach, see De Vernal et al. [2005]). For Mg/Ca, assignments
are basin-specific. For the Atlantic, qrel = 1 is assigned for core depths shallower than 3000
m and for near-surface dwelling species; qrel = 2 for core depths larger than 3000 m or
non-near surface dwelling species; and qrel = 3 for cases where the core is deeper than
3000 m and the species is not surface dwelling. Uncertainties are larger for species that
are not surface dwelling as any change in stratification between the LGM and today would
make the reconstructed near sea surface temperatures less reliable. Uncertainty is increased
with depth because post-depositional dissolution increases with depth and introduces a bias
on temperatures reconstructed with Mg/Ca (see Section 2.2.2).
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